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FOREWORD
This document constitutes the TRW Defense and Sp ace Systems Group inal
technical report to NASA Langley Research Center for the Application of Pre-
cision Attitude Determination Systems to the Earth Resources Survey (AAFE)till	 Program. Prepared under NASA contract NASI.-12894, the report is being pre-
sented in two volumes, of which this is Volume 11:
a Volume I — Strapdown Star Tracker Development
a Volume II — System Tests.
This report reflects the contributions of a number of previous efforts
performed both under NASA contract (NAS5-21111) and independently by TRW.
In the area of system design and analysis these efforts are summarized in
the following final technical reports:
r PPCS System Design and Analysis, 13900-6012-RO-01,
r	
NASA/GSFC, MAS5-21111, 1 July 1972.
PADS System Design and Analysis (Two-Axis Gimbal Star
.	 Tracker), 13900-6014- ,RU-00, NASA/GSFC, NASS-21111,
1 July 1973.
-`	 a PADS System Design and Analysis (Single-Axis Gimbal Star
Tracker), 13900-6016-RU-00, NASA/GSFC, NAS5-21111,
1 July 1974.
a PADS System Design and Analysis (Strapdown Star Tracker),
99994-6316-RU-00, TRW Report, 23 December 1975.
r-
i
	
	
In the area of hardware development the following reports have been
published:
^,	 a PPCS Star Tracker 'Vest, 13900-6013-RU--00, NASA/GSFC,
L	 NAS5-21111, 1 July 1972.
Ft'
w PADS Star Tracker Test, 13900-6015-RU-00, NASA/GSFC,
NAS5-21111, 1 July 1973.
TRW employees who contributed to this final report include: F.J. Belsky,
D.I. Brubaker, R.E. Edwards, R.L. Farrenkopf, R.F. Gates, R.J. Mann,
K.J. McAloon, and J.G. Zaremba.	
may,
Approved by: 
K. J. M loon
Project Manager
Approved by: '	 a
W.A. F7nle , Man er
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1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
Since 1970 TRW has been engaged in activities related to precision
attitude determination systems (PADS) for spacecraft applications under
company, NASA, and USAF funding.	 In addition to extensive analyses of
such systems, developmental efforts have been undertaken in the areas of
star trackers and software algorithms. 	 Engineering model gimbal and
strapdown star trackers were developed and tested along with computer
simulations of the effectiveness of various algorithm approaches.
'. In 1974 NASA/LaRC awarded TRW a contract to perform a laboratory
test of the performance capability of an engineering model PADS. 	 The
test objective which evolved subsequently was to test two such systems,
one using a strapdown star tracker, the other using a single-axis gimbal
star tracker.
	
The simulated orbit configuration was to be that of a PADS
aboard a three-axis stabilized, earth-pointed satellite in geosynchronous
orbit.	 The performance goal was to demonstrate 0.001 degree (1Q) per axis
accuracy for both the strapdown and gimbal PADS. 	 A secondary program,
- objective was the fabrication, assembly, and unit test of the strapdown
star tracker for the system test.	 The majority of the design of this
tracker had already been accomplished.
A functional block diagram of PADS is presented in Figure 1-1. 	 PADS,
mounted aboard a spacecraft, provides estimates of the inertial attitude
{^. of the spacecraft axes. 	 The PADS sensors are:
w A star tracker which provides periodic updates of the
spacecraft attitude relative to identified stars.
a	 Gyros which provide a continuous indication of the
relative inertial attitude of the spacecraft.
In addition to the sensors, a digital computer (either on-board or ground-
? based) implements the software algorithms which combine the redundant
sensor signals and compute the spacecraft inertial attitude.
STAR
TRACKERS
SPACECRAFT
	
	
ESTIMATED
COMPUTERINERTIAL --
DIGITAL	 INERTIAL
ATTITUDE	 ^	 ATTITUDE
L	 GYROS
SOFTWARE
ALGORITHMS
r	 ,_
Figure 1-1. Precision Attitude Determination System (PADS)
E
The PADS engineering model hardware components tested in the labora-
tory are shown in Figure 1-2. These components consist of:
® A strapdown star tracker developed by TRW
o A single-axis gimbal star tracker also developed by TRW
e A three-axis inertial reference unit furnished by NASA.
The PADS software algorithms were implemented offline in a CDC 6500 digital
computer.
In orbit the strapdown star tracker uses the orbit rate of the satel-
lite for star availability. The developed strapdown star tra:.ker has a'
star magnitude sensitivity requirement of 8 M y in order to provide frequent
star updates at geosynchronous rate. A small 1 0 by 1 0 field of view
resulted from the accuracy requirement of 0.001 degree.
The single-axis gimbal star tracker is a modification of a two-axis 	 a
tracker developed by TRW on a USAF program. In its modified state it has	 a
a 1/20 by 1/2 `3 field of view which can be gimbaled through ±45 0 . In view
of the larger effective field of view of the tracker, its star magnitude
sensitivity requirement is only 3.5 Mv.
a
The original intent was that NASA would furnish an engineering model a
of a three-axis inertial reference assembly using the Bendix 64 PM RIG	
4
gyro. however, schedule difficulties precluded delivery of this assembly,
and the engineering model Inertial Reference Unit (IRU) from the Orbiting
Astronomical Observatory program was substituted. Although nominally a
higher performance unit, a somewhat anomalous behavior of the IRU gyros 	 i
resulted in it being roughly equivalent to the Bendix specified performance.
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Since the primary emphasis of the laboratory evaluation was on the
accuracy of the star trackers and the effectiveness of the software algo-
rithms in processing actual sensor signals, it was considered adequate to
implement the algorithms offline in a CDC 6500 digital computer. The
sensor signals were time-tagged and stored on magnetic tape during the
test, and then processed post-test using FORTRAN coded algorithms.
The precision test facility in which the PADS tests were performed is
shown in Figure 1-3. A ground-fixed test configuration was implemented
both because of the geosynchronous orbit simulation requirement and the
extremely high accuracy demanded from the laboratory instrumentation. In
this configuration the PADS reference axes were stationary in the laboratory
axes and the collimated star beams were moved relative to the laboratory,
or PADS, axes. Knowledge of the inertial motion of the laboratory, plus
measurement of the attitude of the star beams relative to the laboratory
axes by laboratory instrumentation, provided the reference coordinates
against which the PADS attitude estimates were compared.
Both the strapdown and gimbal PADS laboratory tests were successfully
completed. In each case a ten day test was performed following an initial
alignment procedure. During the ten days four evenly spaced attitude
determination test runs were made. Each roan was four to five hours long.
Post--test data processing and evaluation showed that both systems met
the performance goal of 0.001 degree (la) per axis. Based on star avail-
ability data, 20 minute star update intervals were selected to minimize gyro
induced errors while still providing a high probability (>97%) of star
acquisition. The rms accuracy obtained with each system, normalized to
equal components for all axes, was:
9 Strapdown PADS: 2.3 arc second (rms) per axis
s Gimbal PADS:	 3.6 arc second (rms) per axis.
These results were obtained without any limitations in star separation
geometry.
In view of the test results obtained, the program was considered very
successful, not only because a difficult laboratory evaluation was completed
as planned, but because both PADS met their performance goals.
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2. TEST OBJECTIVE
^J
The purpose of the PADS system tests was to measure the performance
capability of each of two PADS, one using a strapdown star tracker, the
other using a single-axis gimbal star tracker. The performance evaluation
was conducted in the laboratory under simulated orbit conditions. These
conditions consisted of the stellar optical stimuli and inertial attitude
rates which would be experienced on a three-axis stabilized, earth-pointed
satellite in geosynchronous orbit.
The primary focus of the evaluation was on the contribution to the
total system accuracy by the star trackers, and the effectiveness of the
software algorithms in functioning with actual sensor signals.
The performance criteria for the laboratory tests was the accuracy
with which the PADS estimated its attitude throughout the test period
relative to the inertial attitude of the laboratory at the start of the
test. A ground-fixed laboratory test was performed in which the PADS axes
remained stationary in the laboratory coordinates. Star stimuli were simu-
lated by moving the star line of sight relative to the laboratory coordi-
nates. A direct means of evaluating the PADS performance was obtained from:
1) true knowledge of the laboratory inertial attitude as a function of time,
and 2) precise measurement of the star line of sights relative to the
laboratory, and hence inertial, coordinates.
The performance goal for PADS was a steady state accuracy of 0.001
degree (1c) per axis. For the purposes of this program the one sigma two-
axis or three -axis goal is defined as the RSS of the single axis goals.
The laboratory environment was benign in terms of temperature and
vibration. No bright object sources were simulated. Satellite attitude
control rates were not simulated. Evaluation of these effects was con-
sidered more properly relegated to the component test or design simulation
level.
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3. DESCRIPTION OF PADS
Brief descriptions of the PADS hardware and software are given in this
section. Detailed design information for the system components has been
documented during previous efforts and programs and is referenced in the
following descriptions.
PADS provides estimates of the inertial attitude of its reference axes.
A functional block diagram of PADS is shown in Figure 1-1. The star trackers
provide periodic absolute attitude updates. The gyros provide continuous
relative attitude data. The computer implements the software algorithms
:	 which combine these redundant sensor signals and estimate inertial attitude.
The following paragraphs describe in detail the specific PADS components
which were tested. Descriptions of the strapdown star tracker, the gimbal
star tracker, and the gyros are given along with comments regarding their
origin and level of development. In view of the offline data processing
which was performed, a description of a flight suitable digital computer
was not relevant. The software algorithms are described, but their adapt-
5.r.:
ability to a flight computer is not discussed, again because it was not
relevant to this test program. This latter topic has been covered, however,
-	 in previous studies described in the foreword.
3.1 HARDWARE
The PADS hardware which was tested in the laboratory is illustrated in
Figure 1-2. Two PADS configurations were tested, one using a strapdown star
tracker, the other a gimbal star tracker. The same inertial reference unit.
was used for each configuration. This unit contained three gyros which had
their input axes mounted orthogonal to each other. Since the emphasis of
the test program was directed toward the performance capability of the star
trackers and the effectiveness of the software algorithms, a flight-suitable
computer was not used. Instead, the sensor data was collected on magnetic
'	 tape during the test using a CDC 1700 computer, and then processed post-
test using a CDC 6500 computer.
3.1.1 Strapdown Star Tracker
An extensive description of the strapdown star tracker (SST) is pre-
sented in Volume I of this report. Detailed descriptions of the design are
given along with extensive design analyses and test results.
The star tracker is a high accuracy, high sensitivity sensor with the
performance characteristics listed.in Table 3-1. The tracker has been
designed to meet the PADS requirement to track 8 My stars with 3 arc sec-
onds accuracy. Engineering model level of development has been achieved.
The star tracker uses an image dissector tube as its basic detector
because the high sensitivity and resolution available from this instrument
is consistent with the PADS requirements. The ITT F4012 image dissector
was selected because of its proven reliability in space applications.
Table 3-1. SST Design Parameters
Field of View to by 1°
Sensitivity 10 14v GO(6000aK)
Photo-detector
Type ITT F4012
Usable Photocathode Area 12.7 mm
Aperture Diameter 0.254 mm
Optics
Type Cassegrain
Focal Length 50.8 cm
Aperture 60 cm2
Instantaneous Field of Vie1'1 103 arc sec
Electronics
Positton Output 12 bit serial word
Magnitude Output 10 bit serial word
Update Time 0.1 sec
Functional Performance
Maximum Acquisition Time 13.6 sec
Maximum Track State 0.02 o/sec
Accuracy (with FOV and Temp . Comp.)
Line of Sight to EO Axes
Noise (lo)(single sample) 3.0 are sec (8 liv)
Fixed (1,) 1.0 arc sec
EO Axes to Optical Reference
Dias	 (30) 5.1 arc sec
Dias	 Stability
	 (3,) 1.3 are sec
Size 12.7 x 12.7 x 56 cm
Weight 5 kg
Power (using 010S logic) 4.6 watts
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Photon counting is used as a detection technique because it provides
superior sensitivity over that achievable with conventional analog tech-
niques.
The search, track, and mode control electronics are completely digital,
not only to complement the photon counting technique, but to eliminate those
errors associated with the conventional analog implementations.
The entire electro-, optical structure has been made from graphite/epoxy
composite material in order to minimize all thermal distortions. This
material has a linear coefficient of thermal expansion which is 100 times
less than that of aluminum.
A functional block diagram of the SST is shown in Figure 3-1. An
explanation of the diagram is facilitated by considering four functional
groupings:
9 Signal generation
a Acquisition
a Track
e Control.
Signal Generation. Photons received from the star or target are
focused by the optics to a spot on the photocathode of the image dissector.
The resulting signal from the anode of the tube is processed by the video
detector. For weak signals, the output of the video detector will be logic
level pulses corresponding to the emission of electrons from the photo-	
l
cathode. For strong signals, in the presence of the cruciform spatial modu-
lation pattern, the output will be a squarewave at the modulation frequency.
Acquisition. Acquisition is achieved by scanning the t o by 1 0 FOV
with a discrete raster pattern produced by the acquisition scan generator.
For normal acquisition the pattern is a 64 x 64 dot matrix which is com-
pleted in less than 14 seconds. Proximity to a star is detected by the star
presence circuit. This circuit counts the number of photoelectrons at each
dwell point in the scan matrix. In the presence of a star, a dwell count
significantly higher than the background noise count will be measured. By
commanding the differential count necessary to indicate a star, stars equal
to or greater than selected magnitudes may be acquired and tracked.
3--3
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Figure 3-1. Star Tracker Block Diagram
r
Track. Track is initiated by a signal from the star presence circuit.
The track sweep generator starts eight continuous cruciform patterns at the
position at which track was entered. If the star magnitude and track loss
circuit does not indicate that a star is being tracked, then the acquisition
scan is continued. The pulse synchronization circuit is the key element in
enabling the tracker to track either bright or dim stars. In the case of dim
stars, the circuit will produce pulses on a one-to-one basis with photo-
electron pulses. By counting pulses in synchronization with the cruciform
track sweep, the percentage duty cycle of the pulse width modulated (PWM)
A
	
information is computed in the error detector circuit. On the other hand,
bright stars will produce a squarewave at the video detector output which
reflects the PWM information. By gating this signal with a high
frequency clock, the information content is retained in the form of
clock pulses instead of photoelectron pulses, and the percent duty
cycle is again computed in the error detector circuit, By timesharing
the error detector only one circuit is needed to compute the error
for both axes. At the end of each cruciform pattern the computed
error for each axis is summed with the number in the accumulator for
that axis. Each accumulator drives a DAC which in turn drives the
deflection amplifiers. Star magnitude is measured by the star
magnitude and track loss circuit.
Control. The tracker mode control is implemented by the mode control
logic. The inputs to this circuit are:
1) Star presence
2) Track loss
3) Search
4) Zero.
The last two signals are manual controls. A manual switch to disable the
track loss signal is also provided.
3.1.2 Gimbal Star Tracker
The PADS requirement is for a single-axis gimbal star tracker. However,
programmatic considerations necessitated the use of a two-axis star/landmark
tracker developed under an Air Force contract. A detailed design description
of this unit is given in reference. (1) To make the tracker compatible to
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the PADS requirements, the outer gimbal was mechanically locked and the
landmark function was inhibited. The remaining star tracker functions
represent the same technology developed previously by TRW for a single-
axis gimbal star tracker.(2) The following description applies only to
the modified tracker.
The PADS gimbal star tracker (GST) consists of a Star Sensor Unit (SSU)
mounted within a single degree of freedom Sensor Gimbal Unit (SGU). The SSU
incorporates the optics, detector, and supporting electronics. The SGU is
an exceptionally precise and stable mount providing gimbal drive for null
tracking stars and precision angular readout of the gimbal. The GST inter-
faces with the Sensor Electronics Assembly (SEA) which prov ydes the gimbal
angle processing and servo drive signals. The performance characteristics
of the GST are shown in Table 3--2.
3.1.2.1 Star Sensor Unit
The SSU is a high accuracy star sensor designed to track 3.5 M y stars
with arc second accuracy. The SSU uses an image dissector tube together with
conventional analog search and track electronics.
The optical design results from a tradeoff between the desire for a
short focal length to obtain small size and weight, and the requirement to
maintain arc-second level accuracy. The selected design is a Cassegrain
telescope utilizing aluminum optics.
A bright object sensor and shutter assembly are incorporated in the
sensor along with the high voltage power supply. The high voltage power
supply will be incapacitated by the bright object sensor when the sun is
within the 45 aegree field, and also, a rotary solenoid will be actuated
which will close the shutter in front of the photocathode.
The sensor assembly has been designed with great care for thermal
symmetry to provide maximum thermal-mechanical stability. In particular,
the electronics are equally spread around the tube assembly. The high
voltage power supply and line voltage converter, behind the tube assembly
and the flange mounting, provide symmetrical heat transfer through the
structure into the mounting plate.
_.	 J
Table 3-2. GST Design Parameters
Field of View 0.5 x 0.5 deg
Gimbal Freedom Up to ±60 deg
Sensitivity +3.5 my
Bandwidth 25 Hz
Optics
Focal Length 84 cm
Aperture 54 cm2
IFOV 84 arc sec
Detector F4012 RP
Minimum Sun Angle 45 deg
Accuracy (la, per axis)
Sensor
Electronic Bias 0.14 arc sec
Thermo-Mechanical
	
(Random) 0.46 arc sec
Noise Equivalent Angle 1.2 arc sec
Gimbal and Encoder
Alignment 0.71 arc sec
Thermo-Mechanical Stability 0.28 arc sec
Inductosyn 086 arc sec
Readout Electronics
Bias 0.42 arc sec
Random 0.42 arc sec
Noise and Quantization 0.3 arc sec
Size 30x51 x16 cm
Weight 13.6 kgm
Power 17 W
I
SCAN
(ONLY ONE ERROR CHANNEL IS SHOWN)
Figure 3-2. Functional Block Diagram of Star Sensor Unit
The image dissector, deflection yoke, focus coil, and high voltage
biasing network are all contained in a single, integral, encapsulated
assembly. The outer structure of this assembly consists of the necessary
magnetic shielding to prevent stray fields, or the earth's field, from
affecting the image dissector, and is mechanically indexed directly to the
optics. The electronics are contained on four flex-print interconnected
printed circuit boards which are installed in the housing as a subassembly
around the tube assembly.
A functional block diagram of the 5511 is shown in Figure 3-2. The
following paragraphs explain the sensor operation.
Video Processor. The video processor performs the following functions.
During the search mode, automatic gain and threshold control circuits select
only the largest video pulse present and send it to the mode control logic.
When in the track mode of operation, the image dissector video is shaped
into a digital pulsewidth-modulated signal and is fed to the demodulator.
A digital star-presence signal and an analog star-magnitude signal are also
developed,
OPTIC
	 IMAGE DISSECTOR VIDEO
	DEMODULATOR	
TRACKING
PROCESSOR	 INTEGRATOR
HEIGH
V
CLOCK
S,
MODE	 SUMMING
LOGIC
SEARCH
SCAN
GENERATOR
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Mode Control Logic. The mode control logic establishes the mode of
operation: search or track. The timing of the search cycle, the gating of
the tracking loop, and search-scan waveforms are also controlled by the mode
logic.
Demodulator. The demodulator circuits consist of timing gates to pro-
cess the pulsewidth-modulated video and precision voltage switches which
develop the tracking loop correction error voltage at the input to the
tracking integrator.
Trackinq. Inte , rac g tors. This circuit consists of an integration stage
(op-amp) which provides correcting do voltages to the deflection generator
to keep the star image centered in the image-dissector aperture by taking
the integral of the error demodulator output.
Scan Generator. The scan generator provides three separate circuit
functions. A triangular waveform is generated by a counter-integrator com-
bination and is used as the track mode scan waveform. Two binary counters
and D/A converters are used to develop the stairstep-type search mode scan
waveforms. The above scan waveforms and the dc-correcting voltage from the
tracking integrator are summed in current dividers to provide the deflection
coil current required.
Error Amplifier. The do component of the deflection coil current is
determined by a current sampling resistor and the corresponding voltage is
then amplified and filtered to give the required output pointing error
gradient.
3.1.2.2 Sensor Gimbal Unit
The single degree of freedom gimbal assembly utilizes a proven single
ball/flexure suspension system and Inductosyn readout. The gimbal is formed
by identical drive housing assemblies attached on each side of the star
sensor unit. The drive housings incorporate the suspension/bearing system,
drive :aotors, Inductosyn encoders, and data link.
The use of identical drives on both ends of each axis is motivated by
the desire to obtain mechanical and thermal symmetry. The star sensor mass
is centered between the supporting bearings of the gimbal. Nearly identical
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power dissipation in each housing minimizes thermal gradient variations.
Further, zero structural slope mounting points are chosen so that one-g
distortions result in translation only — not in angular rotations. With
this approach, testing can be accomplished with negligible errors due to
gravity induced droop.
Gimbal Suspension
The gimbal design features a one-ball bearing configuration. The
geometry of this scheme provides self-alignment features and facilitates
the fabrication of the gimbal system by providing inherent reference for
the establishment of the rotational axis of the gimbal.
The desired axis is established by a line of contact of the balls with
the cone surfaces of their retaining cups. The accuracy of the gimbal axis
is set by the cups radii of contact and the ball sphericity. Since the ball
sphericity can be obtained to two parts in a million and the cups radius of
contact is established by lapping, and since all other critical surfaces are
indexed to the payloads balls, the achievement of very accurate alignment
is possible. The suspension consists of two single spherical bails sup-
porting the payload. Each ball locates itself via two cone type cups. One
cup (rotating retainer) is located on each side of the payload and the other
cup (stationary retainer) is inclined 40 minutes of arc with respect to the
center line passing through the centers of the spherical balls; the station-
ary cup cone is eccentrically offset with respect to the centerline of
the cylindrical shaft containing the cone. The shaft element is housed in
the bore of the flexure, which is an intermediate element between the
retainer and the gimbal frame.
Drive Motors
Each gimbal motor drive assembly is identical in performance and general
configuration. It consists of a two phase permanent magnet motor and appro-
priate support structure. The motor has 24 poles and 4 skewed slots between
pole spaces. The commutation to the motor is provided L•y the Indictosyn
resolver signal which is conditioned to provide the required power in terms
of sine and cosine functions with periods satisfying the number of poles
(12 speed). Interconnecting of the sine and cosine inputs to the respective
motor winding results in a brushless motor exhibiting do torquer character-
istics.
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Inductosyn Encoders
The angular rotation of each gimbal is measured using a precision
Inductosyn. The Inductosyn is a pair of discs, in this case 5 inches in
diameter, which are mounted such as to rotate coaxially with respect to
one another with facing surfaces in close proximity. The facing surfaces
have printed conductors, forming winding circuits which may be flux linked,
disc-to-disc. One disc, designated the rotor, has a single winding; the
other, the stator, has two windings. The winding geometry is arranged so
that the transformation coupling from rotor to stator varies trigonome-
trically with relative disc rotation. The two stator windings are in
mechanical quadrature to one another. Thus, the device is electrically
identical to a synchro resolver, except for a very low coupling efficiency
and for a larger number of poles than are normally found in a conventional
resolver.
Data Li nk
The data link provides transmission of electrical signals across the
gimbals without excessive restraint torques. The design utilizes an "S"
folded conductor strip whiw" is attached at the ends of and slides between
a cylindrical stationary member attached to the housing sleeve and a smaller
diameter cylindrical component (the rotating member) attached to the motor
shaft. The inner and the outer members are lined with nylon rings to pro-
vide electrical insulation and mechanical guide for the rolamite action of
a 6 conductor strip. There are four such strips providing the capability
of ±600
 motion with restraints not exceeding 36 gm--cm. Both the
stationary and the rotating members of this assembly are made from beryllium.
Appropriate electrical connectors (miniature) are attached to the periphery
of the rotating and stationary component. The data link itself is so
designed that it can be removed from the system without disturbing the
various electrical interconnections.
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i3.1.2.3 Sensor Electronics Assembly
The Sensor Electronics Assembly provides encoding of the Inductosyn 	 E
gimbal angle signals and implements the controller/drive for the gimbal
motors. Figure 3-3 shows the SEA functional block diagram for one of the
two gimbal axes. The Inductosyn Electronics has as its function the
excitation and processing of both multi-speed and single-speed Inductosyn
	 r
output signals to derive the precision measure of gimbal angle. The Drive
Electronics provides for loop compensation and appropriate commutation, and
and motor parer drive functions.
Inductosyn Electronics
An Inductosyn is analogous to a resolver. It has a primary, the rotor,
which is sinusoidally excited at some frequency, 10.3 kHz in this case. It
has two secondary (stator) output signals of the same frequency, whose
amplitudes are trigonometrically amplitude-related to the device's mechani-
cal angle:
i
Vs = kVe sin no sin wet
V c = kVe cos no sin wt
where a is the mechanical angle, Ve
 is the rotor excitation amplitude, and
we is its frequency. The transformation ratio, k, is extremely small for
an Inductosyn, such that the output signal is only a few millivolts. Each
Inductosyn has a single-speed and a 256 speed set of windings. The speed
ratio, n, is unity for the single-speed section and 256 for the multi-speed
section. Thus, the single-speed outputs advance one electrical revolution
for each mechanical revolution, while the multi--speed signals advance 256
electrical revolutions for the same mechanical rotation. By processing
both pairs of signals an extremely high resolution can be achieved.
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The Inductosyn signals are amplified by special preamplifiers located
on the gimbal, and the resultant signals transmitted to the SBA for further
processing. Within the SEA, the signals are converted from amplitude to
phase format. Each pair, as decribed above is converted to a phase pair:
VA	V sin (wet + ne)
VB = V sin (wet - no)
G
	 Thus, gimbal angle information now resides in the relative phase of the
signals, in "double-angle" form, i.e., the relative phase between V A and
VB changes twice as fast as no. These signals are then converted to
standard logic signals, A and B, for use by the encoder logic. The
amplitude-to-phase converters are specially designed to preserve the
inherent Inductosyn accuracy. A computer analysis has shown a worst-case
error of ±0.03 degree electrical for the converter itself, excluding pre-
amplifier gain variations and zero-crossing detector propagation delay
variations.
The Encoder section is used to digitally measure the relative phases
of the A and B signals from the amplitude-to-phase converters, and thus,
to develop a digital quantity representing the gimbal angles.
Gimbal Control Electronics
The control electronics has two modes which are commanded by an
external computer:
I) Slew
2) Track.
f
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In the slew mode a servo summing junction is implemented in the
computer using the desired position profile and the SBA inductosyn readout.
The error signal from this junction is used to drive the gimbal servo elec-
tronics. A rate signal can also be commanded by the computer to augment
the gimbal response performance. Operationally, this mode is used to
position the gimbal so that a star will be in the field of view of the
SSU.
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jIf the SSU acquires a star, it will send a track signal to the com-
puter. The computer in turn will command the gimbal control electronics
into the track mode. Here the vertical deflection signal from the SSU
is used as the error signal to the gimbal servo electronics. The elec-
tronics will drive the gimbal motor until the SSU signal is nulled, i.e.,
the star is positioned midway between the top and bottom of the field of
view.
The servo design consists of a proportional plus integral mechanization
which eliminates gimbal hangoff due to static bearing friction. In both
modes the servo is damped by a rate signal derived from the inductosyn
information. The rate loop is also implemented with a proportional plus
integral design to compensate for running bearing friction.
3.1.3 Inertial Reference Assembl y
The original plan for the PADS program was to receive a gyro assembly
for the laboratory tests from NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC). This
assembly would have used the Bendix 64 PM RIG gyro in a configuration
similar to that for the International Ultraviolet Explorer Satellite.
However, procurement difficulties experienced by GSFC prevented use of this
gyro assembly on the PADS program. In its place GSFC subtituted an engi-
neering model version of the Orbiting Astronomical Observatory Inertial
Reference Unit (OAO/IRU). A detailed design description of this unit is
given in reference (3).The following description is extracted from this
reference and is limited to only those aspects relevent to the PADS testing.
3.1.3.1 General Description
The IRU used in the laboratory tests consists of two packages: an
Inertial Package (IP) and an Electronics Package (EP). A test console was
also supplied by GSFC which provided an electronic interface capability with
the IRU.
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iThe test console provided all the necessary commands and power to
operate the IRU. Aside from the start-up and shut-down procedures, the
only interfaces with the test console during the PADS tests were manual
changes to the R-Term compensation for all three gyros. These changes
simplified the quick look display of the gyro performance during the
testing.	
k
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A data interface unit was added to the test console by CSFC to transmit
the gyro outputs to the PADS data collection system. Each output consists
	 1
of a 16 bit word representing the inertial rotation about the gyro input	
4
axis. The scaling is nominally 0.075 arc sec/count. The 16 bit word turns
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over after approximately 1.4 degrees.
IP
The IP is a temperature controlled cube 9 inches on a side. It weighs
18 kg and contains three precision gyros, their control and readout
electronics, a frequency source assembly which provides the precision fre-
quency for all the electronics in the IRU and temperature control electro-
nics. Attached to the IP are radiator plates which conduct heat away from
the IP. Each radiator is approximately 7.6 x 22.9 cm in area.
The gyros mounted in the IP were fabricated at MIT. They are MIT
designed adaptations of the inertial grade 2FBG-6F floated gyro. The
2FBG-6F gyro was modified for the OAO mainly by simplifying its construc-
tion and by improving its data bandwidth capability. The gyros are operated
with binary pulse restrained torque loops. Torque data from the gyros are
processed as rate integrals (i.e., angles) in the EP and converted to digital
signals. The IRU's reference position about each axis can either be reset
or changed incrementally. The resets are enabled by programmed commands.
Incremental changes in position are limited to one axis at a time.
For the PADS tests the IRU was operated only in the HOLD mode. During
this mode, the rate capability is 15 arc sec/sec, or earth rate. The indi-
cated rate of each gyro output can be digitally compensated in the EP
(referred to as R-Term compensation).
:: J
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The gyro electronics, temperature control, and frequency source
electronics consist of potted cordwood modules and discrete components,
assembled into the following subassemblies: Frequency Source Assembly,
Temperature Control Assembly, Auxiliary Temperature Control Assembly,
Torque Generator End Assembly (TGEA) and Signal Generator End Assembly
(SGEA). Each gyro has a TGEA and SGEA mounted with it, and tuned to it,
to provide proper gyro parameters. A total of 21 cordwood modules is used
in each IP.
EP
The EP is a rectangular assembly, 22.9 x 38.1 x 15.2 cm weighing 17,3 kgm,
made up of 3 electronic trays and an annex attached to tray 1. Contained
in the 3 trays and annex are 63 potted cordwood modules and a number of
discrete components, power transistors, transformers etc,
The EP contains analog, digital and hybrid electronics. There are 17
major electronics blocks including: power supplies, control units, input/
out units, logic and conditioning units.
3.1.3.2 IRU Performance
The IRU was tested at GSFC by personnel from Charles Stark Draper
Laboratory prior to delivery to TRW for the PADS tests. This testing is
described in Appendix C of this report. In summary, the tests showed that
the performance of all three gyros was degraded. The z(yaw) gyro was
especially bad.
Following setup and integration at TRW, the IRU performance was again
observed and found to be different from that measured at GSFC. This encour-
aged efforts to improve the IRU. Two actions undertaken did improve the
performance:
1) A rewiring of the power interface
2) A change in the thermal configuration.
The performance was again measured by CSDL and found to be significantly
improved. These results are also described in Appendix C.
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The gyro performance is described in Appendix C in terms of power
spectral density (PSD) curves. Another Method which was used to character-
ize the random drift of the gyros is to plot the standard deviation of the
gyro attitude as a function of sample time. Fi gure 3-4 illustrates the
approach which was taken. The standard deviation was calculated as:
N	 N	 1/2
5
= 1	 3-1
where
N = the total number of samples
ae = the attitude change over a sample time At.
Figures 3-5 through 3-7 show the standard deviation plotted as a function of
sample time for the three gyros. The data was derived from two runs taken
on 5 September 1975 and 19 September 1975. The first run duration was three
hours and gyro attitude was recorded every one second. The second run
duration was 60 hours and the data was recorded every 100 seconds. When
available, 50 samples were used to compute the standard deviation.
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Figure 3--4. Characterization of Gyro Random Drift
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The figures indicate that the standard deviations after 20 minutes
for the x and y gyros are 0.8 and 1.0 arc seconds, respectively. By
coincidence, these values are remarkably close to the value measured for
the originally considered Bendix gyros, namely, 0.4 arc seconds. (4) Also
by coincidence, both the x and y gyros and the Bendix gyros have a slope
of plus one (log--log plot) for 20 minute and longer samples. These
similarities between the malfunctioning IRU x and y gyros and the Bendix
gyro confirmed the decision to run the PADS tests with the IRU.
The standard deviation; for the z gyro is 4 arc seconds at the 20
minute sample time, and its slope is erratic. While this performance is
not ideal, it is close enough to the desired level for the gyro to be used
in the system tests. In the evaluations of the system tests results in
Sections 9 and 10, the effect of the poor performance of the z gyro on
system accuracy is pointed out.
A final comment is appropriate regarding the performance of the x and
y gyros. The time plots of gyro drift rate in Appendix C clearly indicate
that the dominant error characteristic is a squarewave variation with a
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period of approximately 17 hours.	 It is this characteristic which produces
the slope of plus one in Figures 3-5 and 3-6.	 Although unknown in origin,
i! this error is definitely deterministic in appearance.
3.2
	 SOFTWARE
The software design is, in general, characterized by achieving desired
system performance with the minimum of equation complexity. 	 Throughout the
-' equation development, for example, models derived to compensate for sys-
tematic errors in the on-board system are simplified to the level consistent
with desired performance.	 In most cases, for example, this resulted in only
first-order terms being retained.
The software is designed to perform executive functions (program con-
trol, self-test, system test, etc.), attitude determination, and pointing
control in the case of the gimbal star tracker. 	 The attitude determination
software derives inertial attitude by integration of the gyro outputs, and
employs a Kalman filter for periodic updates to bound the errors. 	 Develop-
ment of the attitude determination equations required a variety of tradeoffs
to determine the appropriate algorithms and design approach. 	 an the other	 4
hand, development of equations for transformations, star selection, and
gimbal pointing is straightforward, although algebraically complex.
Choice was available for selection of the kinematic variables used to
propagate rate through the required numerical integration. 	 Euler symmetric
- parameters were selected, as opposed to direction cosines, based upon the
use of a four, rather than nine, parameter system of equations; also, the
periodic renormalization that must be performed to combat computer roundoff
error is much simpler.	 A closed form solution is utilized, under the
constraint that the vehicle rate can be assumed constant over each inte-
E_
gration interval.	 The closed form solution tends to inhibit the truncation
error that would normally exist in the power series representation.	 Design`
analysis was also conducted to establish the integration step size and the f	
i
effect of computer (roundoff and truncation) errors.
The Kalman filter state vector was limited to six elements (three
attitude variables and three gyro biases) to minimize the problem dimen-
sionality while achieving desired performance.	 Additional states (such
as alignment/scale factor parameters in gyros and trackers) were found
-.3
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not to be justified based upon inherent accuracy/stability and/or relative
sensitivity. The extended Kalman filter formulation is utilized where
linearization takes place about the previous attitude estimate.
The Kalman filter requires a prior! definition of the initial state
error covariance matrix, the measurement noise covariance matrix, and the
state noise covariance matrix. The initial error covariance matrix reflects
the initial uncertainty of the state estimates, and the elements are selec-
ted a priori based upon the expected initial attitude uncertainty. There
appeared to be little influence of the initial estimate for error covari-
ance, but good design practice indicated selection of values larger than
the actual expected initial attitude errors.
State noise arises principally from the gyro random drift, and the
elements of the state noise covariance matrix are derived a priori based
upon the estimated (measured) gyro noise statistics. The influence of
state noise on performance was determined by evaluating the relative error
as a function of state noise parameters. A value of the elements of the
state noise covariance matrix can be determined which corresponds analyt-
ically to the value of gyro noise assun.ing a white noise gyro model. The
tradeoffs indicate that a good design procedure is to utilize the analyt-
ically derived values for the state noise covariance matrix which corre-
spond to a conservative estimate of gyro noise.
The elements of the measurement noise covariance matrix are based upon
a priori estimates (measurements) of tracker noise. Tradeoffs were made for
selection of elements of the measurement noise covariance matrix utilizing
a parameter variation study employing various values of tracker noise and
measurement noise covariance values. This tradeoff led to the indicaticn
that performance can be best achieved through selection of elements of the
measurement noise covariance matrix which are, in fact, optimistic.
The PADS software is configured in a modular structure which will
permit operational flexibility, capability for growth, and ease of modifi-
cation. The software makes use of state-of-the-art techniques so far as
possible, consistent with the capability of present generation spaceborne
computer technology. The software is segmented into modules to be executed
under control of the PADS executive according to a preassigned interactive
cycle. Individual program module interfaces have been allocated based upon
cycle requirements of the main computation loops.
The following two sections explain those aspects of the PADS software
which are peculiar to the strapdown and gimbal systems and their respective
star trackers.
3.2.1 Strapdown System Test Associated Software
The sensor information provided by the Inertial Reference Unit (IRU)
and the Strapdown Star Tracker (SST) are inputs to the strapdown algo-
rithm, whosa purpose is to establish system (spacecraft) attitude and
estimate the IRU drift rates. A top level program flow diagram is illus-
trated in Figure 3-8. Its first task is to read Tape 1 which contains
quantitative parameter values associated with the IRU and SST as well as
initial estimates (and their statistics) associated with both attitude
and gyro drift rates. Table 1--1 in Section 9 specifies a typical list of
such inputs. Next a block of IRU and SST data is read into the computer
via Tape 4, with successive blocks read thereafter as the data is utilized.
For the PADS laboratory setup, the air bearing table angle is also input
via Tape 4, as it establishes the reference star line-of-sight to be
utilized by the SST. Text the attitude and drift state transition matrices
are initialized, and a time tagged slice of sensor data read from the com-
puter memory. If it is not time to terminate the run, the algorithm forms
angular rate estimates, applying appropriate drift rate compensations.
Next the actual attitude is estimated based upon the previous estimate and
the intervening angular rates. The system state can then be printed on the
output tape (Tape 2), if desired, and unless there is SST data associated
with the present time slice, control returns to a for reading the next time
tagged data entry.
When SST data does appear, a countdown begins until that data is
actually utilized since the azimuth output of the SST becomes more accurate
towards the center of its field of view. Once the data is utilized, the
appropriate star is first identified, through use of the air bearing table
angle, and the SST output corrected to compensate
 for nonlinearities off
its boresight. The a priori estimate of expected SST output based upon the
estimated rather than actual attitude is next formed, and subtracted from
j
y
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	 PADS Strapdown Software Flow Diagram
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the actual readings to establish azimuth and elevation measurement
residuals. The Kalman Filter algorithm is then applied resulting in both
attitude and RGA drift rate updates. Also derived is an update of the
state error covariance matrix, which establishes to what extent the algorithim
believes its estimates. Control then returns to s for a new filter cycle.
A detailed listing of this computer program appears in Appendix A.
3.2.2 Gimbal System Test Associated Software
The computer program associated with the GST version of PADS is almost
identical to that associated with the SST version. The only significant
difference involves the replacement of the SST subroutine forming estimated
star tracker readings in Figure 3-8 by an equivalent GST subroutine. A
detailed listing of the GST version is presented in Appendix R.
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4. TEST CONFIGURATION AND ACCURACY
This section describes the laboratory test configuration in relation-
ship to the simulated geosynchronous orbit environment. In addition the
potential laboratory error sources are detailed.
4.1 SIMULATED ORBIT CONFIGURATION
The objective of the PADS system tests was to determine the perfor-
mance capability of a PADS system in geosynchronous orbit through laboratory
simulation. Two PADS systems were tested, one using a strapdown star
tracker, the other using a single-axis gimbal star tracker. The simulated
orbit conditions were the stellar optical stimuli and inertial angular rates
which would be experienced on a three-axis stabilized, earth-pointed satel-
lite in geosynchronous orbit.
Before hypothesizing the orbit configuration of both PADS systems, a
number of practical test limitations had to be considered. The most impor-
tant limitation was that only one strapdown star tracker could be developed
under the scope of the program. Since practically no geometric leverage is
obtained about the boresight of a t o by t o field of view, this meant that
system performance would be achieved only about the two axes normal to the
boresight: in essence, a two-axis test for the strapdown system.
Anot1her limitation was the fact that it was technically impossible
within the scope of the program to accurately simulate bright object inter-
ference to the performance of the star trackers. In view of this, the
assumed orientations of the tracker fields of view in orbit were picked
with the objective to make sensor errors as nearly as possible one-to-one
with system errors.
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With these considerations in mind the simulated orbit configurations
which were arrived at are shown in Figure 4-1. It is seen that the strap-
down system, is a two-axis system consisting of one narrow field of view and
two gyro input axes orthogonal to the field and to each other. For maximum
. star availability on the assumed uniformly distributed celestial sphere, the
field of view points at the celestial equator. On the other hand, the gimbal
system is a three-axis system since the 90 degree sweep of the tracker field
of view does give adequate geometric leverage for three-axis tracker infor-
mation, supplemented by the three orthogonal gyro axes. The center of the
-	 sweep is also pointed to the celestial equator for maximum star availability.
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Figure 4-1. Simulated Orbit Configuration
The driving function for star update frequency is the random drift of
the gyros. For the class of gyro considered on PADS a nominal update
period of 20 minutes has been chosen in order to result in a total system
accuracy of 0.001 degree, Using the equations developed in Volume I,
Section 2.2, a 20 minute period in the case of the strapdown star tracker
r'
gives a probability of at least one star occurring in the field of view of:
T
p = 0.9963
For the gimbal star tracker a 20 minute period gives a probability of
p = 0.9736
To make the probability for the gimbal tracker equal to that of the strap-
down tracker the update period must be extended to 32 minutes.
For the PADS testing the decision was made to make the star update
period 20 minutes for both strapdown and gimbal cases. This is equivalent
to acquiring a star every 5 degrees of right ascension in geosynchronous
orbit. In the analysis of the test data a parametric analysis of the effect
of update period was obtained by skipping updates. In this manner 20, 40,
and 60 minute update periods were obtained. This approach was taken since
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it simplified test procedures and avoided longer test runs in the case of
L u	 the gimbal system. Comparison between the two systems was made on the
basis of the parametric analyses.
Three different star declinations were used in the case of either
system. For the strapaown system the purpose of multiple declinations was
to exercise the accuracy of the tracker at more than one place in the
field of view. The three declinations were:
a Star 1: 911.6 arc sec (0.30)
e Star 2:	 0.0 arc sec (0.00)
a Star 3: -326.0 arc sec (-0.10)
For the gimbal system the motivation for three declinations was to obtain
three-axis star tracker information as well as to exercise the accuracy
of the gimbal readout. Mere the three declinations were:
a Star 1:	 53814.9 arc sec (14.90)
a Star 2: -14564.8 arc sec (-4.0o)
e Star 3: -82958.0 arc sec (-23.00)
4.2 LABORATORY TEST CONFIGURATION
The key distinguishing feature of the laboratory test configurations
for both the strapdown and gimbal system tests is that a ground-fixed
W_	
test is implemented. The earth itself is used to simulate the inertial
motion of an earth-pointed geosynchronous satellite. This is accomplished
by mounting the PADS sensors stationary to the laboratory floor, which
itself is a seismic pad isolated from building vibrations. The stellar
optical stimuli are simulated by sweeping collimating star beams past the
stationary PADS sensors. Ideally, the star beams, which are revolving
at earth rate relative to the laboratory, are stationary in inertial
coordinates since their rotation relative to the laboratory cancels the
rotation of the laboratory, or the earth, relative to inertial space. In
practice, since it was more practical to have the rotation axis of the
stars vertical in the laboratory, and since the laboratory location was in
Manhattan Beach, California, the star line-of-sights actually were rotating
in inertial space. However, since the stars were revolved at earth rate
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relative to the star trackers, the test configuration still satisfied the
objective of the tests, namely, to evaluate the performance of the PADS
systems.
Isometric representations of the strapdown and gimbal configurations
are shown in Figures 4-2 and 4-3, respectively. Table 5-1 in Section 5
identifies the nuwbered equipment. Photographs of the actual configurations
are shown in Figures 4-4 through 4-17. Figures 4-4 through 4 . 10 show details	 f
of the star stimulus of the strapdown star tracker. Stimulus of the gimbal
star tracker is shown in Figures 4-11 through 4-16. The inertial reference
assembly is shown in Figure 4-17.
The ground-fixed test provided two major advantages over the conven-
tional approach of rotating the PADS on a rate table in the center of a
room, and placing multiple star sources around the room which point at the
rotating PADS. The first advantage is that the ground —fixed approach is
compatible with the parallel beam star stimulus technique described in
the following section. This technique is essential to providing laboratory
instrumentation knowledge of star locations with one arc second accuracy.
The technique is not compatible with the rate table and multiple stars
approach. The second advantage is that the artificial subtraction of
earth rate from the gyro outputs is not necessary in the ground-fixed
approach. In fact, it becomes technically dubious in the rate table approach
since a vector of the same magnitude as that produced by the rate table must
be subtracted from the gyro outputs.
In the ground-fixed test approach, the PADS axes are identical to the
laboratory axes. Both are physically defined by optical surfaces on the
star trackers. The strapdown star tracker uses the normals to two faces of
an optical cube to define the axes. The gimbal star tracker uses an ortho-
gonal set of axes whose orientation is defined relative to three mirror
surfaces on the tracker base. Star orientation relative to the laboratory
(and PADS) axes is measured by laboratory instrumentation. 	 ti
The PADS output is a continuous estimate throughout the length of the
test run of the attitude of the PADS axes relative to their inertial atti-
tude at the start of the test run. For performance evaluation this output
is compared to the continuous inertial attitude of the physically defined
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Figure 4-5. View of Strapdown Configuration From Back of
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Figure 4-6. Front View of Theodolite
Figure 4-7. Back View of Theodolite
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Figure 4-8. View of Automatic Autocollimator From Right
of Star Source
Figure 4-9. View of Automatic Autocollimator From Left
of Star Source
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Figure 4- 1 0. LED Assembly on Star Source
Figure4-11. View of Gimbal Configuration
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Figure 4-12. View of Gimbal Configuration From Back of
Theodolite
Figure 4-13. Side View of Theodolite and Double-Sided
Mirror
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Figure 4-14. Theodolite View of Mirror Assembly in Reference 
Pas iti on 
Figure 4-15. Stationary and Rotating Mirrors in Star 2 
Pos iti on 
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Figure 4-16. Stationary and Rotating Mirrors in Reference
Position
Figure 4-17.
	 Inertial Reference Unit
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PADS axes.	 This attitude is derived from the inertial  attitude of the
laboratory axes at the start of the test and from knowledge of the rate
of the earth's rotation.	 The star orientation is measured relative to
the laboratory axes.	 It is important that the star orientation in labor-
atory axes be known very accurately using laboratory instrumentation.
:..:
An error in knowledge of the star position will
	 result directly in an
error in the performance evaluation of the PADS.
4.3	 PARALLEL BEAM STAR STIMULUS TECHNIQUE
The key test configuration accuracy requirement is: to know the orien-
tation of the star line-of-sight relative to the laboratory axes, which
in this case are also the PADS axes. 	 Since the PADS performance require-
ment is 3.6 arc seconds per axes, knowledge of the star orientation must
be significantly better than this value. 	 By using a parallel beam star -
stimulus technique an accuracy approaching one arc second was obtained.
The parallel beam technique is perhaps best illustrated by the top 1
view of the strapdown system test configuration shown in Figure 4-18.
Functionally, the performance of a star transit (defined as a sweep of a
...E
star through the field of view of the tracker) is straightforward. 	 The •'
collimated star beam from the star source is reflected off the rotating
mirror mounted on top of the air bearing table. 	 The table is turned at f
half earth rate so that the reflected star beam sweeps past the star
tracker at earth rate.	 In order to measure where the star beam is relative
to the PADS axes,	 i.e., the optical	 cube on the right side of the star
tracker, the collimated beam from an automatic autocollimator is trans-
mitted parallel to the star beam. 	 The normal to the front face of the
cube is the defined boresight axis of the tracker. 	 When the star beam
(Star 2) is concident with the boresight axis, the autocollimator beam
will be normal to the front face, and the horizontal and vertical output
of the two-axis autocollimator will be zero.
This use of the automatic autocollimator is suitable for a static
"indication of the star orientation in a small
	 region around the boresight
axis.	 However, its limited range (±50 arc sec) and dynamic response (0.13
arc sec per arc sec./sec) make it unsuitable for a star sweeping through
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Figure 4-18. Strapdown , tem Test Configuration
':.he t o
 field of view at earth rate during a star transit. For this case
the air bearing table readout is used. The zero reference for the read-
out is obtained by making a static table reading at the boresight position
indicated by the automatic autocollimator.
So far the discourse has been limited to measuring the location of 	 F
the center star (Star 2) relative to the PADS axes. By independently
measuring the relative locations of the other two stars to the center
star, their locations relative to the PADS axes can also be determined by
the parallel beam technique. The independent measurements were made with
	 a!
a theodolite. The gravity vector was used as a reference for rotations
	 j
about the boresight axis.
The key to the successful implementation of the parallel beam method
is the ability to recalibrate as frequently as necessary the parallelism
between the collimated center star and autocollimator beams. This is
facilitated by use of the theodolite and double-sided mirror shown in
Figure 4-18. The double-sided mirror is positioned half way in front of
the aperture of the theodolite. The backside mirror is positioned per-
pendicular to the theodolite boresight by usin'y the autocollimator feature
of the theodolite. Since the frontside mirror is parallel to the backside
mirror, the normal to the frontside is then parallel to the telescope
boresight of the theodolite. Both can now be used to calibrate the paral-
lelism between the two collimated beams. The air bearing table is rotated
until the star beam is along the boresight of the theodolite. When this
condition exists, the automatic autocollimator will adjust its beam normal
to the frontside mirror. Ary, deviations from zero of the autocollimator
horizontal and vertical outputs represent its null bias errors. The utility
of this recalibration method is that it can be performed at any time during
a test period.
The operational procedure which was developed during the test phase
was to recalibrate in two stages. The strapdown or gimbal test consisted
of four runs, four hours or longer in duration, which were performed over
a ten day period. Since the star source beam would drift relative to the
theodolite up to a couple of arc seconds per day, and since the air bearing
table readout zero position would also shift from turn-on to turn-on, the
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two collimated beams were realigned parallel at the start of each run. This
was accomplished by driving the table to the reference (theodolite) position,
adjusting the theodolite so that the center star was on boresight, adjusting
the double-sided mirror face normal to the boresight, and then adjusting
the autocollimator mirror to give zero horizontal and vertical output
for the automatic autocollimator. The alignment of the star and double-
sided mirror to the boresight was also checked at the end of each run to
verify that no detectable m =isalignment occured. This was found to always
a
be the case. during the four or five hour test run, however, the automatic
autocollimator would drift up to three arc seconds. Therefore, before the
start of each star transit (20 minutes apart), the table would be driven to
the reference position and the autocollimator zero position recalibrated. 	 t
By using this operational procedure the only temporal stability require-
ments necessary for the entire test configuration were:
1) A four or five hour stability of the star source relative
to the theodolite
2) Approximately a five minute stability of the autocollimator
beam relative to the star beam. Stabilities better than
one arc second were easily obtained by using a thermally
passive star source and the Davidson Model 696 autocollimator.
4.4 LABORATORY ERROR SOURCES
The PADS system axes are defined by the optical cube. The computer
v axes are an analytical entity and represent the computed estimate of the
orientation of the system axes relative to a set of reference axes. The
computed estimate is derived from gyro and star tracker information. The
reference axes are defined to be the inertial attitude of the system axes
at the start of the test period.
The test purpose was to compare the attitude of the computer axes with
that of the system axes, where both are expressed relative to the reference
axes. The system attitude error is indicated by
) i
T
AXZ	 AXZ
where AXZ and 
AXZ 
are the direction cosine matrices of the computer and
system axes, respectively, relative to the reference axes.
The matrix 
AXZ 
is computed from the initial estimate of its orientation
relative to the reference axes (which are also the system axes at test
start), and from the output signals of the gyros and the star trackers.
The matrix 
AXz 
is computed from knowledge of the initial orientation of
the system axes at test start relative to the earth rite vector, and from
time.
Figure 4-19 provides a useful representation of the coordinate axes
and star vectors involved. Misalignment between computer and system axes
is indicated at a star update time as the difference between:
1) Where the star should be in computer axes
2) Where the star is actually measured in system axes by the
star sensor.
Where the star should be in computer axes is calculated as a function of:
1) The direction cosine matrix (or quaternion) relating the
computer axes to the reference axes
2) A star catalog which describes where the star is in the
reference axes.
This difference is then used (via a Kalman filter) to correct the direction
cosine matrix. In between star update times, the incremental attitude change
measured by the gyros is used to change the direction cosine matrix.
In the PADS laboratory test configuration the star catalog information
is partly measured and partly analytical. The autocollimator directly mea-
sures where the star is in system axes, but the orientation of the system
axes to the reference axes is an analytical relationship established by
definition and the laboratory measurement of time.
Thus, laboratory measurement accuracies can be divided into two links:
1) The attitude of the system axes relative to reference axes
2) Star position relative to system axes.
The following sections describe the errors associated with both.
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Figure 4-19. PADS Coordinate Systems
4.4.1 PADS Svstem Attitude Uncertainties
Consioer first an error in the matrix Axz at the start of the test due,
for example, to incorrect knowledge of the latitude of the laboratory. This
error will not evidence at a star update since Axz is used in both those
quantities which are differenced and input to the Kalman filter. The error
will cancel itself. On the other hand, it will appear initially in the
gyro outputs. But, after a number of star updates, the filter will attri-
bute the error to a gyro bias and thereafter compensate for it. Since the
PADS system experiences a constant rate vector (earth rate) throughout the
test, this error is indistinguishable from actual gyro bias error, scale
factor errors, or input axis misalignments. However, separately identifying
these error sources was not considered essential to the test objective of
determining the PADS performance capability.
Seismic disturbances of the laboratory during a four or five hour test
run will directly affect the laboratory evaluation of PADS. These distur-
bances will evidence as a random drift component in the gyro outputs.
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However, from the measurements of the OAO/IRU performance both at GSFC and
TRW it is clear that the gyro errors will completely predominate over
possible seismic motions of the isolated laboratory floor.
Summarizing, neither static nor dynamic errors in describing the
orientation of the PADS axes relative to inertial space significantly affect
the laboratory evaluation of the PADS accuracy.
4.4.2 Star Position Measurement Errors
Determination of star position relative to the PADS system axes
represents the major laboratory measurement error affecting the laboratory
evaluation of the PADS accuracy. Since the PADS accuracy goal is 3.6 arc
sec (la), the goal for this error source arbitrarily was selected to be
0.36 arc seconds (la), or 1.1 arc seconds (3a). The ground rule was estab-
lished that no attempt would be made to improve the measured PADS accuracy
results by subtracting out either a statistical or deterministic measure of
the laboratory errors.
Accuracy in knowledge of star line-of-sight position relative to the
PADS axes is limited by three types of errors:
1) Absolute Errors. This term refers to systematic error
sources which are present for all test runs.
2) Repeatability Errors. These are errors due to the
realignment of the parallel beams prior to each test run.
These orrors are random from run to run, but constant for
any one run.
3) Random Errors. These errors are random for any sequence
of star measurements made either during a star transit or
from transit to transit.
A further distinction which has been made is whether or not an error affects
all three stars in the same manner, or if it is uncorrelated from one star
to the next.
The error sources for the PADS test configurations are shown in
Table 4-1. Since the purpose of the test program was to determine the
performance capability of PADS, the :systematic error of 3.3 arc seconds
for all three stars, during all test runs, was not considered relevant.
This error will not show up in the test results since both star trackers
4
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Table 4-1. Star Measurement 'Errors
Error Source
Strapdown System
Error - Arc Sec
Gimbal System
Error - Arc Sec
All Stars Star to Star All	 Stars Star to Star(3a) (3v) (34) (3r)
1.	 Absolute Errors - All Runs
Star Position Measurement 0.0 0.6 0.0 1.2
Star Beam Collimation 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Star Intensity Uniformity 3.0 3.0 3.0 0.0
Double-Sided Mirror Nonparallelism 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.0
Theodolite Boresight Alignments 0.7 0.0 0.7 0.0
Theodolite Spherical Aberrations 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Theodolite Circle Accuracy 0.0 0.6 0.0 ^.6
Theodolite level Accuracy 0.0 0.0 - -
Table Readout Accuracy 0.3 0.0 - --
RSS 3.31 3.12 3.31 1.3
2.	 Repeatability - Run-to-Run
Theodolite FOU Precision 0.6 0.0 0.6 0.0
3.	 Random - During Run
I
Autocollimator Noise - 0.2 - 0.2
Autocollimator Drift 0.0 - 0.0
Autocollimator Scale Factor Error - 0.3 ^.3
Table Readout Quantization - 0.6 - 0.5
RSA 0.7 0.6
1. Not relevant to PADS test.
2. Eliminated by field of view calibration and compensation.
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are initially aligned using the same test configuration. It would surface,
however, if the same PADS hardware, aligned using the laboratory configura-
tion, were operated in orbit. The star to star absolute error of 3.1 arc
seconds for the strapdown system also was eliminate  by performing a strap-
down star tracker field of view calibration and compensation using the same
test configuration. As described in Volume I, Section 7, this was necessi-
tated by inconsistencies discovered in the initial calibration data for the
strapdown star tracker. All the remainder of the errors do affect the PADS
performance results, and in combination (RSS) give 0.9 arc seconds (3a) for
the strapdown system and 1.6 arc seconds (3a) for the gimbal system.
The most significant fact regarding the errors listed in Table 4-1 is
that no significant error source due to temporal instabilities or drifts is
present. As previously mentioned, this is a result of use of the parallel
beam technique.
The following sections describe in detail the error sources listed in
Table 4-1.
4.4.2.1 Star Source
The primary requirement for the star source was that it be stable to
within an arc second throughout a four or five hour test run. This require-
ment was met by constructin g
 a thermally passive source consistir..q of a
Davidson (Model D-278) reflective bench and low power LED point sources.
Since every part of the source was essentially at room temperature, no
thermal deformations were possible.
The optics consist of a parabolic primary mirror with a focal length
of 272 cm, and a flat secondary mirror. The aperture diameter is 40.6 cm
with a center obscuration of less than 5.1 cm diameter.
The LED point sources are mounted in an aluminum plate which has a
glass photographic plate bonded to its front side. The star images are
formed by the photographic plate. Figure 4-20 illustrates the angular size
and spacing of the three stars used in the strapdown system test. The
vertical reference in the figure is the gravity vector with the plate in
position for the strapdown test, and the stars as seen looking into the
star source. The measurements were made with the Kern DKM3 theodolite.
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The theodolite was placed in the same position in the collimated beam
occupied by the strapdown star tracker. Each angle is the average of three
measurements. Of the six angles the maximum standard deviation about the
mean is 0.4 arc second; the peak deviation from the mean is 0.9 arc second.
Using the maximum standard deviation, the standard deviation of the mean is
0.2 arc second.
For the gimbal test the center star was used together with a number of
	
i -
mirrors to produce the three different star elevations. A stationary mirror
and three rotating mirrors were used to deflect the star beam. The mirrors
were adjusted so that the star beam was normal to each of the three refer-
ence mirrors on the side of the gimbal star tracker base. This was accom-
plished by first adjusting the star beam parallel to the automatic auto-
collimator beam, and then adjusting the rotating mirrors so that the
autocollimator beam was normal to each reference mirror face. Immediately
following this adjustment, the tracker was removed, the theodolite inserted
in its position, and the three star angles were measured. Figure 4-21
illustrates the measured angles. The reference axes are the gravity vector
and an arbitrary azimuth. Each angle is the average of three measurements.
The maximum standard deviation of the six angles is 0.7 arc second; the
p'
peak deviation from the mean is 1.0 arc second. Using the maximum standard
deviation, the standard deviation of the mean is 0.4 arc second. The
increase in measurement error over that obtained for the LED sources was
due to two effects:
1) A drift trend in the measurements, probably due to motion
of the deflection mirrors
2) Less precision in centering the theodolite crosshairs over
the square star which was tilted for the gimbal tests,.
The stars were made square to improve the repeatability of the field
of view positioning of the theodolite. Figure 4-22 shows the vertical
crosshairs of the DKM3 positioned over a star. The star was made large
enough so that a strip approximately 2 arc seconds wide appeared outside
of the crosshairs. The operator would position the instrument so that both
strips appeared equal in width. A 0.5 arc second error in centering would
produce an easily discernable 60 percent difference in strip widths.
f
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Figure 4-22. Theodolite Field of View Centering
The drawback in making such large stars is the susceptibility to non-
unformities in the illumination within the 28 arc second star. Although
the stars appeared uniform visually, there is no assurance that the centroid
in the spectral bandwidth of the star tracker will be at the geometrical
center of the star. Based on experience gained from the unit calibrations
of the strapdown star tracker (Volume II, Section 7), a 4 percent error, 1.0
arc second (1a), was attributed to this source. Although the error could
be measured by noting the star tracker output before and after rotating
the star 180 degrees, this was not done because of the irrelevance of the
error to the PADS test results.
Again, because of the objective of the PADS tests, it was technically
justifiable to use LED sources instead of light with a spectrum more nearly
approaching that of starlight. The intensity of the LED was adjusted to
give the same anode current from the image dissector in the star tracker
that the convolution of starlight (G0, 6000 0K) with the nominal S20 photo-
cathode response would produce. For the strapdown tracker, 8 My stars were
I
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1simulated; the gimbal tracker used 3.5 M y
 stars. The tracker performance,
and hence the PADS performance, is a function of the anpde current, and is
insensitive to the spectrum of the Tight producing the current, providing
the intensity is such as to always produce the same current.
T:ie collimation accuracy of the reflective bench is specified to be
2 arc seconds over the entire 40.6 cm aperture. Using the center star
(on the focal axis), the collimation was checked around the area of the
tracker and theodolite apertures shown in Figure 4-23. The theodolite
together with a separate reference mirror moanted or, the granite table was
used. No collimation error, significant relative to the repeatability of
the dKM3, was observed.
In the case of the strapdown test, a collimation error is caused by the
top and bCttom stars not being on the focal axis of the parabolic mirror.
However, this did not cause a test error since  the relative star positions
were measured with the theodolite in the same position occupied by the
star tracker.
Y-CM
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4.4.2.2 double-Sided Mirror
The double--sided mirror is a Davidson (Model D-616). adjustable refer-
ence mirror. By manufacturer specification the two first-surface mirrors
are parallel to within one arc second.
Non-parallelism between the two mirror surfaces will result in a one-
to-one non-parallelism between the center star bears and the automatic auto-
collimator beam. This will appear as an absolute error common to all stars.
Since this type of error is not relevant to determining the performance of
the PADS systems, the parallelism was not checked in the laboratorv.
4.4.2.3 Theodolite
The theodolite serves two functions:
1) Alignment of the center star and automatic autocollimator
beams to a parallel condition
2) Measurement of the relative angles between the three stars
used in both the strapdown and gimbal system tests.
These functions are the limiting factors in the accuracy of the laboratory
instrumentation for the PADS tests. Consequently, the Kern Model DKM3
theodolite was used throughout the testing since it provides significantly
better readout precision than other theodolites.(5)
Alignment of the star and autocollimator beams involves two steps:
1) Centeri;ig of the star in the telescope crosshairs
2) Adjustment of the double--sided mirror to center the auto-
collimating reticule return image in the crosshairs.
Although the micrometer readout was used to facilitate the first step, final
verification of the alignment was through the telescope eyepiece and was
independent of readout repeatability errors.
Repeatability in centering either the square star image or the reticule
image in the crosshairs was measured indirectly by making two sets of mea-
surements:
1) Sixteen micrometer readings wherein only the micrometer
was moved after each reading
No statistically significant difference in the standard deviations of the
two sets of readings vas observed. The conclusion reached was that the
centering repeatability is better than the readout repeatability. The
latter falls within the range 0.2 to 0.4 arc second (la), dependin g on the
ability and disposition of the observer. Arbitrarily, the centering
repeatability was assigned the value 0.2 arc second (la).
A bias error in the alignment of the two beams can be introduced by 	 f
the autocollimation technique used in the DKM3. A cube beamsplitter is used
and the crosshair pattern and the autocollimating negative reticle are fixed
to the sides of the cube. Coincidence of the telescope and autocollimating
boresights was measured by first aligning the star and double-sided mirror,
and Cher plunging and reversing the theodolite and measuring any indicated
deviation. The misalignment between boresights was found to be 0.7 arc
seconds for the horizontal axis and negligible relative to the readout E
repeatability for the verticle axis.
A final error source which must be considered in the alignment of the
two beams is the spherical abberation of the DKM3. This error arises
because half the aperture of the telescope is covered by the double-sided
mirror. It. was minimized by adjusting the telescope focus so that no
	 d` y
discernable star motion was observed with either a full aperture or half-
covered aperture. Once set, the focus was not moved throughout the ten day
system test.
Measurement of the angular position of the top and bottom stars relative
to the center star is subject to three types of errors:
1) Micrometer readout repeatability
2) Horizontal and vertical circle accuracy
3) Cirizontal axis runout (gimbal test only).
The first error can be minimized by repeated readings. No instrumentation
was available to measure the second error. however, circle accuracy for the
DKM3 instrument has previously been measured (b)
 as 0.2 to 0.3 arc second (la).
Arbitrarily, 0.2 arc seconds (la) was assumed. Since the three stars for
the gimbal system test are approximately 20 degrees apart, bearing runout
in the horizontal axis of the theodolite is a factor. Unfortunately, no
information is available for this error source.
Leveling of the theodolite can easily be accomplished within one or
two arc second. In the case of the three stars for the strapdown system
test, where the maximum star separation is 911 arc seconds, this is a
negligible error source. For the three stars in the gimbal system test
this error source is irrevalant since only the relative star positions
are measured with the theodolite. Their absolute alignment relative to
the gimbal star tracker axes is determined using the star sensor boresight
as explained in Section 10.2.
4.4.2.4 Air Searing Table Readout
The air bearing table and readout electronics are made by Fecker
Systems Division, Owens--Illinois. The performance parameter critical to
the PADS system tests is the stability of the angle readout. This readout
is a 21 bit digital word with a scaling of 360 0/2 21 counts, or approximately
0.6 arc second/count.
Following a four hour warmup period, the stability of the readout was
checked by positioning the table so that an equal motion in either direction
was required to change the readout by one bit.. No change in the readout was
noted thereafter for periods up to 24 hours.
For the strapdown system test the table readout is used over a 1/20
interval to provide a laboratory measurement of the horizontal location of
a star in the tracker 1 0 by 1 0 field of view. Consequently, the readout
was calibrated over this range using two different makes of theodolites to
provide independent references. A Kern DKM3 and a g ild T3 were the
theodolites used in the calibration.
Five calibrations were made using the T3 over a period of 12 days.
Two months later tree calibrations were made with the DKM3. A different
section of a ': dolite circle was used for each calibration with that
instrument.
The results of the T3 and DKM3 calibrations are shown in Figure 4-24.
The agreement between theodolites is excellent. The temporal stability of
the error is also high since the curves were taken two months apart.
4.
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4A 256 cycle error is expected in the readout since a 512 pole Inducto-
1
syn is used. Consequently, the data in Figure 4-24 was modeled as
1
	
yl = x 1 + Sin 27r i -
 
NZllee	
x2 +	 ^.
IJ P
	
+ cos 2.n ^i - N 2 , e^ 	 x8 , i - 1, 2,	 l i
P
where
N = 11
Ae = 188 arc seconds	 f
Op = 5062.5 arc seconds 	 Y
f
The observation equation for J1 data points representing the average of
the two curves in Figure 4-24 is
E
8
y = Ax
The best fit in the least squares sense is
k'
X = (AT A)-'ATy
Solution of this equation using a computer program gave the parameters
X1 = -0.8
X2 -
	
1.2
X
3
 =	 0.8
The standard deviation of the residues between the model and the 11 data
points was 0.1 arc second.
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In the case of the strapdown system test a total of three measurements
in the field of view were made per star transit. Consequently, the optical
angle (twice the table angle) quantization is
Q
	
	 3 2(0.6
S F12
QS = 0.6 arc second (3a)
For the gimbal system test a single measurement is taken per transit.
It, addition, the optical and table angles are the same. The quantization
is then
Q	 ^ 3 0.6
G 2
QC = 0.5 arc second (3a)
The response of the table readout to a constant rate is 1 arc sec per
rad/sec. Since the maximum table rate during testing was 15 arc seconds/
second, the lag in the angle readout is negligible.
4.4.2.5 Automatic Autocollimator
The two-axis autocollimator used in the PADS tests was a Davidson
(Model 696) Automatic Autocollimator. The excitation of the output poten-
tiometer was adjusted to give a scaling of 0.15 v/arc second.
For all of the test runs the output of either axis of the autocollima-
tor never exceeded ten arc seconds. Since the excitation voltage was con--
trolled to better than 1 percent, the scale factor error never exceeded
0.1 arc second. Of greater importance was a noniinearity in the poten-
tiometer output for the horizontal axis near null. This error amounted to
0.3 arc seconds deviation from an otherwise linear output.
i
The noise in the autocollimator output was filtered through a 20 sec-
ond RC time constant mechanized in the digital computer. This reduced the
noise level to 0.2 arc second (peals).
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With the parallel beam star stimulus technique the bias drift of the
autocollimator is calibrated before each star transit. This is accomplished
by first directing the star and autocollimator beams at the theodolite and
double-sided mirror and measuring the autocollimator bias. Next the beams
are directed at the star tracker. A change in output between positions
indicates the angle between the star beam and the normal to the reference
mirror surface on the tracker.
The maximum drift of the autocollimator output observed during any of
the eight test runs was 2 arc seconds for a four hour period. Sinca it
took approximately 5 minutes of data to measure the steady-state output
values at the reference and star positions, the effect of the drift was
negligible.
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A general description of the PADS precision test facility is presented
in this section. The facility layout, test equipment, and electronics are
discussed.
5.1 FACILITY LAYOUT
The PADS precision test facility is located in TRW Building M5,
Room 0222, Manhattan Beach, California. The test facility consists of
four areas: 1) a laboratory, 2) a control platform, 3) a computer area,
and 4) a work area. Figure 5-1 is a floor plan of the facility.
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Figure 5--1. Test Facility Floor Plan
The laboratory is a dark room which is located on a seismic pad
isolated from building vibrations. The pad rests on a sand base. The
laboratory has its own air conditioning system which controls the air
-	 5-1
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ftemperature to 0.6°C. Whenever it was practical, all heat generating test
equipment was located on the control platform to minimize thermal gradients
within the laboratory. Equipment installation settling times greater than
60 days were allowed for both rotary tables, the granite tables, and the
star source.
All electronic equipment necessary to monitor and control the system
tests was located on the control platform. This area functioned as the
center of activity throughout a test run.
The computer area contained the CDC 1700 digital computer and two
computer control terminals. Although this computer implemented the con-
trol of various equipment during a test run, control of the computer it-
self was exercised from switches on the control platform. The terminals
were used to initialize the program before a test run and for debugging.
A photographic montage of the facility is shown in Figure 1--3. The
top photograph (a split photo) shows the inertial reference unit on the
left together with its console and the rate table console. Since a
ground-fixed test method was used, the rate table console was inoperative
during all test runs. The star trackers and their associated test equip-
ment are shown on the right. The test console shown on the rear wall is
for unit testing of the strapd3wn star tracker and was also inoperative
during the test runs. In addition to the two electronic consoles on the
control paatform, two stripchart recorders were present to display quick
look data, an oscilloscope for troubleshooting electronic failures, and a
desk and bookcase for data storage.
5.2 LABORATORY TEST EQUIPMENT
The test equipment used in the laboratory for both the strapdown and
gimbal system tests is listed in Table 5-1. The item numbers refer to the
balloon numbers in Figures 4-2 and 4--3 which are isometric drawings of the
laboratory configurations. Items 28 through 31 are not shown in the fig-
ures. Item 28 is a shutter to block the autocollimator light beam from
entering the star tracker aperture. Items 29 through 31 were used for
initial alignment of the laboratory equipment. Item 32 monitored the
laboratory temperature.
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Item
Test
Name
^.
Type
Strap Gim
1 X X Star Source Davidson Reflective Benth
Model D-278
2 X X LED Point Sources TRW
3 X X Table TRW
4 X X Autocollimator Stand TRW
5 X X Automatic Autocollimator Davidson Model D-696
6 X X Adjustable Mirror Davidson Model D-616
7 X Rotating Mirror Ransom 10 in. diameter
S X Mirror Mount TRW
9 X X Air Bearing Table Fecker Deng 256-001
10 X X Theodolite Kern Model DKM3
11 X X Adjustable Mirror Davidson Model	 D-616
12 X Mirror Stand, Strapdown Test TRW
13 X X Granite Table Collins Microflat
14 X X Granite Slab Collins Microflat
15 X Strapdown Star Tracker TRW
16 X optical	 Cube Mark Optical
17 X Star Tracker Stand TRW
18 X X Rate Table Inland Model	 712
19 X X Inertial Reference Assembly NASA/GSFC OAD
20 X Deflection Mirrors
	
s Ransom 10 in.
	 diameter
21 I X Rotating Mirror Fixture
	 ! TRW
22
I
X Stationary Mirror Fixture
	 I TRW
Relevant Specification
f2 arc sec collimation accuracy
0.1 art sec resolution
1/8 wavelength flatness
1/10 wavelength flatness
0,6 arc sec readout resolution
0.2 are sec accuracy
1/8 wavelength flatness
1/8 wavelength flatness
1/10 wavelength flatness
23 X I Reference Mirrors I	 Rolyn i 1/9 wavelength flatness
24 X Gimbal Star Tracker TRW
25 X Granite Riser Collins Microflat
26 i X Granite Block Collins Microflat
27 X Mirror Stand,	 Gimbal Test I	 TRW
28 >< X Shutter Assembly i^	 TRW
29 X X Theodolite Wild T3 0.2 arc set accuracy
30 X X Vertical	 Mirror Farrand No. 88594 2 arc Sec	 to vertical
..,	 I
37 Bubble Level Starrett No.	 199 1 art sec resolution
-	 [
32 X X Temperature and Humidity
r.auge
Honeywell
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5.3 ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
The general approach to the design of the electronics was to provide
redundancy and to avoid interdependence of equipment. The intent of both 	 -
of these ground rules was to avoid delays during the equipment integration
phase. Redundancy was provided for both the strapdown star tracker and
the gyro readouts by having their unit test consoles on hand. This allowed r
their integration in the laboratory without dependence on the facility
electronics. The facility electronics had the capability to duplicate the
computer commands, thereby allowing operation of the laboratory equipment
while the computer programs were being debugged. Operation of the equip-
ment without either of the star trackers, or the gyros, was provided in
order to avoid delays in the case of a malfunction of any of the units.
Since it was a critical element, a backup automatic autocollimator was on
hand. A complete supply of electronic components was maintained in the
facility.
A block diagram of the electronic equipment in the PADS test facility
is shown in Figure 5-2. An explanation of the acronyms used is given in 	 f
a
Table 5-2. Figures 5-3 through 5-9 are photographs of the electronics
located on the control platform. Functional descriptions of the panels
in the two consoles are given in the following paragraphs.
AA/CP. This panel, supplied by Davidson Optronics, controls the 	 3
automatic autocollimator unit in the laboratory. After intially setting
the track loop gains, the panel was used only to indicate acquisition of
an optical flat by the autocollimator.
ABP. This panel performs two functions: 1) it provides the servo
electronics to drive the ABT, and 2) it supplies the excitation and buffer
amplifiers for the AA/C potentiometers.
The computer supplies two analog voltage commands, position and rate,
to the servo electronics. The electronics implements a proportional plus
integral drive to the ABT power amplifiers. A potentiometer is available
on the panel to sum a voltage in with the computer position command. This 	 r
capability allows manual positioning of the table.
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DDO/3-1
DDI/&15
ODI/5-0,11
INTP - X3
DOD/3.0
DDIM -15
DD1/4.0,11
D00/0.15
DDI/60
DDO/0-0,11
ADC -X1,X2
ADC -X3,X4
ADC - XS,XB
DAC-X1,X2
DAC - X3.... X10
DAC- X11 , X12
—r
P-S
CONV
CONV
P-5
CONV
BUF 10
VARIAN V73
DDO/
Table 5-2. Electronic Interface Acronyms
AA/C Automatic Autocollimator OSC Oscilloscope
AA/CP AA/C Control Panel OSU Optical Sensor Unit
ABP Analog Buffer Panel P-S Parallel	 to Serial
ABT Air Bearing Table PCP Power Control Panel
BUF Buffer PWR Power
CGU Control	 Room Display Unit	 f RCDR Recorder
CMD Command R/O Readout
CMP Console Monitor Panel RPP Remote Patch Panel
DDU Darkroom Display Unit SA Shutter Assembly
DEA Digital	 Electronics Assembly S Box Speaker Box (Intercom)
DTU Data Transfer Unit SCP Shutter Control	 Panel
DVM Digital	 Voltmeter S-P Serial	 to Parallel
EOA Elec'Lro-Optical Assembly SEA Sensor Electronics Assembly
FI Fast Input SI Slow	 Illout
GRA Gyro Reference Assembly SO Slow Output
GST Gimbal	 Star Tracker SS Star Source
INDUC Inductosyn SSCP Star Source Control	 Panel
IRU Inertial	 Reference Unit SSU Star Sensor Unit.
LEDA Light Emitting Diode	 Assembly TTY Teletypewriter
MTR Motor UP Utility Panel
7
The excitation to the AA/C potentiometers is independently adjustable.
A scale factor of 0.15 volt/arc second was used. The buffer amplifiers
send the potentiometer outputs to the computer.
CMP. This panel monitors the gimbal motor current, the SST analog
deflection signals, and eight DAC channels from the computer. The SST
deflection signals were displayed on the oscilloscope. The DAC channels
were displayed on the stripchart recorder via the UP.
UP. This panel provides direct connection to the two stripchart
recorders. An eight channel and a six channel recorder are available.
The eight channel was used for quick look information during a test run.
The six channel was for long term monitoring of the gyro performance be-
cause it could be operated at a very slow chart rate.
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Figure 5-4. Control Platform View — Left
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Figure 5-9. DTU and OSU Panels
PCP. This panel provides independent switching of the do power sup-
plies to the other panels and equipment. The purpose is to avoid power
supply turn-on transients.
SCP. This panel operates the shutter in fron'. of the AA/C. Since
it was essential to avoid having the AA/C light beam enter the strapdewn
star tracker, a fail-safe light indicator is inserted in the panel to sig-
na l shutter closure.
DTU. This panel performs four functions: 1) it transfers all digi-
tal signals from the AB , GST, SST, and IRU to the computer, and 2) it
transfers digital signals from the computer to the ABT electronics, GST,
and SST, 3) it displays digital in-Formation from the computer and from
the ABT, GST, SST, and IRU. and 4) it provides commands to the comput,^e
program.
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Digital data transfer into the computer is accomplished at two rates:
1) 6 msec/word (FI), and 2) 50 msec/word (SI). The ABT and GST gimbal
angles are sent at the fast rate. SST deflection and magnitude, three
gyro outputs, and a status word are sent at the slow rate.
Data transfer from the computer is accomplished on one channel (SO)
at the rate of 50 msec/word. A command word and two memory peek words are
transmitted. Individual bits of the command word are sent to the ABT
electronics, the GST, and the SST. The memory peek words display program
selected memory locations in the computer.
Any of the above digital words can be shown on the LED display on
the panel by using the selector switches. This information can also be
duplicated on a similar LED display in the laboratory.
In order to minimize operating personnel, the computer program was
designed to be operated from the DTU by the test conductor. This is
implemented from eight switches on the panel which set the state of eight
bits in the status word sent on the SI channel.
An optional capability of the DTU is the ability to function without
the computer. This allowed display of the ABT, GST, GRA, and SST signals
while the computer was being used for other tasks.
OSU. This panel displays the status of the SSU. It also has a
switch to enable the SSU high voltage supplies. The SSU analog deflec-
tion signals were displayed on the oscilloscope.
ACT ENCODER ELECTRONICS. This panel, supplied by Fecker, provides
a visual display of the 21 bit digital wcrd indicating the table angle.
It also sends this word in parallel to the DTU.
ABT MOTOR ELECTRONICS. This panel functions as a power amplifier
to drive the ABT motor.
In addition to the above described panels a MODEM panel in the
CDC 1700 computer was designed. This panel functions both as a signal
buffer and as a serial/parallel digital word converter.
The CDC 1700 computer has the capability of transmitting information
to the Varian V73 computer. This capability was used to store the PADS
test run data using the magnetic tape unit on the V73.
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6. DATA HANDLING AND DISPLAY
Data was generated during the PADS system test from two sources:
the PADS sensors and the laboratory instrumentation. This is illustrated
in Figure 6-1. The data was collected for two purposes: 1) to provide
the basis for the evaluation of the performance of the PADS system under
test, and 2) to provide real time diagnostic data to indicate the validity
of the test.
All data was transmitted to the CDC 1700 computer via the data trans-
fer electronics. The data necessary for the evaluation of the PADS system
was stored on magnetic tape. This data was transmitted to the V73 computer
over data lines for storage on the tape since the CDC 1700 did not have a
magnetic tape unit. The real time diagnostic data was displayed during a
test run on an eight channel strip hart recorder via the test display
electronics.
The following sections describe in detail the test performance and
real time diagnostic data which was collected.
REAL TIME DIAGNOSTIC DATA
TEST
B	 CONTROL
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6.1 TEST PERFORMANCE DATA
Three types of performance data were stored on magnetic tape for both
the strapdown and gimbal system tests. These are fisted in Table 6-1.
PADS data consists of the gyro and star tracker signals. This information
is used in the PADS algorithms to estimate the inertial attitude of the
PADS axes. Lab data consists of the air bearing table angle and automatic
autocollimator differences. This information, together with retest mea-
	 ~9	 P 
surements, identifies where the star is relative to the PADS axes, and,
ultimately, the true inertial attitude of the PADS axes. Boresight data
consists of filtered star tracker and automatic autocollimator signals.
In essence it measures the static boresight stability of the tracker.
Table 6-1. Types of Performance
Data Word PADSData
Lab
Data
Boresis''t
N to
5trapdown System Test
X XT
GRAX X
GRAY X
GRAZ X
SSTX X
SSTY X
ABTA X
AAA/CX X X
AAA/CY X X
SSTX X
SSTY X
Gimbal System Test
T X X
GRAX X X
GRAY X
GRAZ X
GSTX X
GST Y X
GSTA X
ABTA X
AAA/CX X X
AAA/CY X X
GSTX X
GSTY X
GSTA X
i
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The first two data types provide the basis for the evaluation of the
PADS performance; namely, the difference between the estimated PADS atti-
tude from the sensor information and the true attitude from the laboratory
instrumentation data. The third data type was included for two reasons:
1) to provide a check on the validity of the lab data accuracy, and 2) to
measure the boresight stability of the star trackers throughout the test
period.
Data was collected every second for both system tests. The word T
is the time tag. The three-axis gyro information, GRAX, GRAY, and GRAZ,
was collected continuously throughout the test run. Every 20 minutes,
during a star transit, the star tracker information was collected. For
the strapdown tracker the horizontal and vertical positions of the star
in the field of view, SSTX and SSTY, were stored. The same signals for
the gimbal star tracker, GSTY and GSTX, were collected, along with the
gimbal angle, GSTA. The air bearing table angle, ABTA, was also col-
lected during a star transit. The duration of the transit was approxi-
mately -Four minutes for the strapdown test and two minutes for the gimbal
test. As described in Section 4.3 the autocollimator bias was calibrated
prior to each star transit by pointing the parallel star and autocolli-
mator beams at the theodolite and double-sided mirror. Following this
calibration the static orientation of the star relative to the PADS axes
was checked by pointing the parallel beams at the star tracker and its
reference mirror surface. The star orientation was indicated by the
autocollimator outputs, minus the bias errors, namely, AAA/CX and AAA/CY.
With the star pointed at the tracker, the output signals from the tracker
were also collected: SSTX and SSTY for the strapdown tracker, and GSTY,
GSTX, and GSTA for the gimbal tracker. The bar over these signals indi-
cates that they are filtered to minimize their noise content. These fil-
tered signals were stored once at the start of each star transit.
It is noted that the horizontal star position is indicated by the
signals SSTX, GSTY, and AAA/CX; the vertical by SSTY, GSTX, and AAA/CY.
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All data was converted into engineering units in the V73 computer
before storage on the magnetic tape. Time was carried to a precision of
0.001 second, and all angles were carried out to 0.1 arc second. For a
four hour run, with 12 star transits, the number of words stored on tape
was approximately 78,000 for the strapdown system, and 69,000 for the
gimbal system.
In the case of the gyro data the accumulated attitude was transmit-
ted from the gyros and stored on tape. The advantage of this approach,
compared to transmitting the incremental attitude, was that a random
transmission error would not invalidate the long term knowledge of gyro
attitude change.
6.2 REAL TIME DIAGNOSTIC DATA
The real time diagnostic data provided a continuous indication
throughout a test run that the functional operation of the hardware was
proper and that, with a high degree of probability, the test data being
collected was valid in terms of indicating the PADS performance. This
information was considered necessary in view of the length (4 to 5 hours)
of the test runs. It eliminated any time which would have been wasted by
continuing to run invalid tests.
The different types of diagnostic data that were used are listed
in Table 6--2. All of the performance data signals listed in Table 6-1
were monitored by the stripchart recorder, the ABT readout, and the DTU
LED display. The teletypewriter and the CRT display provided error mes-
sages indicating either a procedural error by the test conductor or a
data transmission error.
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Table 6-2. Types of Reaitime Diagnostic Data
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The stripchart recordings for the four strapdown system test runs
and the four gimbal system test runs are included in Appendix D. The
gyro signal, ©GRA, is the attitude change over a 100 second time period.
The filtered horizontal and vertical autocollimator signals are AA/CX
and AA/CY, respectively. The signal ERROR is the filtered difference
between the star tracker horizontal axis signal and the air bearing
table angle, biased to zero at the center of the tracker field of view.
1
This signal occurred only :luring a star transit. The square wave dis-
cernible in the autocollimator signals reflects the two positions, one
with the parallel F,::4ms pointed at the theodolite, the other with the
beams pointed at the star tracker. The majority of the time between
star transits was spent at the latter position. A peculiarity in the
gyro data is that occasionally the digital to analog converter in the
CDC 1700 will turn over if the signal is near +10 volts. The result is 	 {
a discrete change of 10 volts i n the recorder output. This can be ob-
served, for example, in the GRAZ signal in the first strapdown system
test on I October 1975.
7
The air bearing table angle was observed during the test directly
from the Fecker readout display, The gimbal angle was observed on the
DTU LED display.
If the test operator followed an incorrect sequence in switching
between program modes, the computer program printed an error message at
the teletypewriter.
To provide a final data check before storage of the data on magnetic
tape, the V73 computer program performed a check on tie time word, T, to
verify that one second occurred between successive words.
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7. LABORATORY COMPUTER PROGRAMS
Two categories of computer programs were written for the CDC 1700
computer in the PADS test facility. The first provided for a step-by-
step integration and checkout of the laboratory and system equipment.
The second category consisted of the system test programs for the strap-
down and gimbal system tests. These two programs are described in detail
in this section since they are essential to a complete understanding of
the tests.
The purpose of either system test program was twofold: 1) to pro-
vide star stimuli to the star tracker; and 2) to collect, stGre, and
display the signals from the PADS sensors and the laboratory instrumen-
tation. The star stimuli consisted of individual star transits in which
a collimated star beam was moved past the field of view of the star
tracker at earth rate. The frequency of the star transits as well as
the length of the test were determined by the test conductor. All data
was time-tagged and stored on magnetic tape. Separate programs were
written for the strapdown and gimbal system tests due to the differences
in operation of the star trackers. The programs were named SUE and GWEN,
for the strapdown ;:nd gimbal tests, respectively,
Flow diagrams of the two programs appear in Appendix E.
7.1 STRAPDOWN SYSTEM TEST PROGRAM
The following sections describe the modes, data displays, and data
collection capabilities of the strapdown system test pi'-gram SUE.
7.1.1 Program Modes
There were three main program modes in SUE:
MODE 1 — REFERENCE POSITION. The star source (SS) and automatic auto-
collimator (AA/C) beams were pointed at the theodolite and reference
mirror by the 1700 computer closing a servo loop about the ABT R/0 to
drive the ABT to a reference position, ABTO = 7710000. The difference
between the readout, ABTA, and ABTO was output as a position signal,
POS, to the servo electronics by a 1700 DAC channel every 3 milliseconds.
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Expressed in equation form,
POS = ABTO-ABTA, IPOSI	 < 2047 bits
POS = 2047 sign (POS), IPOSI > 2047 bits
I^
y.
where
1 bit = 0.617981 arc sec
Although a rate command channel was available, it was set to zero.
MODE 2 — ZERO POSITION. The SS and AA/C beams were pointed at the
strapdown star tracker (SST) by the 1700 closing a servo loop around tL.e
ABT R/O to drive the ABT to 0010000. Position and rate were commanded
as in MODE 1.
MODE 3 — STAR TRANSIT. The purpose of this mode was to drive the
ABT at half earth rate to sweep a simulated star across the field of view
of the star tracker. Before starting this sweep, the ABT was driven from
the ZERO position of MODE 2 to the starting position which places the star
outside the field of view. The complete ramp function generated in the
1700, using its clock as a time reference, is defined graphically in
Figure 7-1. The ramp is continued until tla mode is manually exited by
the test conductor. The servo position command, computed and output
every 3 milliseconds was:
POS = (RAMP + ZEROP)-ABTA
where
ZEROP is the ZERO position of MODE 2
and RAMP is the function in Figure 7-1.
There were two submodes in SUE:
RUNNING AVERAGES. This submode, when exert;=ed, computed running
averages of both AA/C outputs and, if the star tracker was in track, both
SST digital outputs. This submode could only be entered from MODE l it
MODE 2. When exited the last values of the running averages were stored
in memory, one pair for each mode in the case of the AA/C. J nce SST out-
puts were available only in MODE 2, only one pair was stored.
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Figure 7-1. RAMP Function for the Strapoown lest
DATA COLLECTION. This submode sent data to the V73 computer to be
stored on magnetic tape. It could be entered or exited from any of the
three main modes. Its normal duration was four hours and constituted a
"test run." Since a time base was required for the test run, the 1700
clock was initialized and started when the submode was entered and stop-
ped when it was exited. Therefore the exercise of the clock dependent
functions, the ramp and the one second period for some of the running
averages, required this submode to be active.
7.1.2 Mode Control
The teletypewriter was used only to start and stop the program.
All other control was from four manual switches on the DTU. The switch
logic for mode control is shown in Table 7-1. Switch No. 3 controlled
the RUNNING AVERAGES submode. Switch No. 4 controlled the DATA COLLECTION
submode. The switch positions were transmitted to the 1700 computer via
the lower order four bits of the slow input status word. A one corres-
ponded to the "U73 " switch position.
Table 7-1. SUE Mode Control
Made Description
f
Switch Number
No.	 1 * No. 2* No. 3* Na. 4*
Bit 0 Bit 1 Bit 2 Bit 3
1 Reference Position 0 0 -- ^-
2 Zero Position 0 1 -- --
3 Star Transit 1 1 --
Slow input status word
7.1.3 Program Discrete Commands
The program set the discrete commands from the digital output chan-
nel to the states indicated in Table 7-2.
7.1.4 Real Time Diagnostic Data
Table 7-3 lists the parameters that were sent to the stripchart
recorder through the DAC channels of the 1700 computer, for display during
the test.
Table 7-2. Discrete Command States
Slow Output
Bilevei Command Word
Bit Number
Description State
4 SST Search 0
5 ABT Integ Enable 0
6 ABT MTR Inhibit 0
All Others Spares 0
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DAC Data Type Update Period Scaling
4 AGRAX Incremental Count 100 sec 0.1 V/count
5 AGRAY Incremental Count 100 sec 0.1 V/count
6 AGRAZ Incremental Count 100 sec 0.1 V/count
7 SSTX Running Average 50 msec 0.5 V/count
8 SSTY Running Average 50 msec 0.5 V/count
9 AA/CT Running Average 1	 sec 0.25 V/arc sec
10 AA/CY Running Average l	 sec 0.25 V/arc sec
11 ERROR Running Average 50 msec 0.5 V/count
An explanation of each data type is given below:
AGRA. These are the differences in the 16 bit gyro word at a
100 second interval. The scaling (1 meru = 0.015 0 /hr) is:
0.05 menu = l count/100 sec
Since the maximum difference (at full earth rate) would be 20000
counts, less than half the capacity of a 16 bit word, differences could
be taken without accounting for turnover of the gyro word. On the other
3
hand, the DAC word, scaled for 0.1 V/count and limited to +10 V, could
turn over.
SST. These are the running averages of the 12-bit star tracker
outputs. They are computed every 50 millisec by the equation:
SSTN+i = (1 - e) SSTN + e (SST
N+l)
where
e = 0.001
These averages were computed only in MODE 2, and.were stored upon exit
of the RUNNING AVERAGE submode.
a
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AA/C. These are the running averages of the autocollimator outputs.
They were computed every one second by the equation:
AA/CN+l = (1	 e) RR/CN + e (AA/Cf+1)
where
e = 0.05
These averages were computed in BODE 1 and MODE 2, and were stored sep-
arately upon exit of the RUNNING AVERAGES submode.
ERROR. This is the running average of the difference between the
SST horizontal axis output and the ABT readout. It is computed every
50 millisec by the equations:
ERROR = SSTX - 1.236 (ABTA)
ERRORN+l = (1 - e) ERRORN
 + e (SST N+i)
where
e = 0.04
This average was computed only in MODE 3 when the star tracker was in
track.
7.1.5 Data Collection
Collection of data to be transmitted by the 1700 computer to the V73
is initiated by DTU switch 4 in the up position. There are three different
data formats. Table 7-4 lists the data to be-sent for each format.
Note that "Track" actually implies two conditions: 1) that the SST
Search/Track signal indicates track, and 2) that the positive ramp in
MODE 3 be present. "Start of track" is the first time the 1 sec counter
changes after entry into track as defined above. "Non-track" is all the
rest of the time.
Y
I
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Time	 i 1 msec/cnt 19
GRAX 0.075 sec/cnt '	 21
GRAY	 j 0.075 sec/cnt 21
GRAZ 0.075 sec/cnt 21
SST X/Y Status
-- 1
SSTX 1.0 sec/cnt 12	 1
I	 SSTY 1.0 sec/cnt 12
' ABTA 0.618 sec/cnt 21
SSTX 1.0 sec/cnt 12
SW
y
1.0 sec/cnt 12
",AA/CX 0.15 sec/vol t 12
AA/CY 0.15 sec/volt 12
X	 X
	
X
X	 X
	
X
X	 X
	
X
X	 X
	
X
X
	
X
X
	
X
X
	
X
X
	
X
X
X
X
f
Table 7-4. Data Stored on Magnetic Tape
T Start ofi	 Non-Track i Track
	
Track
Data
	
Nominal	 Bits
Scaling	 1 Required	
1/Sec	 Single	 1/Sec
^: a
j
Comments regarding the data are:
® TIME AND STATUS. Time must have at least 21 bits to record
4 hours of data at 10 msec/count. Time will be zero at the
start of data collection. The three status bits are:
1) Search/Track (SI, Status, Bit 5)
2) X/Y Data (SI, Status, Bit 6)
3) Initial Track (True at start of track).
o AGRA. The gyro words were corrected for their own turnovers.
At a maximum rate of 200 counts/sec, only 21 bits are actu-
ally needed.
0 SST. The X and Y words were sent alternately every 50 msec
to the 1700 computer. The data transmitted to the magnetic
tape always included the X word corresponding to the nearest
time-tag.
ABTA. The range of the table movement in SUE required only
13 of the 21 bits available.
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TPOS = ASTO--ABTA, ITPOSI < 2047 bits
TPOS = 2047 sign (TPOS), ITPOSI > 2047 bits
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a SST. These 2 words were the stored values from the last
time the RUNNING AVERAGES submode was entered in MODE 2.
e AAA/C. These two words were computed as:
AAA/C = AA/Cmode 3 - AA/C
mode 2
Where
AA/Cmode 3 - stored values from the last time the
RUNNING AVERAGES submode was entered
in MODE 2
a
AA/Cmode 2 stored values from the last time the
RUNNING AVERAGES submode was entered
in MODE 1.
7.2 GIMBAL SYSTEM TEST PROGRAM
The following sections describe the modes, data displays, and data
collection capabilities of the gimbal system test program GWEN.
7.2.1 Program Modes
There were three main program modes in GWEN.
MODE 1 -- REFERENCE POSITION. This mode positioned the ABf such
that the SS and AA/C are pointed at the theodolite and reference mirror,
respectively, and pointed the GST to a nominal angle. The mode was used:
1) To align the SS and reference mirror before the test
2) To define the AA/C boresight during the test
3) To measure any misalignment between the SS and the
reference mirror after the test.
Servo loops were closed around the ABT and GST using their readouts.
Constant angles, ABTO and GSTO, were commanded. The difference between
the readouts anu the command angles were output unscaled as position
signals to the servo electronics. To hasten acquisition, rate signals
were commanded whenever the corresponding position signal saturated.
Expressed in equation form,
i
I'i
r.
Y ,k
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GPOS = GSTO-GSTA, JGPOSI < 2047 bits
GPOS = 2047 sign (GPOS), IGPOSI > 2047 bits
and
TRATE = 0, ITPOSI < 2047 bits
TRATE = 2047 sign (TPOS), ITPOSI > 2047 bits
	
.	 GRATE = 0, JGPOSJ < 2047 bits
GRATE _ — sign (GPOS), IGPOSI > 2047 bits (equivalent to t o sec)
These equations were updated every 3 msec.
MODE 2 — ZERO POSITION. This mode positioned the ABT such that the
SS and AA/C are pointed at the GST via one of the three rotating mirrors
on the ABT, and moved the GST gimbal to search for and lock on to the
star. The mode was used immediately prior to each star transit to measure:
1) Small rotations of the GST with respect to the AA/C boresight
which may occur during the test
2) Drifts in the GST static pointing angle during the test.
The same servo loops were closed about the AST and, during search,
about the GST as in MODE 1. When the star was acquired (track), upon
command of the computer, the hardware switched to a second servo loop
which drove the gimbal to null the OSU vertical deflection signal.
For the computer-closed loops, the same equations as in MODE 1 ap-
plied except that ABTO and GSTO were a function of the 3 star positions
which were selected manually from two switches on the DTU. The servos
were updated every 3 msec.
MODE 3 — STAR TRANSIT. This mode drove the AST in a ramp at earth
rate to sweep a simulated star across the field of view strip of the GST.
The ramp described in Figure 7-2 was commanded to the ABT servo loop which
was identical to the loops in MODES 1 and 2. The GST gimbal was driven
in the same way as in MODE 2 to search and track the star. Exit from
MODE 3 terminated the ABT ramp and also the GST search if a star had not
been acquired. As in MODES 1 and 2 both servos were updated every 3 msec.
28 SITS (1000 SSG)
i
ABT ANGLE
(BITS)
ABTG + n(20000008)
0.
	 --^ TIME (SEC)
Figure 7-2. Ramp Function for the Gimbal Test
There were two submodes in GW£N:
RUNNING AVERAGES. This submode, when exercised, and depending on
the main program mode, computed running averages of both AA/C axes, the
gimbal readout, the GST x and y deflections, and the differences between
the star tracker x deflection and table angle. The last computed running
average for all but the latter signal, was stored for transmittal to mag-
netic tape upon exit from the submode. The running averages were each
computed by the equation:	 3
xn+1	
0 - e) xn + e yn +l
where
x = running average
y = observation
s
e = weighting factor
detailsThe etas s for each running average including scaling, update interval
and weighting constant are given in Table 7-8.
DATA COLLECTION. The remarks for the submode in SUE apply.
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Star n Value
Switch
No.	 5 No.	 G*
Bit 10
0
Bit 9
1 1 1
2 2 1 0
3 3 1 1
A
7.2.2 Mode Control
The teletypewriter was used only to start and stop the program. All
other control was from six manual switches on the DTU. The switch logic
for mode control is shown in Table 7-5. The logic for star selection is
shown in Table 7-6. Switch No. 3 controlled the RUNNING AVERAGES submode,
and switch No. 4 the DATA COLLECTION submode. For all switches "up" cor-
responded to a "one" state which in turn corresponded to the affirmative
state of the switch function name.
Table 7-5. GWEN Mode Control Logic
Mode Description
Switch
No.	 1 No.	 2
Bit 0* Bit 1*
1 REF POS 0 0
2 ZERO POS 0 1
3 STAR TRANSIT 1 1
Ix 
Slow input channel, status word bits
Table 7-6. GWEN Star Selection Logic
7.2.3 Program Discrete Commands
The program sets the bits of the slow output channel, bilevel command
word to the states indicated in Table 7-7. Bit 0, SEA TRACK/SEARCH com-
manded the GST to switch from the gimbal servo loop implemented about the
gimbal readout and the computer to the loop using the star tracker vertical
output signal. The former loop used the computer to supply a nominal star
position and a summing junction; the latter was implemented entirely in the
GST electronics. Since it was desired to switch to the tracker loop as
soon as a star is acquired, bit 0 was made identical to bit 4 of the slow
input channel status word, GST TRACK/SEARCH.
Table 7--7. GWEN Discrete Commands
Slow Output Channel Command Word Mode
Bit Description 1 2 3
0 SEA TRACK/SEARCH 0 O,1 O,l
1 SEA MOTOR INHIBIT 0 0 0
2 GST SEARCH 0 0 0
3 GST B05 INHIBIT 0 0 0
4 SST SEARCH 0 0 0
5 ABT INTEGRATOR INHIBIT 0 0 0
b ABT MOTOR INHIBIT 0 0 0
7 SPARE 0 0 0
15 SPARE 0 0 0
7.2.4 Real Time Diagnostic Data
Key signals were sent to the 8 channel stripchart recorder via the
CDC 1700 DACs for display during the test. In addition the memory "peek,"
a LED display on the DTU of selected words in the 1700 memory,
was used to display the running average of the gimbal readout angle. The
signals displayed are described in Table 7-8.	 The description of the DATA
REAL TIME DISPLAY for SUE in the previous section applies to GWEN except
Cj for the weighting constants, e, and the equation for ERROR which, for GWEN,,
was:
ERROR W	 - (0.618)(ABTA-ABTO)6STX
_. where GSTX is the GST x deflection in miliivolts and (ABTA-ABTO) is the
difference between the ABT angle and its nominal angle for each star in
F
counts.
_., Table 7-8.	 GWEN Real Time Display
GAC Channel
-
Update
Interval
Scaling Output
Display	 Running
i Average e
Maximum
Fade
Input Output
1 ^32 Signal Display 4
GRAN a 4 4 100 sec Direct O.lV/cnt 20,000 cnts --
ZRAY 5 5 5 100 sec Direct 0.lV/cnt 20,000 cats --
II
I	 .' . GRAZ 6 i	 6 6 100 sec Direct O.1V/cnt 20,000 cnts --
G57X 7 50 msec 6.7 Wsec 0.25V/sec 40 sec 0.1125
GSCY 8 50 msec 6.7 mV/sec 0.25V/sec 40 sec 0.0125
- ;^A/CX 9 9 1	 sec 0.15V/sec 0.25V/sec 40 sec 0.05	 !
I	 AA/CY 10	 1 10 1	 sec 0.15V/sec 0.25V/sec 40 sec 0.05
ERROR 11 50 msec (see text) 0.25V/sec 200 sec 0. s ;5
1	 GSTA on DTU 50 msec digital display full 0.05
7.2.5 Data Collection
Collection of data on magnetic tape in the V73 computer was initiated
and terminated by switch No. 4 on the DTU panel. There were three data
formats:
1) Non-track
u	
2) Start of track
3) Trek.
1$	
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Three conditions were necessary for the track state: 1) MODE 3; 2) a
track signal from the GST (SI channel STATUS word, bit 4); and 3) a posi-
tive ramp be present. During the nontrack state three time-tagged gyro
signals were stored on tape every one second: 	
3
f
GRAX = x gyro angle, arc seconds
	
	 t
j. 
GRAY = y gyro angle, arc seconds
GRAZ = z gyro angle, arc seconds.
At the start of track, running averages calculated and stored during MODE 1 	 i
and MODE 2 were stored on tape:
GSTA = Last average gimbal angle calculated in MODE 2 before
switch No. 3 was turned off, arc seconds
GSTX = Last average star tracker horizontal angle calculated
in MODE 2 before switch No. 3 was turned off, arc
seconds
_STY = (Same as GSTX, but for vertical angle)
AAA/CX = Last average AA/C horizontal angle calculated in MODE 2
before switch No. 3 was turned off minus the last average
AA/C horizontal angle calculated in MODE 1 before switch 	 E
No. 3 was turned off, arc seconds 	 Eti'
AAA/CY = (Same as AA/CX, but for vertical angle).
During track, time tagged information from the gyros, the GST, and
the ABT were stored every one second:
GRAX = (see above)
GRAY = (see above)
GRAZ = (see above)
GSTA = Gimbal angle, arc second
	 a
GSTX = Star tracker horizontal angle, arc seconds
i
GSTY = Star tracker vertical angle, arc seconds
ABTA = ABT angle with zero corresponding to the GST horizontal
boresight position, arc seconds.
Time tags were accurate to l cosec. Scaling for the signals corresponded
to Table 7-8. Angles in arc seconds were given to one significant place.
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i8. PADS PERFORMANCE EVALUATION PROGRAMS
The performance evaluation of the PADS 'test data was performed offline
on a CDC 6500 digital computer via a timeshare terminal.. The offline com-
puter programs were coded in FORTRAN. Their input consisted of the mag-
netic tape data from the V73 computer and certain initialization and con-
trol parameters which were inserted from the timeshare terminal. Their
output consisted of the three-axis attitude errors in the PADS estimate
of its inertial attitude plus other data which facilitated interpretation
cf the attitude errors. Two offline programs were used: one for the
strapdown tests, and one for the gimbal tests.
A functional Block diagram applicable to either computer program is
shown in Figure 8-1. The program is divided into two main sections: 1)
the PADS algorithms, and 2) the laboratory algorithms. In the ground-
fixed test configuration the PADS axes are identical to the laboratory
axes, and are physically defined by the optical cube on the strapdown star
tracker, or the three reference mirrors on the gimbal star tracker. The
PADS algorithms estimate the attitude of the PADS axes relative to their
inertial attitude at the start of the test run. In a four hour test, for
example, the PADS axes will rotate 60 0 due to the rotation of the earth.
The orthogonal transformation matrix A will reflect the PADS estimation of
the rotation given continuous gyro information and periodic star tracker
transits. The laboratory algorithms compute the true inertial attitude
of the laboratory, expressed by the matrix A, using the precisely known
value of earth rate. The agreement between these two matrices is a direct
measure of the PADS performance.
The PADS algorithms are identical to those described in Section 3.2
with the exception of the star catalog information. In the laboratory
test the star catalog information is -formed by the laboratory algorithms.
These algorithms compute the orientation of the collimated star beams
relative to the true laboratory or PADS axes.
In addition to the two main sections the computer programs also con-
tain data formatting and attitude error generation algorithms. The latter
determine the small angle three-axis attitude errors from the nondiagonal
elements of the matrix product A AT
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Figure 8-7. PADS Off? ine Data Evaluation Program
iThe derivation of the fundamental equations for the offline computer
programs is given in Reference 7. Specific comments regarding the appli-
cation of these equations to the PADS strapdown and gimbal system tests
are given in the following sections.
8.1 STRAPDOWN SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
8.1.1 True Laboratory Attitude
The laboratory configuration of the PADS subsystem is illustrated in
Figure 8-2. The SST optical cube defines both the PADS'and the laboratory
axes. The orientation of this optical cube can be described by a right-
handed, orthogonal coordinate set (xV x2 , X3 ) in which each axis is normal
to a cube face as in Figure 8-2. To defiritize this coordinate set x 3
 is
taken to point opposite the gravity vector, and x 1 is selected such that
it experiences no component of the earth's angular velocity, m e , i.e.,
We • x 1
 = 0. The optical cube with its above defined coordinate set is
thus taken to be the laboratory reference, and the term "laboratory atti-
tude" will be taken to mean the orientation of the axes (xi, X2!)
	 rela-
tive to an inertial set (z l , z 2 , z3 ). This latter set of axes will be
taken to be identical to axes (X l , x23 x3 ) at the start of any particular
subsystem test run. The laboratory attitude at any subsequent run time is
then given by
	
xl	 z1
	
x 2	 - Axz (t)	 z2
	
x3	
z3	 (8-1)
where
1 -0(X22 + A3 2 ) ax + ^ A 1 X 2 -c4A2
 + 0 X 1 X3
AXz (t) _	 -aX3	8 A I X 2	 1 -O(A 1 Z X32 ) aX 1	S X2X3
	
ax  + 8 X 1 X2	-aX l + R 712 X3
 1 -(X12 + X22)
(8-2)
	
m	 X
Xi	
ew	
i i = 1, 2, 3	 (8-3)
e
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i	 S - 1-cos wet	 (8-5)
The a 1 depend, of course, upon the orientation of the laboratory relative
to the earth rate, we . This is largely a function of its latitude, taken
to be 33.90323 deg north. It should be mentioned that Inaccuracies in
this figure ( or in the alignment of the optical cube), while influencing
the true knowledge of AKz (t) will have no bearing upon the subsystem per-
formance measure, as the estimated laboratory attitude provided by PADS
will contain exactly the same effect. This will be discussed more fully
in Section 8.1.2.
8.1.2 PADS Estimate of the Laboratory Attitude
The PADS subsystem must estimate the laboratory attitude without be-
ing privy to latitude and a priori earth rate information. The SST/optical
cube alignment is such that the trackers boresight lies.aiong x 2 , with its
azimuth and elevation outputs occurring, respectively, about x 3 and xi.
Now the actual orientation of (x l , x2 , x3 ) relative to (z l , z2 , z3 ) is
	
!	 unknown to the PADS subsystem, as this information can only be established
through knowledge of we , latitude, and run time, t. Thus PADS can only
provide estimates of the x i , say x i , by effective use of the SST and IRU.
The PADS output is then an estimated laboratory attitude matrix, AZ W,
defined by
	
X1	
z1
	X 2	 = A (t)	 z
	
	 xz	 2
r
	
X3	 z3	 (8-6) i
i
Combining Equations (8-1) and (8-6)
xl	
-7	 Xl
-	 x2	 = AXz (t) AXZ (t)	 x2
x3	 x3	 (8-7)
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The degree to which A A- 
l 
matches the identity matrix is a direct measure
xz xz
of the effectiveness of the PADS subsystem as an attitude estimator.
To be effective as a three-axis attitude estimator, the SST must be
sensitive to attitude motions about each of its three axes. A single PADS
tracker fails in this respect due to its extremely small field-of-view,
and thus a complete PADS subsystem must employ two such trackers, with
optical boresights separated by more than 30 deg or so. Since the labora-
tory test involved only a single tracker, the system prediction of attitude
about the x2 axis will be ignored, and performance measured solely upon its
success in pointing the x2 axis. In essence, the system will thus be
treated as a two-axis estimator.
This two-axis estimator employs a three-axis gyro package, whose gyro
input axes (x, y, z) are illustrated by Figure 8-2 and satisfy
x	 -.707 -.707 0	
x 
y	 --	 .707 -.707 0	 x2
z	 0	 0	 1	 x3	 (8-8)
Unfortunately, the gyro whose input axis is z (or x 3 ) is much poorer in
performance than the other two, and thus causes very pessimistic predic-
tions of laboratory attitude about the x 3 axis. In fact, such results
can be termed Worst Case. Best Case results would be obtained if the z
gyro were aligned, instead, along the x 2 axis, whose attitude is not
effectively estimated anyway. Thus two types of performance results will
be presented in Section 9. Worst case results will deal with the actual
laboratory gyro configuration given by Equation (8-8), and best case re-
sults will simply transform the actual gyro outputs to the values that
they would have experienced had the z gyro been aligned along x 2 . The
only assumption made in this process is that the gyro errors are invari-
ent to rotation, an assumption that is not really germane to the evalua-
tion of the PADS.
8.1.3 The Star Catalog
'	 1
The PADS estimation algorithm has been previously described in Sec-	 j
Lion 3.2. Key to its operation is its usage of fixed star locations as 	
1
i
z	 8-6
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j _	 j
us	
i=1 u si x i (8-9)
attitude benchmarks in an inertial reference frame. In analogy, the
location of comparable stars in the inertial set (z l , z2 , z3 ) must be
established. This effectively then becomes the estimator's star catalog.
E
Figure 8-2 illustrates the means whereby a star line of sight is i
formed using the star simulator and air bearing table mirror. A fixed
separate light source for each of three stars is housed in the star simu-	 j
lator. The light emanating from -~he j th such source is defined by
where the usi are time invariant. The table mirror normal, on the other
hand is defined by
n = sin NO
X 
+ cos 9(t) x2	 (8-10)
The input star line-of-sight to the SST is then given by
	
- 3j_	 ._j	 _	 ^_j
u -	
u 
	 xi = us - 2 n (n	
u s )	 {8-11)i=1
The inertial coordinates of this star at time t, namely the benchmark
attitude reference used by PADS, are then given by the three direction
cosines
	
ail = u 3	zi i - 1, 2, 3	 (8-12)
where clearly
a	 u3
j	 -1	 J
a 2
	= Axz
	 u2
aid
_J 	 L u3 ,	 (8-13)
The method whereby PADS causes Axz to converge toward AXz is then basically
dependent upon adjusting the attitude estimate until its estimate of the i
u i ^, say u i ^, coincides with the u i 3 as obtained by measurement. Clearly
I
1
i
As mentioned before, errors in providing exact truth model earth
rate or latitude data will influence A Xz , but not the PADS performance
measure A
xz Axz 	
This is because the same error effect will. appear in f`
AXz due to the fact that the inertial star direction cosines, a i r , are
directly influenced by AXz through Equation (8-13). 	 Likewise, the ap-
parent drift rates of the three gyros will shift slightly should inexact
values of we or latitude be used.	 A similar comment can be made should a
the gyros not precisely satisfy the transformation of Equation (8-8).
In neither event is the performance measure of PADS degraded.
8.2	 GIMBAL SYSTEM TEST s
In parallel to the system test employing a body fixed tracker, the
purpose of the gimbaled system test is to establish the performance of
the gimbaled star tracker (SST) and the gyro assembly when combined with
a suitable data reduction algorithm as an attitude estimation subsystem. k'
This subsystem will be used to estimate the attitude of the laboratory j
relative to an inertial set of coordinates.	 As before, the true attitude
of this earth-fixed laboratory is essentially known as a function of time,
providing a direct means of evaluating system performance.
8.2.1	 True Laboratory Attitude
The laboratory configuration of the PADS subsystem is illustrated in
Figure 8-3.	 The laboratory fixed axes are defined as in Section 8.1; a
right-handed, orthogonal, coordinate set for which x3 is taken to point
opposite the gravity vector, and x 1	is selected such that it experiences
no component of the earth's angular velocity, w e , i.e., we	 xi = 0.	 The
term "laboratory attitude" will be taken to rea p the orientation of the l
axes (x i , x 2 , x3 ) relative to an inertial	 set (z l , z2 , z 3 ).	 This latter
set of axes will be taken to be identical to axes (x l , x 2 , x3 ) at the -
start of any particular subsystem test run. 	 The laboratory attitude at
any subsequent time is then given by Equations (8-1) to
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i8.2.2 Gimbal PADS Estimate of the Laboratory Attitude
The PADS subsystem must estimate the laboratory attitude without
being privy to latitude and a priori earth rate information..
Consequently, the actual orientation of (x l , x2 , x3 ) relative to
(zi , z29 z 3 ) cannot be established by the PADS subsystem, as this infor-
mation can only be obtained through knowledge of cu e , latitude, and time,
t. Thus PADS can only provide estimates of the x i , say x i , by effective
use of the GST and IRU data. The PARS output is then an estimated labora-
tory attitude matrix, AXz (t), defined by Equation (8-6), with Equation
(8-7) again providing a measure of the system's effectiveness.
Unlike the body fixed tracker, the gimbal star tracker provides at-
titude estimates about all three axes (rather than two axes). However,
since the gimbal motion between the two outer laboratory "stars" is only
about 38 deg, the anticipated accuracy about the x  axis is less than
that about either x  or x 3 . Thus the results will be presented in two
ways: as a full three-axis estimator, and as a two-axis estimator which
ignores errors about xl . This latter figure of merit will provide a more
direct comparison to the results obtained for the body fixed tracker.
Also, since three-axis estimates are the primary goal of this test, there
is no great advantage in any particular alignment of the IRU. Thus, the
actual laboratory orientation of this unit given by Equation (8-8) will be
assumed throughout the test runs.
8.2.3 The Star Catalog
The gimbal PARS estimation algorithm has been previously described
in Section 3.2. Key to its operation is ;ts usage of fixed star loca-
tions as attitude benchmarks in an inertial reference frame. In analogy,
the location of comparable stars in the inertial set (zi, z 2 , z3 ) must be
established. This effectively the^i becomes the estimator's star catolog.
Figure 8-4. Establishing Star Line of Sights
for the Gimballed Star Tracker
PADS TW
LIGHT BEAM FROM
STAR SIMULATOR
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Figure 8-4 illustrates the means whereby a star line of sight is
formed using the star simulator and air bearing table mirror. A single
fixed light source emanates from the star simulator and is deflected
downward along -x 3 by a fixed mirror mounted above the air bearing table.
A tilted mirror mounted to the table top then deflects this light beam
(when the table top is in position) toward the tracker. By utilizing
4	 the table mirrors, three such stars of differing elevation angles can
i
be simulated. This establishes the direction cosines (in lab axes) of
each star, and its equivalent inertial coordinates are then given, as
E	 '
I
	
	 before, by Equations (8--12) and (8-13). Likewise, estimates of the star
direction cosines (in estimated lab axes) are given by Equation (8-14),
and the comments following this equation apply here as well.
FIXED MIRROR
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'	 9. STRAPDOWN SYSTEM TEST
	f'	 This section describes the strapdown system test which was run from
1 October 1975 to 10 October 1975. The orbit scenario on-which the test
was based is described along with comments regarding initial alignment of
the PADS axes. All of the four test runs which were conducted during the
ten day test period are analyzed using several performance measures. Two
of the test runs were selected for detailed analysis to illustrate the effect
of individual error sources on the PADS attitude estimates. A parametric
analysis is made to evaluate the effect of star update interval on the PADS
accuracy. Lastly, a summary of the PADS accuracy is presented.
9.1 TEST DESCRIPTION
}
	
	 The spacecraft configuration postulated for the PADS system test is
that of a three-axis stabilized , earth-pointed satellite in geosynchronous
orbit. An experiment on board, a telescope, for example, requires precise
information regarding the inertial attitude of its sensitive axis or axes.
The PADS is used to provide this information.
w
^	 k
A calibration of the PADS star tracker boresight axis relative to the
experiment axes is allowed once every ten days. Following a calibration
the experiment may require the PADS attitude information for any length of
time, for any number of times, during the next ten days.
By way of configuring a practical laboratory test, four test runs,
nearly evenly spaced in time, were conducted during a ten day test period.
Each run was four hours in duration. During each run a star update was made
every 20 minutes. This corresponded to a star being available every 5 0 in
right ascension, Three different star declinations were used. All stars
were 8 My
 GO (60000K).
The test period was limited to ten days by the scope of the PADS con-
'tract and not by any limitation in the stability of the star tracker. Four
runs during the ten day period were adequate to measure the day-to-day
stability of the tracker, while a four hour run was sufficient to ensure
steady--state behavior for star updates up to 60 . minutes apart. The minimum
star update time of 20 minutes was determined by the gyro-performance (see
Section 4.1). Three star declinations were considered adequate to exercise
r•	 ^
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the tracker field of view linearity accuracy. Making all stars 8 My
presented a worst case situation in terms of tracker noise and simplified
test equipment design.
9.2 INITIAL ALIGNMENT/CALIBRATION
The PADS reference axes were defined physically by the optical cube on
the strapdown star tracker. The PADS experienced a fixed input rate, i.e.,
earth rate, during a test run. Consequently, no effort was made to pre-
cisely determine the gyro input axes orientations relative to•the cube since
an axis misalignment would be indistinguishable from a fixed drift rate
error.
w
The original intent was to align the tracker electro-optical boresight
to the normal to the front face of the optical cube, and to adjust the field
of view alignment about the boresight so that a zero vertical output resulted
for a star on the negative x axis at the edge of the field of view. The
field of view nonlinearities were to be calibrated from a component test
performed in a separate facility from that of 'the system test.
Unfortunately, the calibration data from the star tracker component test
contained unacceptable errors which were not recognized at the time the
data was collected. These errors are described in Volume I, Section 7. As
a result it was necessary to recalibrate the field of view using the three
stars in the system test configuration. This recalibration took place
immediately prior to the ten day system test. The overall result was the
invalidation of the independent measure of the accuracy of the field of view
linearity. The recalibration did not affect the basis for the alignment,
albeit indirect, of the boresight to the optical cube, namely, the ground--
rule that the boresight would be calibrated relative to the experiment axes
every ten days.
9.3 SYSTEM TEST RESULTS
The following system test results were obtained using the computer
performance evaluation programs described in Section 8.
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9.3.1 Pass ParaiMters
Four test runs, each of approximately four hours in duration, were
conducted between 1 October 1975 and 10 October 1975. This time tagged
sensor data was then utilized by the Estimation Algorithm to predict both
laboratory attitude and the gyro drift rates. Aside from the time tagged
sensor data, the algorithm requires a number of additional inputs dealing
primarily with statistical quantities that describe initial uncertainties
in both attitude and gyro drift rates, as well as uncertainties in both 	 i
gyro and star tracker noise parameters. In general, the attitude estimation
_	 performance of the Estimation Algorithm is dependent upon the values of
assumed noise. Also of significance is the degree of filtering applied to
the output of the tracker, as longer time constants tend to reduce the
impact of tracker noise. Taking such parameter variations into account, a
total of 31 attitude estimation computer passes were made based upon the
four test runs previously mentioned. Table 9-1 lists the conditions for
these 31 passes.
9.3.2 F:t •formance Measures	 a
The effectiveness of the Attitude Estimator is based primarily upon
.	 three things:
1) The degree to which the estimator accurately predicts the 	 ^.
attitude of the x 2 axis. If 6 1 and e 3 represent the estimation	
i
errors about, respectively, the x 1 and x 3 axis, then the
boresight (x 2 ) attitude error is given by
e =	 e 1 2 f 6 32	(9-1)
2) The degree to which the boresight attitude error, which of
course is unknown operationally, is reflected by the estimator's
error covariance prediction. Observation of the latter should 	 {
give a strong indication of the actual errors. Comparing the
attitude error covariance prediction with the SST measurement:
residuals will check estimator "consistency."
3) The speed with which the attitude estimates conv-rge from
sizeable initial estimation errors (e.g., 100 sec)  to errors 	 i
that are close to "steady state."
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Specified in Test Run
i
Table 9-1. Conditions and Parameters of Computer Passes
Pass Conditions
Run Duration - 14800 sec
Star Update Interval - 20 min/40 min/60 min*
Each star utilized 3 times at 55 sec intervals
Gyro Orientation - Best Case/Worst Case
Initial Conditions
Initial Attitude Estimate - 100 sec error about x l and x3
Initial Attitude uncertainty (la) 100 sec about x 1 a0 x3 ; 10 sec
about x2
Initial gyro drift rate uncertainty - .02 sec/sec
Sensor Parameters
Gyro:
Estimated Drift Rates. Gyro x -.833 sec/sec
y -.478 sec/sec
z -1.055 sec/sec
Gyro noise a  - .02 to .08 sec/(sec)  J2
Gyro noise au -- .2 x 10-4 to .6 x 10-4 sec/(sec)3/2
Gyro noise a  - 0.1 sec
Star Tracker:
Calibration coefficients as specified in Volume I, Section 7
Time constant (both axes) - .0466 sec
Digital output filter (both axes) - 0 to 3 sec*
lutput noise (both axes) - 1.5 to 3 sec*
1
t^
Items 1) and 2) are time variant and require additional qualification if
clear figures of merit are to be adopted. Figure 9-1 illustrates a typical
sequence of a values, a value being plotted every 300 sec and also at times
gust prior and just subsequent to an attitude update.
For the merit figures, the discrete points are connected by straight
lines. The mean pointing error and its standard deviation are then com-
puted as
	
u^ = t l t
	 2 (ui+l + e i } (t i+i - ti)	 (9-2}
!V	 n 	 1=n
	
NJ	 V	 1/2
CF =	 1	 E 1 6z	 + 6. 2 	e.	 6.8	 t - t	 3+l	 ^^l(ti+1	 ti}N	 n	 i=n
(9-3)
where
	
6 i = e ( ti f)	 (9--4)
	e i = e ( ti -)	 (9-5)
with t  and t o representing, respectively, the final time and time at which
the effect of initial estimates have disappeared. A similar appraoch is
also used in computing the mean and standard deviation, u- and a^, of the
attitude estimator's guess (based upon its covariance matrix) as to the
reliability of its output. Lastly, p  and cyy have similar interpretations
regarding the measurement residual. The six merit figures will be used
extensively in what follows.
9.3.3 Detailed Analyses of Passes No. 8 and No. 9
Pass No. 8 met the general conditions of Table 9-1 under the additional
specifications:
Tracker noise (16) - 1.5 sec
Tracker output filter time constant - 3 sec
Tracker update interval - 20 rein
Gyro noise o  _ .04 sec/sec l/2 in x and y; .08 in z
rs - .5 x 10
-4 
sec /sec3/2
	
u
	
in x, y, and z
Gyro Orientation - Best Case
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Figure 9-1 illustrates the convergence of the estimation error, 6, of
the boresight (x2 ) attitude. A dramatic correction in attitude estimation
error is made after just one star sighting. However, the gyro drift rates
retain sufficient error to cause considerable divergence until the second
star sighting at about 2600 sec. The drift rates are then also corrected
and fairly benign performance (which we shall call "steady state") occurs
thereafter. Figure 9-2 illustrates, on a larger scale, the estimation error
from about 5000 sec onward. An average pointing error of about 2 s `RC is
experienced, which corresponds to a 1.4 s"ec error per axis.
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When the conditions of Pass No. 8 are altered by assuming a worst case 	 a
rather than best case gyro orientation, the convergence of A remains about	 ^J
the same. Steady state behavior is considerably degraded, however, as
Pass No. 9 in Figure 9-3 clearly shows. In this case an average Pointing 	 4^
error of about 3.2 sec is evident, corresponding to 2.3 sec per axis. This
is clearly a result of the z gyro drift rate fluctuation, which now directly	 -^
influences the pointing estimate. If w (t) represents a gyro's rate output,9
then Figure 9-4 presents the rate variation w9(t) for each of the three 	 i
gyros over the run duration [0,T] where T = 14800 sec. wg(t)'is of the form
wi(t) = wg (t) - —W
9
 (t)(9-6)	
y
where
wg (t) is the average drift rate for the run duration.
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Figure 9-3. Pass No. 9
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Figure 9--4. 10/10/75 Run (200 Sec/Sample)
It is clear that the z gyro experiences severe drift rate changes at both
6100 sec and 12730 sec. This is consistent with the results of Figure 9-3,
which shows the start of a severe fluctuation in the attitude estimate at
about these times.
9.3.4 PARS Steady State Parametric Test Results
The results for all four test runs are shown in Figure 9-5, in terms
of the previously defined performance criteria p 0 , e0 , Pe, 6e, Py , ay . In
general, the system results are excellent, with the following conclusions
evident
a All of the 13 passes indicate an RMS
than 4s'et. In fact, the average ee
sec for a per axis error of 2.2 sec.
a The performance of the best gyro orii
worst orientation by 0.4 - 1.0 sec.
e Filtering the tracker output through
shows significant improvement over a
9-9
a	 Gyro data base B results in filter covariance estimates that
agree more closely than A with actual performance.
a	 Passes 5, 6, 8, 17, 23, and 18 show excellent agreement between
actual performance, filter predicted performance, and the actual
measurement residuals.
a	 Passes 1, 7, 28, and 16 indicate poorer agreement.
	
In Passes 1
and 7 too high a value of tracker noise was assumed. 	 Pass 28 is
plagued by tracker bias, which was independently established.
Pass 16 is also somewhat plagued by such bias, but in addition
is optimistic in its assessment of gyro noise.
Figure 9 .5. PAOS Test Results — 20 Min. Updetu
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Figure 9-5.	 PADS lest Results --- 20 Minute Updates
Additional examples of steady state performancd are shown in Figure 9-6
to 9-10.
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Figure 9-11 presents results similar to Figure 9-5, but for systems
with less frequent star updates. In each case rapid initial convergence was
obtained as the first two star updates were taken 20 min apart. Thereafter,
the update interval was as noted, either 40 or 60 minutes. As anticipated,
these results are somewhat poorer. Specifically:
o The peak 40 min RMS error, Qe, is 7 sec, with the average ae
given by 4.32 sec, or 3.06 s-R, per axis.
o The peak 60 min RMS error, cy is 13 sec, with the average Qe
given by 7.72 sec or 5.46 sec, per axis.
a The influence of worst case over best case gyro alignment is now
much more severe, as much longer time intervals exist between
gyro bias corrections.
o Test runs 1 and 4 indicate much better results than either 2
or 3. Test run 2 is particularly poor due to the aforementioned
tracker bias.
o Passes 11, 13, 25, 26, 14, and 15 show fairly good agreement
between actual and filter predicted performance.
o Passes 10, 30, and 31 show quite a difference between actual and
predicted results. The latter two are influenced by the unobserv-
able tracker bias, whereas Pass 10 uses gyro noise parameters
which are pessimistic for these longer filtering durations. In
practice, when the update intervals vary, the gyro noise param-
eters must assume some compromise values.
Figures 9-12 to 9-15 illustrate typical steady state behavior patterns
for these increased update duration runs.
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9.3.5 PADS Accuracy
. The criteria for the accuracy of the PADS is the RMS of the difference
between the PADS estimate of the inertial attitude of its reference axes
and the true attitude of these axes as indicated by:
1) Laboratory instrumentation
2) A priori knowledge of earth rate and the inertial attitude
of the laboratory at the start of a test run.
This criteria is designated a e in Figures 9-5 and 9-11.
The parameters sele,:ted for the nominal PADS algorithm for the 20
minute updates are:
1) Filter time constant: 3 sec
2) Gyro noise (x and y gyros): a v = 0.04 arc sec/sect/2
au = 0.6 x 10
-4
 arc sec/sec3/2
3) SST noise: 1.5 arc sec.
The parameters for the 40 and 60 minute updates were the same except for
the gyro noise sigmas which were reduced by 1/2 and 1/3 for a v and au,
respectively. The passes representative of the values in Figure 9-5 are
numbers 8, 28, 17, and 23, or test runs 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively. in
Figure 9-11 the 40 minute update representative passes are numbers 11, 30,
20, and 25, or test runs 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively. The 60 minute
d	 b	 14 31 22 and 27 or test runsup ate representative passes are "L,4141 10 	 ,	 ,	 ,
1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively.
Table 9-2 summarizes the value of a e for the nominal PADS algorithm
with the best gyro orientation. Values from all four test runs are avail-
able for each update interval. The rms of the values for the four runs is
the PADS two-axis error for a given update interval. This rms, divided by
a
F, is the PADS single-axis error.
The PADS design goal is 3.6 arc seconds (la) per axis for 20 minute
star updates. The measured error of 2.3 arc seconds is well within the
design goal. {
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Table 9-2. PADS RMS Error
Test Run
20 Minute
Updates
40 Minute
Updates
60 Minute
Updates
1 2.0 2.3 3.3
2 4.0 7.1 13.5
3 3.7 5.7 8.3
4 2.7 3.6 '5.8
rms (2-axis) 3.2 5.0 8.6
rms (1-axis) 2.3 arc sec 3.6 arc sec 6.1 arc sec
The increase in measured error with increased update interval is also
indicated in Table 9-2. Although the increase appears well behaved, exam-
ination of the individual test runs reveals a large variation in valves,
indicating caution should be applied in generalizing these results.
a
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This section describes the gimbal system test which was run from
6 February 1976 to 16 February 1976. The orbit scenario on which the test
was based is described along with comments regarding initial alignment of
the PADS axes. All of the four test runs which were conducted during the
ten day test period are analyzed using several performance measures. Two	
^r
of the test runs were selected for detailed analysis to illustrate the effect
of individual error sources on the PADS attitude estimates. A parametric
analysis is made to evaluate the effect of star update interval on the PADS
accuracy. Lastly, a summary of the PADS accuracy is presented.
10.1 TEST DESCRIPTION
The spacecraft configuration postulated for the PADS system test is
that of a three-axis stabilized, earth-pointed satellite in geosynchronous
orbit. An experiment on board, a telescope, for example, requires precise
information regarding the inertial attitude of its sensitive axis or axes.
The PADS is used to provide this information.
A calibration of the PADS gimbal star tracker axes relative to the
experiment axes is allowed once every ten days. Following a calibration
the experiment may require the PADS attitude information for any length of
time, for any number of times, during the next ten days.
By way of configuring a pr°_- V ital laboratory test, four test runs,
nearly evenly spaced in time, were conducted during a ten day test period.
The first three runs were four hours in duration, the last was five hours.
During each run a star update was made every 20 minutes. This corresponded
to a star being available every 50 in right ascension. Three different
star declinations over approximately a 40  span were used. All stars were
3.5 My
 GO (60000K).
The test period was limited to ten days by the scope of the PADS con-
tract and not by an assumed limitation in the stability of the star tracker.
Four runs during the ten day period were adequate to measure the day-to-day
stability of the tracker. Four hour runs were sufficient to ensure steady-
state behavior for star updates up to 40 minutes apart. The five hour run
was made to provide data for star updates 60 minutes apart. The minimum
10-1
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star update time of 20 minutes was determined by the gyro performance (see
Section 4.1). The maximum star separation in declination of 40 0 was con-
.	
_	 q
sidered adequate to provide three-axis information with the single star
tracker. Making all stars 3.5 M y presented a worst case situation in terms
of tracker noise and simplified test equipment design.
10.2 INITIAL ALIGNMENT
Alignment of the gimbal star tracker presented considerably more Com-
plexity than that encountered with the strapdown star tracker. In the case
of either tracker the objective was to determine the alignment of the
electro-optical (EO) axes relative to optical surfaces on the tracker base.
For the strapdown track-:-r the only critical EO axis was the EO boresight,
i.e., that position in the field of view at which a star produced zero 	 -
electronic output in two axes. Using the parallel beam star stimulus
approach, it was an easy task to align the boresight normal to the front
	 f.,
face of the optical cube within an arc second. However, the gimbal tracker
has two EO axis which are critical: 1) the EO boresight zero position,
defined as that position of a star wherein both optical sensor field of
view outputs are zero, and the gimbal angle readout is also zero, and 2) the
normal to that plane for which the angle of incidence between the plane and
the EO boresight remains constant for all gimbal angles. The second axis
is the effective gimbal axis, purposely defined in an electro--optical rather
3
than a mechanical sense. The obliqueness of the definition is necessary to
account for a possible nonorthogonality between the EO boresight and the
effective gimbal axis. Determining the orientation of both these EO axes
relative to the three mirrors attached to the base of the tracker to within
one arc second entailed a significant activity.
The first step undertaken was identification of the effective gimbal
axis. Ideally this should have been accomplished electro-optically, but no
practical technique was available -,o do this with an arc second accuracy.
Consequently, recourse was made to an optical-mechanical technique. This
consisted of mounting a mirror on the end of the gimbal axis with its surface
normal to the gimbal axis. Normality was observed by autocollimating off
the mirror with a theodolite and adjusting the mirror orientation until no
deflection was observed with the theodolite as the gimbal and attached	 Y
mirror were rotated. Performance of this task led to two observations:
1) the gimbal axis sagged such that the mirror on the end of the axis tilted
34 arc seconds from the effective gimbal axis, and 2) the rate of change of
this sag was 4 arc seconds for a gimbal motion of 30°. Both of these effects
are shown in Figure 10-1. The sag was determined by leveling the gimbal
axis using the optical cube on the optical sensor. With the theodolite
viewing the back face (negative boresight axis) of the cube, the tracker
base fixture was shimmed until no horizontal deflection was measured as the
gimbal was turned through 20°. In view of the method used, the accuracy of
the measured sag is probably no better than 5 arc seconds. On the other
hand, the relative change of the sag with gimbal angle was measured directly
with the theodolite, and its accuracy is better than one arc second.
The gimbal axis sag theoretically should have no significant effect on
the performance of the star tracker. However, it did invalidate accurate
determination of the vertical alignment of the effective gimbal axis through
optical-mechanical techniques. In view of the symmetry of the curve in
Figure 10--1 about the ordinate, and the mechanical symmetry of the plus
and minus 30° gimbal positions relative to the gravity vector, it was assumed
that the horizontal component of the mirror normal was within an arc second
of the effective gimbal axis.
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Figure 10--1. Gimbal Axis Sag
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The next step in the alignment procedure was to adjust the EO boresight
normal to the effective gimbal axis. This was accomplished using two theo-
dolites as shown in Figure 10 .2. The tracker base was turned until the sum
of the two angles indicated in the fi gure was 90°. The optical sensor was
then rotated in the gimbal until zero horizontal output was obtained. Using
both theodolites in this manner gave an accuracy of one or two arc seconds
for this step.
With the EO boresight now aligned normal to the effective gimbal axis,
the relative orientations of the three reference mirrors were determined
through the use of the parallel beam star stimulus technique. With the
tracker in place the stars were adjusted via the rotating mirror assembly
so that the three star beams were normal to the three tracker reference
mirrors. Immediately following this the star tracker was removed and the
theodolite inserted in its place. The theodolite was then used to measure
the relative orientations of the star beams. The results were previously
shown in Figure 4-21 and are repeated in Table 10-1.
GIMBAL STAR
TRACKER
ROTATING MIRROR
T3
THEODOLITE
Figure 10-2. Alignment of the EO Boresight to the Effective
Gimbal Axis
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Mirror
No.
Vertical
(arc sec)
Horizontal
(arc sec)
1 +68380.2 -3.2
2 0.0 0.0
3 -68392.8 -4.8
^I
The last alignment step was to determine the orientation of the three
mirror normals relative to the tracker axes. I-;imediateiy prior to the
system test, with the tracker in place, the orientation of the tracker axes
relative to the stars was measured using the tracker outputs, and the orien-
tation of the stars relative to the mirror normals was measured using the
parallel beam technique and the automatic autocollimator outputs. Combining
the two sets of measurements gave the results shown in Table 10-2. The
numbers in parenthesis are the relative orientations.
Table 10-2. Reference Mirror Positions in Tracker Axes
Mirror
No.
Vertical
(arc sec)
Horizontal
(arc sec)
1 53814.9 ( 68379.9) -9.6	 (-5.2)
2 -14564.8	 (	 0.0) -4.4	 (	 0.0)
3 -82958.0 (-68393.2) -8.2
	 (-3.9)
Comparison between Tables 10-1 and 10-2 leads to two observations.
First, if the coordinates in Table 10-1 are rotated 4.5 degrees as shown
in Figure 10-3, then the agreement between the relative horizontal measure-
ments from the two tables is within 0.5 arc second. This indicates that:
1) the boresight axis was accurately aligned normal to the effective gimbal
axis, and 2) the angles between the mirror normals and plane orthogonal
to the gimbal axis are accurately known. Secondly, the agreement between
the relative vertical measurements indicates that the gimbal readout, at
least for the three positions measured, does not have to be calibrated.
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10.3 SYSTEM TEST RESULTS
The following system test results were obtained using the computer
performance evaluation programs described in Section 8.
10.3.1 Pass Parameters
Four test runs, each of approximately four hours in duration, were
conducted between 6 February 1976 and 16 February 1976. The time-tagged
sensor data was then utilized by the Estimation Algorithm to predict both
laboratory attitude and the gyro drift rates. As before, the algorithm
requires a number of additional inputs dealing primarily with statistical
quantities that describe initial uncertainties in both attitude and gyro
drift rates, as well as uncertainties in both gyro and GST noise parameters.
These parameters are listed in Table 10-3. Varying these parameters, a
total of 31 attitude estimations passes were made based upon the four test
runs mentioned above.
10.3.2 Performance Measures
The effectiveness of the Attitude Estimator as a three axis device is
based primarily upon three things:
1) The degree to which the estimator accurately predicts the attitude
of the laboratory. If 0e2, and 6 3 represent the estimation
errors about, respectively, the x 1 , x 2 , and x3 axes, then the
attitude error is defined by
8 =	
e12 + 8 22 + e32	 (10-i }
2) The degree to which the laboratory attitude error, which of course
is unknown operationally, is reflected by the estimator's error
covariance prediction. Observation of the latter should give a
strong indication of the actual errors. In practice, the operator
will compare the attitude error covariance prediction with the
GST measurement residuals in order to check estimator "consistency."
3) The speed with which the attitude estimates converge from sizeable
initial estimation errors (e.g., 100 sec), to errors that are close
to "steady state."
Item_s !) and 2) are time variant and require additional quantification if
clear figures of merit are to be adopted. In this regard, the !)Pr axis mean
pointing error and its standard deviation are computed as described in Sec-
tion 9.3.2.
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Table 10-3. Conditions and Parameters of Computer Passes
Pass Conditions
Run Duration - 14500 to 18370 sec
Star Update Interval - 20 min/40 min/60 min.
Each star utilized once near the azimuth center of the GST field
of view
Initial Conditions
Initial Attitude Estimate - 100 sec error about x 1 , x 2 , and x3
Initial Attitude Uncertainty (la) 100 sec about x i , x2 , and x3
initial gyro drift rate uncertainty - 0.02 sec/sec
Sensor Parameters
Gyros:
Estimated Drift rates. Gyro x -0.840 'ec/sec
y -0.422 sec/sec
z	 1.165 sec/sec
Gyro noise v --sec to 0.08 es c/(sec)i/2
n
Gyro noise u - 0.2 x 10_
4
 to 0.6 x 10
-4
 sec/(sec)3
Gyro noise a -- 0.1es c
Gimbal Tracker:
Time constant (both axes) - 0.0466 sec
Digital Output filter (both axes) -- 3 sec
Output noise (both axes) - 1.5 sec
Specified in Test Run
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10.3.3 Detailed Analyses of Passes No. 11 and No. 21
Pass No. 11 corresponds to the general conditions of Table 10-3 and
utilizes the PADS data of 9 February, the gyro being updated every 20 min-
utes by the gimbaled star tracker. Figures 10-4 and 10-5 show, respectively,
the corresponding two and three axis convergence of the laboratory attitude
estimation errors. A total of 12 star updates are employed, in the order
Si:ar Number: 1,3,3,3,1,3,2,1,3,1,2,3,3 	 (A)
where, noting Figure 8-4, the tracker input star line-of-sight has a large
negative projection on x3 for star No. 1, a slight positive projection for
star No. 2, and a large positive projection for star No. 3. The particular
sequence noted above was chosen to insure the differing geometric conditions
inherent in sighting different stars for the more demanding convergence
conditions associated with 40 and 60 minute updates. Thus when 40 minute
update passes are made, the star sequence is
Star Number: 1,3,1,2,3,2,3	 (B)
and for 60 minute updates passes
Star Number: 1,3,2,1,3	 (C)
The sequence (A) is not optimally beneficial in assuring rapid convergence
for 20 minute update passes, as star No. 3 is used 3 successive times. This
is the price paid for better results when the updates are less frequent.
For Pass No. 11, the first five updates occur at times 329, 1365, 2649,
3850, and 5044 sec, corresponding to stars 1,3,3,3,1 respectively. As the
results of Figures 10-4 and 10--5 indicate, the first two updates (providing
4 pieces of independent azimuth-elevation star data) considerably reduce the
initial error, but are not adequate to establish the six unknowns defined by
the three attitude and three gyro drift rates. Additional updates by star
No. 3 at 2649 and 3850 sec provide only slight improvement as the geometric
conditions are not much different than at 1365 sec. Once star No. 1 is again
used (at 5044 sec) a dramatic improvement occurs, and the filter can subse-
quently be considered to be close to its "steady state" operation. The reuse
of star No. 1 proved geometrically beneficial as its previous use occurred
sufficiently far in the past. This same convergence pattern appeared in all
of the 20 minute update passes, regardless of which PADS test run was used.
a
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3
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Figure 10-6 shows a comparable three-axis run fer the test data of
6 February. Convergence behavior is essentially the same as described
above, but there appears a dramatic temporary degradation in the attitude
estimates at about 8000 sec, long after the filter has supposedly reached
"steady state." This is caused by a severe shift in the z gyro drift rate
at about the same time, as indicated by the gyro data of Figure 10-7. Of
significance is the fact that the filter is only temporarily confused by
this event, providing better and better estimates of the new z gyro drift
rates as additional star updates appear.
_	 _	 1
lFigure10-6. Pass No. 21 - Three Axis
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10.3.4 PADS Steady State Parametric Test Results
The results for the runs taken on the 9th, 11th, and 16th of February
are shown in Figure 10-8, for 20 minute updates. The statistics presented
in each case cover the time interval subsequent to the fifth star update
to the er,d of the run. The results of the PADS data taken on 6 February are
not included as the severe jump in the z gyro drift rate provides untypically
pessimistic answers. The following conclusions are evident from Figure 10-8.
e Passes 11 and 13 provide two-axis estimates between 3 and 4 sec*
and show good agreement to both the corresponding filter
estimates and the measurement residuals.
o Pass 12 indicates poorer results than either 11 or 13. This can
be traced to anomalous drift rate behavior of both the x and y
gyros as each gyro's drift rate suddenly shifts by 0.0014 deg/hr
at one point in the run. The effect is not major, but has
sufficient impact to negatively influence a short test run of
only 4 hours.
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Figures 10--9 to 10•-12 show typical convergence responses of the 20
minute update results.
Figure 10-13 shows results for 40 and 60 minute update intervals. Only
test run 4 is shown for the latter, as this somewhat lengthened run alone
allows an adequate number of updates necessary for "steady state" behavior.
Even at that only the two axis results of Pass 18 have reached what can be
considered final values. Errors about x 2
 would have continued to reduce
had the run time been longer.
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Of the 40 minute update passes, Passes 15 and 17 perform very well,
although the three-axis filter confidence has clearly not settled to its
final value as errors about x 1 inherently require more star data. The per-
formance of Pass 15 is somewhat worse, again being plagued by the drift
rate change of the x and y gyros noted before. Figures 10-14 to 10-17
illustrate these 40 and 60 minute updating runs.
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i10.3.5 PADS Accurac
The criteria for the accuracy of the PADS is the mean difference
between the PADS estimate of the inertial attitude of its reference axes
and the true attitude of these axes as indicated by the laboratory instru-
mentation, and a priori knowledge of earth rate and the inertial attitude 	 a.
of the laboratory at the start of a test run. This criteria is designated
Qe
 in Figures 10-8 and 10-13.
Tables 10-4 and 10-5 summarize the values of a s for•the two-axis and
	 r'
three-axis results. As mentioned previously, the first test run contained
	
a1
a z gyro malfunction and was not used. Also, only the fourth run was long
enough to obtain a steady-state result for 60 minute updates. The n-axis
RMS erro- divided by F, is the PADS single-axis error.
The PADS design goal is 3.6 arc seconds (la) per axis for 20 minute
star updates. The value of 3.6 arc seconds calculated from the two-axis
results meets this goal, but the corresponding value of 4.8 arc seconds
from the three-axis results does not. The poorer accuracy from the three-
axis results is expected since the maximum angle between the three avail-
able stars was only 38 degree as compared to the optimum of 90 degrees.
For the purpose of a comparison with the strapdown PADS, which did not
have such a geometry constraint, the errors from the gimbal two-axis
results will be used.
The two tables also Show the increase in measured error with increased
update interval. The inconsistency between the two-axis and three-axis trends
is probably due to insufficient data points. The 23.3 arc seconds in
Table 10-5 is definitely an anomalous point. No generalizations are
apparent.
^I
10-21
Test Run 20 MinuteUpdates
40 Minute
Updates
60 Minute
Updates
2 3.8 3.2 —
3 6.6 7.1 —
t 4.5 5.3 6.5
rms (2-axis) 5.1 5.4 6.5
ruts	 (1-axis) 3.6 arc sec 3.8 arc sec 4.6 arc sec
Table 10-5. PADS RMS Error P for Three-Axis Results
Test Run 20 MinuteUpdates
40 Minute
Updates
60 Minute
Updates
1 — — —
2 7.3 4.6 —
3 8.6 23.3 --
4 8.9 6.6 15.0
rms (3-axis) 8.3 14.2 15.0
rms	 (1-axis) 4.8 arc sec 8.2 arc sec 8.7 arc sec
i11. COMPONENT ACCURACIES
As a by-product of the system tests certain measurements of the
performance of the individual star trackers and -yros were obtained. These
measurements are presented in this section.
11.1 STRAPDOWN STAR TRACKER
As described in Section 4.3 the automatic autocollimator null bias was
calibrated immediately before each Star transit during a'test run for the
strapdown system test. This was accomplished by first pointing the parallel
star and autocollimator beams at the theodolite, and then pointing them at
the star tracker. While in the latter position, the tracker outputs as well
as the autocollimator signals were stored on magnetic tape. Thus a measure
of the boresight stability of the tracker was obtained before each star
transit, i.e., every 20 minutes. Figure 11-1 is a plot of these measure-
ments for the 12 star transits in the 1 October 1975 test run. Figure 11-2
is a plot of the mean of a run's measurements for the four runs made during
the ten day test period. The fifth measurement in the plot was obtained
from the initial data of a test run on 10 October 1975. This run was aborted
due to an electronics failure in the data transmission equipment. The error
shown in Figure 11-1 is probably due to the laboratory instrumentation errors.
However, the error shown. in Figure 11-2 does reflect the drift of the bore-
sight over a ten day period since the run-to-run repeatability of the labora-
tory instrumentation is 0.6 arc second (3c) (see Table 4-1).
In addition to the static boresight measurements, dynamic measurements
of the star tracker accuracy were obtained for each star transit. The
magnetic tape data from a test run was processed in an offline timeshare
computer program. This program compared the compensated tracker outputs
with the air bearing table compensated readout and prior knowledge of the
star positions. The resulting error signal was passed through an RC filter
with a 20 second time constant in order to smooth the tracker noise. Fig-
ure 11-3 through 11-14 are plots of the error signal for the 12 star transits
of the 1 October 1975 test run. The beginning of the transit occurred on
the right side of a plot, and the signal moved from right to left. This is
evident in the vertical axis error signal of Figure 11-6 which shows two
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sudden jumps in the data and their subsequent decays. The dynamic lag of
the star tracker track loop is apparent in the horizontal axis error signal
for all of the transits. The analytical calculation of this lag (Volume I)
	 a
was 0.8 arc second, which is in good agreement with the plots. The
star sequence for the 12 transits was 1,2,21 ,1,2,3, etc. Examination of
the four plots for any particular star doe, not reveal a clear indication
of a systematic error resulting from the polynomial compensation of the	 {
tracker output. This error is indistinguishable from the filtered tracker
no .:
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Figure 11-1. Static Boresight Error for 1 October 1975 Test Run
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11.2 GIMBAL STAR TRACKER
The static boresight measurements recorded during the gimbal system
test differed from those of the strapdown test in that each measurement was
for one of the three different stars, not all for the middle star. The
measured star positions immediately prior to the ten day system test are
given in Section 4.1. The average deviations throughout a test run from
these values are shown in Table 11-l.under the column absolute error. The
table also lists the errors in the locations of the upper and lower stars
relative to the center star.
Table 11-1. Static Boresiqht Errors for the Gimbal System Test
Test Run Star
Absolute Error Relative Error
AZ EL AZ EL
8 Feb 76 1 -0.5 0.1 -0.4 0.0
2 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0
3 0.4 -0.2 0.5 --0.3
9 Feb 76 1 1.8 -1.2 0.4 -0.4
2 1.4 -0.8 0.0 0.0
3 3.9 -0.9 2.5 -0.1
11	 Feb	 76 1 2.5 -0.1 0.2 -0.1
2 2.3 0.0 0.0 0.0
3 3.2 -0.5 0.9 -0.5
16 Feb	 76 1 1.0 --0.4 -0.3 0.3
2 1.3 -0.7 0.0 0.0
3 1.9 -1.6 -0.6 -0.9
The relative errors are presented to indicate the accuracy of the
laboratory instrumentation. These errors will be independent of bias shifts
in either the optical sensor or the gimbal readout. With one exception,
these errors support the accuracy assumed for the laboratory instrumentation.
The exception is for star 3 azimuth during the 9 February 1976 run. Both
the absolute and the relative errors appear off by 2.5 arc seconds. No
explanation for this discrepancy was found. In general the absolute elevation
errors are small, while the azimuth errors are in the region of one to two
arc seconds. These errors are believed to be indicative of the boresight
stability of the tracker.
11.3 GYROS
The magnetic tape data for all eight test runs of both system tests
was processed to indicate the drift stability of the gyros throughout a
particular test run. Figures 11-15 through 11-22 show the attitude output
stability of the three gyro axes for the eight test runs: The actual gyro
output was a ramp function when plotted against time. In order to clearly
show the ramp irregularities, the figures plot the output minus the ramp
defined by the start and end points of the data.
In general the plots verify the performance measured previously for the
gyros and presented in Appendix C. An exception, however, was the perfor-
mance of the z gyro for the last three runs of the gimbal system test.
Unexplanably, but fortuitiously in view of the three-axis requirement of
the test, the performance was much improved.
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12. CONCLUSION
Both the strapdown and gimbal PADS met the accuracy goal of 3.6 arc
seconds (1a) per axis as demonstrated by the laboratory tests. The strap-
down PADS accuracy of 2.3 arc second actually exceeded the goal by a con-
vincing margin. The gimbal PADS accuracy of 3.6 just equaled the goal. It
is noted that the gimbal accuracy was derived from the gimbal two-axis
results which did not include the detrimental effect of the limited 380
separation between stars.
The laboratory tests have demonstrated that either system, under
laboratory controlled temperature and vibration environments, will meet
the design goal.
In a comparative sense, the performance of the strapdown system exceeds
that of the gimbal system even more than the 20 minute update accuracies
indicate. As pointed out in Section 4.1, for equal probabilities of star
acquisition the gimbal tracker update interval should be 32 minutes if the
strapdown tracker interval is 20 minutes. Although the quantitative effect
of the longer update is not clear from the parametric results in Section
10.3.4, it is certain that the accuracy of the gimbal system will be even
less for the longer update.
Also in a comparative manner, the alignment complexities associated
with a test evaluation of the gimbal system, specifically the gimbal star
tracker, are more numerous than those of a comparable strapdown system
with two star trackers. These complexities arise primarily from the
inability to directly identify the gimbal axis with an optical flat in the
presence of a l g field. In another aspect, the hardware connected diffi-
culties encountered with the gimbal star tracker provided a reminder of
the comparative complexity of that unit relative to the strapdown star
tracker.
The substitution of the OAO gyros for the originally intended Bendix
gyros turned out well in that the anomalous behavior of the normally higher
performance OAO gyros made their random drift rates comparable to those
expected from the Bendix gyros. On the other hand, the drift rate vari
-
ations of the x and y gyros were decidedly deterministic, displaying a
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squarewave variation in rate which did not fit the assumed statistical
models. Also, the performance of the z gyro was much poorer than either
the z or y gyros, necessitating an artificial rotation of the gyro axes
in the strapdown test to eliminate its effect from the two-axis results.
It also invalidated one of the four gimbal test runs.
The attitude error convergence plots for both systems indicate that
the limiting factor for the 20 minute update intervals is the star tracker
error. The independent evaluations of the tracker noise and"bias errors
led to the conclusion that the software algorithms, and the Kalman filter
in specific, did not add significantly to the total error. In this area
the primary emphasis of the laboratory evaluations, namely, the star
trackers and the algorithms, was fulfilled. However, the 40 and 60 minute
update intervals presented a different case. Here the anomalous behavior
of the gyros became dominant, and the Kalman filter understandably was
unable to compensate for the sudden drift rate changes between star
updates.
In terms of development status then, both star trackers have proven
their performance capabilities and appear ready to proceed to flight level 	 =
designs and environmental testing. The one reservation, however, involves
4
the strapdown star tracker hysteresis described in Volume I. In many
applications this effect is undesirable, and efforts are now underway to
identity and eliminate it.
The results obtained in the area of minimizing the laboratory instru-
mentation errors justify the ground-fixed test configuration chosen for the
system tests. The predicted instrumentation errors of 0.9 and 1.6 arc
seconds for the strapdown and gimbal tests, respectively, most probably
were achieved in view of the overall test results. The advantage of pre-
senting PADS attitude errors as computed, without qualifications for 	
W_
hypothesized instrumentation errors, outweighs the subtle aspects involved
with the ground-fixed configuration. 	 -
While the ground-fixed test configuration did minimize the instrumen-
tation errors, it also made clear that the limit in test accuracy for star
trackers and attitude determination systems was reached using commercially- 	 w
available instrumentation. The most obvicus limitation was the theodolite.
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While the Kern DKM3 is one of the best, if not the best, such instrument
available, obtaining better than 0.5 arc second accuracy with the instru-
ment is doubtful. Another limitation is the parallelism and perpendicu-
larity accuracies of mirror surfaces. Procurement of such mirrors with
specifications below one arc second is not only costly but often beyond
the capabilities of most optical suppliers. Stability and collimation
accuracy of star sources is another limitation. Even with the thermally
	
`I
passive approach used in this program, material creep and long-term defor-
mations will often require months of settling time after initial installa-
tion to achieve better than 1 arc second stability.
It seems clear that if star trackers or attitude determination systems
with sub-arc second accuracies are developed, a significant increase in the
cost of testing such units or systems will be experienced. A large part of
the test cost will be the development and certification of the precision
test instrumentation required.
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APPENDIX A
DATA ANALYSIS PROGRAM LISTING FOR THE
STRAPDOWN SYSTEM TEST
rL -_- S t
a	 r	 I	 I:}	 i.	 I	 1.1	 1	 J	 S	 I ,I^	 }	
c
.I
00100 DD9GDAM	 PAS S(INP(,TPi3UTPUTsTAPE.I:TAPE2,7ANE4:TAPE5) ----	 -----
GC11G r9mmnN/1/NGj NDELrsNN1
OC120 Clmm'l^'/?/TTMEiT0,7FPDLLTYKCELTsXI(4)sX1L(4),KSKP
00130 CnMM9N/?/PIMU(12)sTAU(3A6),IWM.(6)yDRFT(b)PGY(9s6)
00140 C[)MM9N/4/PHII(494),vPHI2(4,3)9Q(797)sQ0(4p6) FWR(3,2)PRP(494)
00150 C'1Mhi#N/5/SSV(2792):PP(3)sB(393s')
00160 COM MON/6/NTRoICAToN0. ,YL(292)
00170 CDMMCN/ 7/YID(k92) 9Y(2p2)YU(15)9AST(3:3s2)YSTR(3a2)
-__---._
00180 C`m mnN!/ 8/P{7.p7)sk(2s2)rAK(8s2)PNMAT(2,7)
00190 nTMrMSTnN	 f-YDAT . (500 „12	 . GKlt 12?90X2- (- 12)v .MSTR .(1ZJ_
-
00192 C KTYP=O — REAL LAB	 ;KTYP=1 -- GYROS REORIENTED;
00194 C KTYP=2 — TOFAL GYROS
04200 DATA	 KTY0/I/
00203 C MSTP(T)
	
r)SDYES
	 wHETHEk	 THE	 I	 TH	 VISIBLE	 STAR	 WILL 	 BE
	
USED
00204 C PfIP	 FTL T FP INu;	 IF	 Si;9	 MSTR(I)= 1
002G5 DATA	 ( MS TP (I ) . s I=191c) 11 9 11 lip 1.0lp l919I9I1151	 1.!-
00206 5 FC.IRMAT(Xs7HKTYP	 =	 sIl/)
00210 1 CONTINUE
00212 N7.3
00220 C RPWTND	 TAPFS
00230 PEWINn	 I.
.
0
.
0240 pFWIhin	 2
002.50 PFWTNr)	 4
00255 PEWIND	 5
00256 WDIT17(7i5)	 K'(YP
0026C C EFFFrTTVFLY	 ELIMINATE	 THE	 FIRST	 DATA	 LINE
00280 PFAn(49P)	 (^YDAT(19J)9J=1p12)
00310 NN1=3
00320 C FCAD	 TN AND	 Pk NT -OUT INITIAL	 VALUES9	 SYSTEM PARAMETERS AND RUN	 I
00330 C CrINITRD!	 C^NSTANTS
00340 CALL
	
INPUT
00350 C T'JITTALT?E	 COUINTEkS	 AND	 FLAGS
00360 NYC=KPR=Nc=0
00370 IGY =500
00375 MT=O
00380 NO=1
1
00390 P?:AF)(492)	 (cX1(J)9J=1x12)
G C 4 G 0 C q F C' T !^ ^; T ai C 	 f-- E' 	F i! TER	 L u O P p.ZpRoDUCR3nM Off` THE
00410 C T1-1TTIALT7;	 cJATL	 lRANSITILN	 i-ATRICES	 PHIi	 4ND	 PH12 0AIMAL PAGE IS POOR
004[0 15 r^l"TI"1Ur
0044C CAL[	 7Fr^
! 01.460 20 r^•trT•-;•r
r. A_ 3
i00490 C TNnxaT"F#N	 TEST	 I(iR	 WHETHLR	 NLW	 FLIGHT	 GYRO	 uATA	 SHOULD	 EE	 READ
00500 Try=1GY+1
00510 TF (TrY.1 F.'5OU) 	 Gu	 I 	 23
005z(G IGY=1
00530 PO	 ? 4	 T=lv5OU
00540 O PAn(4i2)	 (GXZ(.i) s.f=1p12)
00550 0LT=Gk2(1)—GX1(1)
00560 fiYnAM T.91)=GA1(1)
00570 Or'	 17	 K =2 9 4
005bC 17 GYnAT(T: K)=( GX2(K)--GX1(K))<DLT*4.84.bl36br-6
00590 TF(kTYP.F0.0)	 GO	 TO	 25
00592 Tr(KTyD.E0.1)	 Gu	 TO	 26
00600 GYOAT(T,?_)=-4.68164026E-5
00610 CY16T ! Ii 3) =--4.4944B7O0E-5
00620 GYDAT(T,4)=4.5751a7o0E-5
00622 C.O	 T O	 25
00623 26 CONTINUE
00624 GYDAT(T,*7)=f7YDAT( lip ?)+4.26794875.-5
00605 CYnAT(TP3)=CYDAT(1'3)+2.1157158BE-6
00626 GYDAT(T,4)=nYDAT(I,4)+1.97941384E-5
00630 25 Cr,NTTM1.1F
:i	 00640 L'']	 1R	 K=5.1P
00650 18 GYOAT(T,K)=GX1(K)
00660 00	 19	 K=1rI2
.00670 19 GX1(K)=GX?(K)
s	 006bO TF( P PP ,41	 23,24
00690 24 CnNTT^'l1
00700 C PrPMAT	 ?	 TS	 3ELSKYS	 TAPE	 FORMAT
00710 2 F9RMAT(XPF10.393(F12.1).PF3sXi3(F7.1sX),4(F5.lyX))
00720 C F9RM	 TT M F	 AND	 INTEGRAIIUN	 STEP
00730 23 CnNTIW.3F
00740 PELT=CynAT(TGY)1)—TIME
00750 TTm-P=GYPAT(IGY51)
007t0 nn	 33	 I=T:klG
0077C 33 WM(T)=GYbAT(16YrI+1)
00890 C TEST F n P	 FNn	 OF	 RUN
00900 TF(TTME.LT.TF )	 GL TO	 43
00910 STOP
00920 43 COMTT N(IF
00930 C APVA^irF	 rTATt	 PkINT	 CGuivTER
00940 NYC= t"xr+1
00950 C Cf? MPUTF	 FSTTihATED	 SPACECRAFT	 oODY	 ANGULAR	 RATLS
00960 CALL	 GYPCK
00970 C rOmDUTP	 ESTTMATEO
	 SPACECRAFT
	 ATTITUDE
00960 CALL	 ATT
00990 C TTMP	 T o 	 Pv Te l T	 STATE
	
-
01000 IF(NYC.LT,NDtLP)	 44,81
01010 81	 CCNTTNLJF
01020 C Pnom	 FSTIMATEG
	 SPACECRAFT
	 ATTITUD .E .DIRECTION COSINE	 MATRIX	 _.
01030 CALL	 TPNIS
01060 C PO TNT	 F4TIMATED
	 STATE
0107u TALL	 x1PPNT
01140 MxC =O 	 -	 -	 -
01150 C TF KPP=1sTHI5
	 PRINT	 FOLLOWED	 A FILTER OPERATION
''. .01160 IF(KPP,FO.1).. 43s-44
01170 48	 KAR=0
013.60 G!3	 Tn	 15
01190 44	 CnNTTNUF
01230 C TFST	 I r TPACKER DATA 1S
	 PRESENT
0124
/0'^
TF(GY
D
A T(TGYs5).GT.0.5)	 60x52
	 .
0 1250 .5-. 2 	 NF=—KSK q
01260 GO Tn	 20	 -	 -- -- —
01300 60	 C9NTTNUF
01310 IF(GYDAT(TGYs5).LT.1.5)
	
GO	 TO	 601
01312 FAT =MT+I
01320 DVZ-GYnAT(TGYsII)
01330 DV2=GYDAT(IGYs12)
01344 601	 rf]NTT','l)F
01350 NF=NP+l
__(}1360 If:(WP.1 T.1)	 GO	 TEi	 20
01362 C TEST WNFTHER	 THIS	 STAR	 IS ACCEPTABLE
01364 7F(MSTR(MT)sNE,l)
	
GO TO
	 52
01370 TU=GYPAT(TGYs6)—DV1
01380 TV=CY9AT(IrY,7)—DV2
013 y o TA7=—.03?F266874+SSV(4s1)*TU	 +SSV(5s1) 4-TU*TU	 +SSV(6s1)*TLj**3
014GO 1+SSV(791)	 *TV+SSV(8sl)*TV*TV
	 +SSV(9s1)*TV**3
01410 2+SSV(1n,1)*TU4TV	 +SSV(Ilsl)
	
*TU*TU*TV+SSV(1Zs1)
	
*TU*TV**2
01420 TFL=—•40269170b+SSV(13si) 	 *TV+SSV(1411)
	 4TV#TV+SSV(15x1)
01430 1*TV**?+SSV(lbs1)
	
'BTU+SSV(17s1)
	 *TU*TU+SSV(18s1)	 *Tip**3
0144G 2+CSV(10.1)
	 4TV*TL+SSV(20s1)	 *TU*TV**2+SSV(21si)
	 *TV*rb**2
01470 Yl.(191)=Y(7s2)
01460 YI_(?.^l)=Y(7g2)
01470 Y(1,?)	 =—TA744.E4c13bt1E—b r
014Bu Y(?s2)	 =TEL*-r.64L13bb1E—t
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r
r.,
01490 C hTR	 PCAQTN;	 TABLL	 ANGLE	 CUMPUTATION
_ Cri5UO T^=h.?'?:^! 512E-4 1^GY0A1 ( IGY96}
01510 FP1=—O.n+I.7}SIN(TD)+C.6#CUS(TD)
U152G T"L--(r-Y!)AT(iGYsb)/2.—ER1)^4.d4EI3681f-6-2.3^)61y444
01530 TF(K'r-,F0.1)	 b2, 63
01540 62 CALL	 STPCHK (i BL )
01550 61 rnNTIKIUF
01560 C (nmoUTF	 T^[FPTIAL	 -STAR	 DIR.	 COS,
01570 CALL	 STAP[iC( STR(iv1), 1CAT81BL)
01580 C COMPUTE	 C ST.	 TKACKER	 OUTPUT
,J 01590 FALL	 TOAC
01600 CALL	 TRCFLT
01610 IF(Nr,,LT.10.)	 G q 	 TO	 t0	 _	 r
_ 01620 C START	 FTI.TFRING
0163C C CrIMPUTF	 TPACKER	 MEASUP	 ENT	 RESIDUAL	 NO	 M
01640 W1=S0PT((YD(192)—YC}(lsl)) 	 '^2+(YD(2s2).—YO(28.1_)I 	 2)	 w
01650 C DrIFS	 TT	 FALL	 WITHIN	 AN	 ALLOt%ABLE	 ERROR
01160 IF(WI.tT..I)	 GO	 TO	 70
01f,70 72 PRTNT	 3.W1
A 01680 3 F`IPMAT(POH MC ASUPENENI	 ERROR	 1Sa2XiE13.6s6Hs	 PUNT)
01690 STRIP
03700 70 C9NTTNUF
01705 WPTTP(514)	 TIMEPW1sN7
01706 4 F0RMAT(2(MpE13.6)r2XiI1)
01710 CALL	 XIPPNT
01720 NP=—KSKQ
01730 C FARM	 STATF	 NOISE	 ERRDR	 COVARIANCE	 MATRIX
01740 CALt	 OVAT
1 01750 C ALTEQ	 STATF	 TRANSITION	 MATRIX TO DEAL WITH 3	 RATHER THAN 4
. 01760 C ATTITUDF	 VAPIABLE5
01770 CALL	 PRFIL
01780 C gpnPAaATF	 STATE	 L[ RUk	 COVAkIANCE	 MATRIX
01790 CALL	 F I L T
01745 CALL	 nPNT(1)
01800 C FnRM MEASU O MENT MATRIX
01810 CALL	 HMTPX
01820 C FflPM	 MFASURFPIENT	 NOISE	 COVARIANCE	 MATRIx
018BG CALL	 PEAT
01840 C APPLY	 '<AL M AN	 ALGORITHM
01850 (.'LL	 FETE T
_ 01860 c 00DATF	 STATF
01$70 CALL.	 PrFTL
A-G
^.g
01880 C
	
ADVAMCF FILTER CUNTER
O18 y D	 N'Pr=N"r+l
01900 C
	
TI"" F Tr P Q T h! l STATE ERFJR COVARIANCE MATRIX
01910	 TF(N!vr —Npp)
 15sc(GS80
01920	 80 CnHTTNUE
01930	 CAL). PONT(l)
01940	 KD?-7
01950	 Cn T^ Al
01960	 pkin
0197U C
01980 C
-
01990	 SUBP0t ) TINF TKNS
02000 C
	
COMPUTF nIPFGTION COSINES . OF SPACECRAFT ATTITUDE RELATIVE TO 	 ----	 _	 _.-
02010 C
	
ATTITUnF PF P ERENCE AXES ( ECI COORDINATES)
02020	 Cr)MV.'n/?/TIMEaTGsTF.,OELTsKDELTpXl ( 4),pXIL(4)
02030	 Cn MmnN/5/c^SV(27s2,)sP,P(3,)ib(3s392)
02040	 PTMENSTnN T(4,4)
02050 C	 TRANSFOPM FULER SYMMETRIC PARAMETERS TO DIRECTION COSINES RELATIVE
02060 C
	
T11 FCI AXES
02070	 r)n 10 T = 193
02080	 T(TsT) = x1(4)
02090	 10 CnNTTNIIF
02100	 T(Is7_) =X1 (3)	 -
02110	 T(ls3 )=— xI(2)
02120	 T(194)=X.1(? )
02130	 T(2v3) =Xl (1)
02140	 T(2.4)=X?(2)
02150	 T(3,4) =X1(3)
	- 	
I
02160	 T(?Pl) = —T(1s2)
02170	 T(391) = —T(l-93)
02180	 T(39?_) = --T(2r3)
02190	 T(4s1) = T(ls4)
02200	 T(4,?) = T(2s4)
02210	 T(493) = T( A s4)	 —
02220	 T(4,•.) = — XI(4)
02230	 Dn 4C T=1,?
022,40	 nO 40 J=l s 3
02250	 T?(T9J.91)=n.
02260	 nn 4C K=?s4
02270	 P ( TPJRI)=	 E•.(I,Jsl ) + T(IsK ) *T(K.,J)	 ^^-
02280	 40 rnNTTtiE1F
G2290	 P^TUlzN
'	 A-7
U2300 p1n
02310 C
02320 C
03100 311R4nUTTNF	 xIPRNT
03110 C ORINTS	 ESTIMATED	 STATE	 VECTOR	 AND	 S/C	 ATTITUDE	 MATRIX
03120 C 9MmnN /1./NAyN DELVpNN1
03130 C0MMflN/7/TIC'E9TO,TFp[)ELT.9KDELTvx1{4)-^XIL(41
03140 COmm(I ;/l/aTMu(12),TAL► (3.96)PWV(6)sDRFT(6)sGY(9,b)
03150 rommn^,i5/SS1l(27sL).,PP(3).PB(3,3,2)
03160 DTMPNSIrN	 C(3p3)pD(4)
03170 rA=206264,Pi
03175 N7=1
03180 C Po I NT H j An TNG	 AND TIME
03190 WPITE(2930)	 TIME
03200 CALF.	 t APATT
03210 r)"	 (-0	 T=19 3
03220 DO 60 J=10 
03230 C(T9J) =A,
03240 nO 60	 K=193
03250 60 C(19J)-C(T,J) +8(19K,1)*B(J,Kp2)
03260 D(1)=C4*C(?p3)
03270 0(?)=CA*C(3p1)
03280 D(3)=CA*C(l,2)
03290 n(4)=SOPT(n(i)**2+D(3)#*2)
03300 r PPTNT FSTTMATED EULER PARAMETERS AND SIC	 AND LAB ATTITUDE MATRIX
03310 WRIT1-(?920)	 (I,X1(I}96(191,1)	 9B	 I, 2, 11, 8 ( 1 # 3.91) 9
03320 1>3(Is192}rR[Tl2sGl,li[I}3,21sG(I),I^1r31
03330 WPTTF(?,22)	 X1(4)	 sD(4)
03346 WRTTF(5'23)	 TIME,C(4)sN7
03350 23 FnRMAT(2(2XpE13,6),2X,11)
03390 C pOTNT HEAnING
03400 WPTTFt?w50)
03424 Dn	 45	 I=I,NNI
03520 PIMUlA=f A*PTNU(1.)
03530 WPTTP(?p21)	 i,PINU1A
03570 45 CnNTTNUF
03590 30 Pn Q MAT(x/// A H	 TIME	 =	 ,Elb,9/130X9
036UC 150HFSTTMATFn	 SPACECRkFT	 ATTITUDE	 RELATIVE	 TO	 EC1	 AXES//Xp
03610 9x:11HEULEF	 PARAM P12Xp17HATTITUDr.	 ESTIMATE,27XP
03620 31714LAR	 ATTTTuDEjl2X912HR,P9Y pkS ^	 ER//)
03630 2G PrQr AT( Xpllp2x,F12,9, X93(X,F1299)s2Xp3(XsFls,9)s2X,F9a2)
03640 22 PERMl^TIXs1^+4p2}c,F1Z.y9B3XpF9a2}
A-8
I03650 5G F flPM AT(X/14X y .26HESTIMATE0
	 GYRE?	 BIAS	 VECTOR/)03660 21 1'9"AT(15X,11,4X,E12.5)
03670 PETUPKI
03680 ENO
03690 C
03700 C
03710 SEJ!3PO(JTTNF 	 PRNT(K1)
03720 cnmmnhf/1 /h i G, NDELPsNNI
03730 COMMhh!/2/TTMEsTG,TF,DELTs KDELT,Xl(4),XIL(4)
,.	 03740 C.n"HMON16/!r!TPyx.CATyNGpYLL2s_?-)-
037.0 CnmMON/71Y0( 2y2)y Y (2,2)mU(15)yAST(3y3,2),STR(3,2)
03760 cnmmnN/P/P(7y7)YR(2,2)sAK(8,2)PHMAT(2,7)
. 03770 DTMFNS.T0N	 PT(3x3)'F_(3r3)-,T?(.3.-.3.}
03775 N7=P
03780 C PpTNTS	 THE	 FRRGR	 COVARIANCE	 MATRIXyUPPER	 LEFT	 3	 BY	 3	 IN
03790 C SMALL
	 ANGLF	 FORT	
-
03600 C SAVF UPPER	 3	 BY 3
03810 01 40 T=303
03820 DO 40 J=10
03630 40 PT(TyJ)=P(Tsj)
03840 C CnNVFPT UPPER 3 BY 3	 OF	 P MATRIX TO SMALL ANGLE
	 FORM
_03850 F(1,7)=2.*(X1(4)
	 +X1(l)* * 2 /X.(4)-_)
03860 F(3.92)=2.*(X1(3) +X213.) *XI(2)/Xl(4))
03870 F(7.9r)=-2.*(X1(2)-X1(1),*XI(3)/Xl{4})
03880 F( 297.) =-2.*(X1(3)-X1(2)';IXl(1)/X1(4))
03890 F(292)=2.*{X1(4)+XI(2}21X1(4)}
03900 F(2s3)=2r*(XI(I)I-X1(2)*XI(3)/X1(4))
03910 F(3,1)=?-*(X1(2)+X1(1)*XI(3)/Xl(4))
03920 F(3,2)=-2.#(X1(1)-X1(2)*X1(3)/X1(4)}
03930 F(3s3)=2.*(Xl(4)
	 +X1(3)**2/X1(4))
03940 D9 70	 1=1s3
03950 00 70	 J=1, 3
03960 T0(T,J)=0.
03970 Dr 7n x= 1 y 3
03960 70 TP(T,J)=TP(TsJ)+F(19K)*F(J,K) 	
_-	 ----.. _-
03990 DO 75	 T=1r3
040GO 00 75 J=10
04010 P (T, J) =(,.
04020 nn	 7 5 	 V=1,34L	
04030 75 p(T,J)=P(I,.l)+F(I,K)*TP(K,J)
04070 MA	 =	 NN1+3
0411: ,. '17TNT
A-9 {
04110	 10	 1TE(2,1)
04120	 1 cnaM AT( I'-!7 5GXp-rHF MATRIX
U4130	 9^ ? n
 1 =10 1 A
04140	 WPITF (90) T
04150
	
3 FOP M AT(/RXs4FliiQW Y12/)
04160 C
	 PRINT P MAT4IX
04170	 20 W R TTE( ?s'30) ( P (1sJ)s.i=lsKA)
04160 30	 cnRM4T(3Xs6F17.t)
04190	 IF(KZ.FO,O) Go TU 44
0420C C
	
PRTNT STAR NUMBLk
04210	 50 W P T TF(2945) ICAT
04220	 45 FORMAT( / 7Xs 14HSTAR NUM2ER
	 s 13)
04230	 T5T?=ATAN2(YG(2s2)sl.)
04240	 TSTI=ATAN? (YD (11 2) *COS (TS72 )s 1. )
04250	 TT=ATAN2(YV(2s1)si.)
04260	 PFi2=(TST?--TT)*206264v61
04'70
	 DFLI=(TSTI--ATAN2(YD(1s3)*COS(TT)sl.))*ZO6264981
O t-280	 WRTTF(2s6G) TSTlPDELIsTST2sDEL2
04290	 60 F'IRMAT(3x937HTRACKER OUTPUT ANGLES AND MEAS. LKRCF/
04300	 15Xs7^4A7IMUTNs2XsE11.4s5H RAD.s3XsF10.3,
04310	 27H ARCS F C/6Xs5HELEV s3XsE11.4s5H kAD*s3XsF1G.3s
04320	 37H ARCSFC)
04330
	 44 CDNTTMUF
04340	 AT=SQPT(P(191)
	 +P(3s3))*206264.61
04350	 WPITF(2s3Q) AT
04360	 39 F n RM AT (26H SWRT OF POINTING TRACE = s IU.3s y la ARC StC.)
0 Z,3E5	 WPITF ( 9 0 4 ) TIMEsATsN7
04366	 8	 FORMAT(?(2X, tI3rft))s2Xs ll)
04370	 DTSPLAY AT
0 ,360 CRFSTnPF P MA7RIX
04390	 Dn 43 T=I0
04400	 07l 43 J=1.9 ,A
04410	 43	 P(T:J1=PT(Ts.i)
04420	 RPTURM
0 4;430	 Ek'0
,f 04440 C
Y u4450 C
04930	 cWll?nL+TlNF rtiPUT
04940 C
	
PFA`!C TP A"' n
 PRINTS INITIAL VALUE5s SYSTEM PP. t1EPS)RUN CONIPOL
04550 C	 CrINST^-VTS+ e'4D CONVEKTS SPtCIF1ED AN(;LEJ i0 RADIALS
{	 04960	 CnM'4n,N/ I /^I'.gNOELPiNNl
t
K049bri	 COM,MQN /?/Plku(12 ),TAU(3,6),WM (6),DRFT(G),GY(99b)
G^i95"G	 !''l^ii^^^^14/P^?1{4i'+),['7I2{4,3},G{7,7y,^(3{4^b):v^F[3,2),kk^{^„4)
05G(:G'"^^^^/5/SSV{27:2),t^P{3),^s[3s3,2)
U!5010	 Cnmm rs±/6 /NTP,ICAT,NU,YL(2,2)
05020	 rlmmnM/7/Yn(ZIZ),Y(212)jU(15).iAST(3,3s2),STk(3,2)
05030	 rnmmnm/P/P{7!7}!R(2,2),AK(8,2),HMAT(2f7)
05040	 PTmF--NSInn! r'5V (4,32),C(3,3),T(3)
05050	 kIN=Nhil+3
0506C	 'l" 11'7 T=I,M
05070
	
0rl 112 J=1 , NN
05060	 112	 P(Y,J)=0(i,J)=G.
05040 C
	
RFAn INPUT F LAGS DEFINING TYPE OF RUN AAND PRINT GFTIONS
05100	 RFAn(1,2) NTK,NG
G5110	 2 FnPMAT(Tl)
U512C	 PrAn(193) NnELP,KSKP
01130	 3 r-npMAT( I3)
05150 C
	
RF40 NnMTMAE_ STAR TRACKER TRANSFGRMATION MATRIX
05160	 10 20 K = I ,NTR
05170	 2U	 PFAn(Is4) {(AST(I,J,K)PJ= ls3),I=123)
05180
	
4	 F!? q ";AT{ F'g.6
05200 C
	
PFAn STA P
 SENSOR PARAMETERS
05210	 q(l 74 J=IYNTR
05220
	
PrAn(1,6) {S5VlI,Jl,i=1s21}
05230	 c4 RFAn(1.5) (SSV{I,J),I=22'271
05240	 5 PnRMAT(F9.3)
05250 C
	
PFAO GYP^ PAR AMETERS
05260	 0ri ?5 ,I=1,tlr
05270	 25	 PF"D(?,F) ir'y{i^J)sI=i,g)
05280 C
	
DFAn FSTI M ATED 1NITIAL RATES
05300	 nq 27 7=1.3
05310	 27 PFAO(1,6) PPM 	
05330
	
6 gnPMAT(Ft?.5)
05340 C	 GFAn INITTA[ 4 PARANE TER ATTITLDE
05350	 ar-4D(1,4) {Xi {I)^I=1,4)
05360	 22 CgNJTTNUF
0537G C	 !^FAn TNTTTAI ANU FINAL TIVE5 AND INTEGRATION SIEP SIlt
053bC	 ¢rAr'{lY6) TniTf,CELi
05390 C	 aFAm Fc " n ° r .,VARiA%CE INIIIAL DIAGC I NAL LLt;?EN15
054CC C
	
W"ITS Ar l 2Av.,SEC
0.410	 ?E	 Q FA r)(lptF) P( 1.9
05470 C
_.:	 A-17 i
t GS49C C TPMPnPAPY	 P t J-U i	 f-k INT	 ROUTINE
055L3 WPTTE(°n1?)
055)C 12 F!IR M AT( 1;41)
0552G W°TTF(?r7)	 F'TRYNG.,NDELF
05540 7 FrIPMATt	 3(X.13)/)
05560 ('^	 31	 J=I9R!r
05570 31 WPTTE(?98)	 (GY( Ili )$I=1s9)
05580 b FnQ"$AT(Q(X9F10.3})
05590 WOTTC(T,IO)
05600 10 FgRMAT(/)
05610 90	 39	 K=IPNTR
05620 32 W4ITF(29Q)((AST(19JsK)9J=193),I=133)
05630 9 Ff)PMAT(Q(X9r-9.6))
05640 WPTTF(?,10)
05650 Or	 34	 ,1=10-Tk
05670 34 WRTTF(?911)	 (SSV(1oj )s1=1127)
05680 11 FnRVAT(Q(XYF10.3))
05690 WPTTF(',10)
05700 Dn	 35	 J=193
05720 35 WPITF(29 P )	 PP(J)
05730 41 r` MTTM!JF
03740 W^'TTF(?9 10)
05760 WRITE( ?9P) 	(X1(I)91=1s4)
05770 W0ITE(?910)
05780 nn 37 K=14NN
05790 37 W P TTF(?s0	 P(K,K)
05800 WPTTF(?,lQ)
05810 WPITF(2,4)	 TO.,TF)DELT
05820 WPTTE(?910)
05660 C
05890 C TNTTTALTZF	 RkGBLEM	 TIME
05900 TTMF	 =	 TO
05910 15 Fn R-MAT(1H1)
05920 WDTTK(29I 5)
05930 C CINVF4T	 6N ,t. ES	 TO RADIANS
05940 CP	 =	 4*P4fi13o6E-06
05950 (;so = CF*CF
05970 Or	 IV)	 J=19"IR
059do SSV(?49J)=SFV(24*J)<
05990 'ZsV(2'F.))=C3V(25,.i)*CF
06000 130 rnNTIMtJF
06020 ^	 135	 J=1
-	 v	 s
4	 '
A-12
06030 GY(lsJ)=GY(I,J)*CF	 _.
06040 Pr	 133	 T-7, 9
06050 GY(T,J)=GY(TvJJl^CF
06060 135	 C^^)TT KIUF--
06070 CALI	 TNITIAL
06080 c PR I NT 	 FRRFIR	 COVARIANCE	 MATRIX
06090 CALL	 PRNT(0)
06100 C PDTk+T	 INTTTAL	 STATE	 VECTOR
06110 CALL	 TANS
06130 CALL	 XIP?NT-..__.__--
06180 PrTtJRN
06190 ENS]
06200 . C
06210 C
06220 5t13Rn(1 T If• lE	 ZERO
06230 C TNTTTALT.ZES__..ST.A
_T E 	 TRANS _lTI p. N .. M.ATRlCEa.	 Eh^ . 1	 AND- FN1.2_._AUE-R.-E.ACH..---------_.	 ____._-------.--------	 __
06240 C FILTFR	 U00ATE
06250 COMMON/I/NGoNDELPsNN1
06260 CnMMONO? /TIME PTOgTFvDELT;p KD.ELT -s X1_{_4.}IXiL_{4) .
06270 COMMIIN/ 410H7i( 4^41sPHI2(4r31tQ(7g7),QO(4s6)yWR(3,2).tRP(494)
06280 C RFTAIN	 FILTFR UPDATED VALUES	 OF	 EULER	 PARAMETERS	 FOR NEXT	 FILTER
t}629G C . OPFPATT PN
-.	
-	 -
0b300 Dn	 21	 1=1,4
06310 X1L(T)=X1(T)
+.	 06320 C SET PHT7	 ELEMENTS EQUAL	 TO ZERO
06330	 D, 22 J=1 ► 4
06340	 PHII(I,J)=C.
06350	 22 cnNTINUE
06360 C	 SFT PHI? ELFhENTS F4ijAL TO ZERO
06370	 DO 23 J=IjNN1
06380	 PHI2(I,J)=0.
06390	 23 ^.^NTT^'UF
06400 C	 SFT PHTI DTAGGNAL ELEMENTS EQUAL TO OXE
06410	 P14Il(T,T)=1.
06420	 21 CPNTFNUF
06430 C	 SFT 4 MATRIX COMPUTATION INTERVAL COUNTER TO ZERO
06440	 KnFLT=0
06450 C	 SFT C MATRIY ELEMENTS T7 ZERO
06460	 nn 10 T=1,7
tJb4?0	 P1 10 J=T,
06480	 10 0(T+J)=r.
^^.	 06440	 P TL)PN
F
a.
fJ
I
•^	 0G3{iG	 F^lD
06510 C
065 20
 c
06530
06540
06550
06.5 b 0
06570
06580
06590
06600
06610
06620 C
06630
06640
06650
06660
06670
06680
06690
06700
06710
06720
06730
06740
06750
06760
06770
4	 06780
06790
06800
06810
06820
06830
06840
06850
06860
06870
068eG
Obb90
06900
06410 C
c LIRRf l JT INF I1+4 1T1AL
C" M MON/1 /!KGs NDELPs Nfgl
COMP4flN/Z/TTMEYTGsTFYDELIsKDELTiXI(4)PXIL(4)
COMMON/7/PTMU(I2)sTAUt3s6)sWM(6),DRFT(6),GY(9ib)
CifMM9N/4/ O HTI (4s4)iPH12(4i3).tQ(7f7)900(ifi6)#WR(3i2)iRP(4s4)
Cr.lMM'IN'/5/SSV(27s2) sPP(3 ) iB(3s3i2)
rnMMrIN/6./^ITPsICAT,tNGiYL.(.2s2)
	
—	 --	 -
CnMMON/8/P(7s7)iR(2s2)sAK($s2)sHMAT(2s7)
nIMENSTON TPI(3i3),TP2(3s3)sTP(3s12)sTP4(6s3)
C g MPUTF GYRO WEIGHTING MATRIX P
 TAU.
hn l a I=l s sir
O r' 1? J=1,3
12	 TP4(I:J)=(-1
.+GY(2sI))*GY(3+JsI)...-------
On 10 I=1s3
[10 1() J =1s3
nn 10 K = 1 .h,!;
TP1(fs.1) = TPI (IsJ)+TP4(b.sl)*TP4(KiJ)
10 CnNTINUF
DEL=T a 1(191)*TP1(2s2)^TPl(3s3)+TP1(ls2)*TP1tZs3)*7PI(3sI) ---
I+TP1{li3)*T O I (2si)*TP1( 322) — TP1(ls3)*TPl(2s 2)*TP1(3sl)
2—TPI( 111)*. TPI(2.s3	 TP1(3,2. ) —TP-1(1s2	 TP1( 2s - 1 T P 1 3s 3.)
TP7(1s1)=(TPI(2i2)*TP1(3s3)—TP1(3s2)*TP1(2s3))*DL
TP?(1.,2)=(TP1( 3s2) kTPI(ls3)—TP1(ls2)*TPI(3s3) )*UL
TP?(Zs?)=(TQ1(1s2)*TP1(2s3)—TP1(2s2)*TFI(ls3))*DL
T02(2s1)=(TPI(3il)*TP1(2i3)—TPI.(2i1)*TP1(3s3))*DL
TP2(?,2)=(TPI(lil)*TP1(3,3)—TPl(ls3)*TP1(3s1))*DL
TP2(7s?)=tTPI(2sil*TP1(lo3)--TP1(1s1)*TPI(2s3))*DL
T P 713s1)=(T O I (2sl )*TP1(3s2) -TP1(3sl)*TPl(2s2))*DL E
TP?(39T)=(TPI(3 s l)*TPi(li2)—TP1(lil)*TP1(3s2))*UL 
TP2(323) = {TPl(lsl) TF'1(232) — TPl(2s1)'^TP1(ls2}) DL	 ,.^ i	 op Mr
.
 .
D D 15 I =1 s 3	 T ^^ `));
nn 15 J =1.v NG
TAU(TtJ)=0.
	
-	 -
nn 1 1 K=1,3	 —
TAU(T,J)=Tt,1-1(1.,j)+Tr2(IsK)4TP4(J.PK)
15	 C"'NTTNLlr
T %I TTT A LTZE PAST UA14
A-14
e
f
T:]	 ^	 J	 v	 i 	 f 	 a	 e	 k	
S	 I'I
	
1
06930 7`?	 20	 T = 1 fNG
06940 ;I'}	 J=1 f 7
0b gi-o 20 nv;T(T)= 0Y(I aI)
4	 06560 nn	 3Q	 T=1a3
0691-0 20 W p (Tal)=Wp (I22) =P p (I1
06990 C C9M°UTE	 TNITIAL	 GYRUPACK PARAMETERSr	 PIMU
07010 Dn	 40	 I=153
07020 °TMW T)=0.
0703U 40	 J =1aNG
07040 PTMU(T) =PTm[J (l)+ TAU( Iy- J )*(1.+GY_(Z:J).)*GY(1,t.J-)
07050 4C CINTTNI)F
07070 L=3
Q7080 Dil	 5C	 T = 1.a 3
07090 Dn 60	 J = 1f 3
07100 L =f. +?
_ 0711 0 GTM tI (L )=C).
07120 Dn 50 KI=1aNG
07130 PIMU (L)=PIMU(L)+TAU(IPKI )*(1.+GY(2sK1))TGY(3+J:K1)
07140 60 CnNTTNUE
07150 Pl'lU(4*I)=RTMU(4*1)—l.
07160 5U CUNTINttF
' .	 07170 C ('IMPUTE	 TAU*TAU--T*S . IG—. SQ	 FOP	 USE	 IN _Q	 -- -
07180 DU 65	 J=IfNG
07190 TP3=SOPT(GY(7.9a)*"2*100.00*DELT+GY(99J)*42) 	 /1030./DELT
07,200 Dn 65	 T=1s3
F '	 07210 TP(TsJ+f-))=TEU(ltj) *GY(&pj) 	 *SQRT(1G0.*DELT)
07220 61D TD(T.J)=TAU(ia.i)*TP3
07230 f)"	 70	 T=1a 3
07240 on	 70	 J=113
07250 0n(TfJ)=0.
07260 00(TaJ+3)=0.
07270 On	 70	 K=I t m;,
07260 QO(I,J+3)=00(Iy.i+3)+IP(IPK+6)*TP(JoK+6)
07290 7G AO(TaJ)=OO(T,J)+TF(IaK)*TPCJ,K)*2500.*DELT4DELT
07370 C CnNVEPT	 (} oDF-R	 LEFT	 3	 BY	 3	 OF	 P	 MATRIX	 Tn	 EULER	 FYh-hETRIC
07380 C PnPAMFTFR	 F001, 	 ORIGINAL	 P	 AS,^UMLD	 DIA"	 4AL,
07390 71=13(1,1)
07400 7?=o("f?)
07410 Z3=0('93)
07420 °(1 ► 1)=,Pr*( Z14Xl(4) **F! +Z2,FX1(3)**2+Z34Xi(2)4*21
07430 P(1f?}= P(?ft1 =.2^4C(L1—Z2)*x1{4)*X1{31—L3*X1{11*X1(21)
0744C )=P(3a21=.25$ttL3—L1)4x114)*X1{2)—i[ 	 xl(11*x1(3)1
A-3 5
t
14
;f	 07450 Rf2s2)-.75t^1#^it3}2+22 ^Xit4)'^2+Z3k1(1]'^2]
074t0 (1	 %2--Z3)*xl111*X1(4)—Ll*X1(2)*x1(3))
07470 P1)1 }	 -1*xl(2)4#2+Z2,^k1(1)**2+Z34X1(4)**2)
07bcu TU0N
0761C ENS!
07620 C
f	 07630 C
0764C !^; Jri0r'[JTT N—	 SIRCHK (T6L )
07650 r,)m- f-,m/1/Nr,1vDE:LP.PNNl
076b(J rnmmn%+/?/TTmEPTUsIFsUELTsKDEI . i_9XI(4 ) sX1L(4)
07b70 C 'IMMf7N/515SV(27s2 ) sPP(3 ) .*B(3s3v2)
07660 C`')MMr)'+! /6/ "ITFtIC A TtNutYL(2t2)
07690 C(Ir'MnN/7/YD(2s2)sY(2s2)sU(15)y.AST(333s2)sSTR(3t2)
07700 niMENISTrN	 TP(3)tA(3s3)
07710 T=O
07720 rR =10.
07730 40 T=I+1
07740 IF(I. Gi.3)	 GO	 TO	 100
07750 C Ff3QM	 STA R 	I	 INERTIAL	 DIRoC35.
U7760 CPLL	 STAGOC(5TR(ls1)9IsTOL)
07770 C FnRM	 STD R 	OTk.	 CU- S•	 IN	 STA	 AXES
07760 nn	 50	 K=193
07790 U(K)-0
07800 DO	 50	 J=ls3
07810 50 U(K)=U(K)+R(KSJsl)#5TR(Js1)
07820 C FrRM	 M FAS,	 RESIDUAL
07d30 Pa=(Y(',2)	 —U(3)/U(2)1**2
07640 IF ( RR.GT .CP) 	 GL	 T6	 4U
07£50 CR =ap
07860 TCAT=I
07670 rn TO 40
07860 10C CnNTIJJ('F
07890 YL(ls1}^YL(]s2)=Y{itl)=YD(lsl)=YD(1s2}=Y[192)
07900 YL(?.1)=YL(2,2)=Y(2sl)=YD(2s1)=YD(2,2)=Y(2s2)
07910 RETL)RN
r	 07920 FNr}
i	 07930 Ct	 0794C C
07950 S(IQI P UTT^' r 	STARbC(CsiSTk,TRL)
079bO CnMMn>i/2/TTY'tsTG,Zf j-I)FLi,KDLL1,xI(4).PXIL(4)
07970 rn''JM`? 1/ 5/FS%1 ( 27y?)oPP(3 ) YB(3s3s2)
079,O nTm PWzT nr.E	 C[ i}sTr(3 s 3 )srtN{3) sD(31
w l _
A-1 6
f
_
07590 C
	 D7-Rir1F STAR UlK. C©S., IN LABASTA) AXES 	 --- ---
08000	 TP (1s 1) =? .
08010
	 TP(1s2)=TP(1v3)=0.
06020	 Tp(2:1}=.0009902
08030	 TP ( 2s 2} -7..424E--6
08040	 TP(2f3)=4.41456E-3
06050
	
TP(3s1)=.44999b6	
---
08060
	
TP(3s7)=_2.424E --6
08070	 T a (3s 3) =-1 . 5 30453 E--3
OOQ60	 CALL TOMS.
08050 C	 F9Pm MTPR+?R'UUTwARD NORMAL
081.00 C
	
T9L=f: ASSUMF5 NORMAL ALONG X2
98110	 RN(1)=—SIN(_T L
OB120 vw (2)=C4S(TRL)
08130 0m(3)=n.
05140 C P9PM	 Th'PUT	 T6 -STA	 IN	 LAB _ . AXES . USING	 RE_F . L- ECTI .tj---FORMUlA
.0e150 T7=RN(I)*TP(ISMRyl)+RN(2)*TP(ISTRs2)+RN(3)*TP(ISTR:3)
08160 DC	 10	 T=I.s3
05170 10...D(.7 } - TP.(.TS T 	-, I.) -2 a*T.I*R-N(I)__...-----
	 -	 -
081.80 c FOPM Lao	 I N ERTIAL ATTITUDE
08190 CALL	 L4PATT
08 20 0
...0 C9K)VFRT TO	 INERTIAL -iOORD..--
06Z10 On	 20	 1=1s3
08220 C(I) =O.
05230 DLL ?0	 J= +s
08240 20 C(T)=f (T)+R(.1sIs2)*D(J)
06250 PETUON
08260 END
08270 C
08280 C
08290	 SUBROUTTME L ABATT
08300	 Ci?mmnr-1/?/TI"E,TOiTFsDELTsKQELTsXI(4)sx1L(4)
06310	 C9Mh»"m/5/'^SV(27s2)oPP(3)sB(3s3,2)
08320_	 BTA=1.—CIS ( . 7.27220522E-5*T_IME )._ _.. _ .. .
48330	 R1=Q.
D83-10	 p7=0.P?9g90P41
08350	 R3=0.557741?^i4
08360	 AL=SI'^(7.?^?ZL`522E-5'^TlrtFl
08370	 9(Z,Z^?)=1.—BTf.*(p2*-*2+R3**2)
0080	 P(1.2:') = AL id3 +E^T^: '1 P2
08350	 R (1 a 3 s 2) =—A L'fR2+bTA*R1*R3
,i	 08400	 n (2.Z.? }_— ► L+^C3+^;TA^*K1'^R2
A-17	 r
1
OE410 R(2r?s9)= 1&-4TA*(R2*#2+R3**2)0E, 420 R(7sRv?)= 4(*R1+bTA*:kZ*it3
08430 R(3sls?) =At.TK2 +BTA*RI , R3	 —
08440 R(3s7s?)= — AL*k1 +ETA*htG#R3	 _-
08450 p(3a3s2) =1.—BTA*(K1*#2+R24*2)
06460 Rr-TLiRNI
0.8470 Fran
06480 c
08490 C
066 0 SURPgUTTNE GYPCK
08660 comMDN/?	 KDELP, NN1
08670 C^I'1mnN/3/PIMU(12)sTAU(3:6)PWM(,5)s(1RFT(6)sGY(9s6)
08680 COMMf3N/4/PHT•1(.41zt)sPOI2(4y3)s^at_7.^7?sC::► (4g6)..*WK(3s2)_-pRP(4t4a___..-
08690 PTMENSIrM	 TP (3)
08700 C PQ9VTDFS	 ESTiNATED	 S/C	 RATES	 BASED UPJN COMPENSATED GYROSe
06710 on	 10	 I=1s3
06720 C SHIFT P PEVTOUS RATE DATA BACK ONE STEP
0 730 WP(Tp2)=WP(Ts1)
08740 C Cr)MPUTF NEW	 GYRO , PACKAGE .RATE -ESTIMATE 
08750 TP(I)=—QTMU(I)
087bO tin	 10	 J=lpNG
08770 T P (T)=TP(I)+i-AU(I,J)_'#.WM(J)
08780 10 CONTTN(IE
08790 L=3
06800 DO 20 T=10
08810 WP(Tsl)=TP(T)
08820 DO PC J=1 0
08830 L=L+l
'08840 WR(TsI)= WR(T41)--PIMU(L)*TP(J)
.08850 20 CnNTTNIJF
O6B60 RFTUPN
48870 Eton
08860 C
08890 C
0 922 o SURRO LITT ME	 All
09230 C PFRFORMS NUMERICAL	 LNIEGRATION TO DETEkMINE	 SPACECRAFT ATTITUDE
09240 C AS PFPPESPNTE0	 BY EULER SYMMETRIC	 PARAMETERS
09250 C'M!-	 N/2/TT Y'EtTGi TFPDLLTYKDELTPX1(4)9x1L(q)
09260 CnmygK/4/PuT114p4)pPH12(4ts3)aO(7,7),00(4.# 6)sWR(3s2)j,R?(^sp4)
09270 TmPNSTrl,' T(-J)sTP(3)
09260 rn	 ?o	 T=x,?
09290 20 TP(I)-.5*(Wc1(I:1)+WR(Is2))
A-18
,,
09300 C ClMDUTF S(0) FOR USE IN RP N&ATRIx
09310 T(P)=( TD( I)**2+TP(2)**k-TF(3}#*2)*UELT*,v2/4.
09320 T(1)	 =	 SCt?T(T(2))
0, 9330 T(2)	 =	 COS(T(11}
09340 T(3)=e5
09350 TF(AR S(T(I)) •LLeI,L—ZO)	 GO	 TO	 6
09360
...
T(3)	 =	 SIN(.T(1))
09370 T(3)=T(3)/(2,*T(1))
09380 6 CrNTINUE
09390,0 .. FrlRM	 RP	 !P.ATD.I.X..FCI^C.----
09400 RP(IV2)=T(3)*TP(3)*DELI
09410 RP(1.s3) =—T(3)*TP(k)*DELI
09420 _  RP(1s4)=T(3)*TP(1).*DE.LT
49.430 AP(?s)=PP(1s4)
09440 RP(2,4)=—RP(193)
_0440_
. .	 ._. RP(3s4)_..t.1.s.1
09460 00 10	 T=1s4
09470 RP(I,I)=—T(2)
—094x0
-
On. 	 10	 J=l-p.T.
09490 RP(T9J)=—Qp(JsI)
09500 10 CONTTNU F
09530 CAU P H?
09550 C PPOPAGATE	 PULER PARAMETERS
09 . 560 Dl?	 12	 T-1s4
09.570 T(T)-,0.
09580 or,	 12	 J=1.04
09.590 T(T)=T(I)+PP(IsJ)*X1(J)
09600 12 CnNTTNl'F
09610 C NCRMAL17F	 FULER	 PARAMETERS
'.	 09620 T(5)	 =	 SQRT(T(1)**2+T(2)**2+T(3)**2+T(4)**2)
09630 D.?	 14	 T=1 s 4
09640 x1(T)=T(T)/T(5)
09650 14 VNTINUF
09660 . RFTORN
`	 09670
096E0 C
09690 C
097CO SUR0nUTTm[	 DHI
09710 C Cgh'PLITFc	 TPF	 aTATE	 IRANSITIUN	 MATRICES	 VHI1	 AND	 P1,12
04720 C'lM-"nNfl /NGvNDELP 	 NN1
09730 Cr)M rN/P/TTME,TGsTF.PDELTs(CDELT,X1(4)oXIL(4)
09740 C'7',"nN/4/P34Ta(414)sPH12(4s3)a(:(7s7)PQO(4y6)y4r'(3s2)sRP(4s4)
i^ A-19
f
i
0917-5G DI!`4F?l!SI17N	 W( 4)sTi( 3,91219PK(4P3)p PHI 2T(tis1Z)sTPi(7s-f)sTP2.(7s7)
09760 ^+TMFn^CTrsd	 v^{7 s l.)
0977U C r 1^+!I tJTF	 DHTJ
09780 C^	 In	 J=1 .4
09790 D"	 11	 T=1j, 4
09800 W(T)=09
09810 on	 11	 K=194
}	 09620 W(T)=W(T)+PP(l:K)*PHI1(KsJ)
09830 11 Cf-tNTTMllF
09b4O nr}	 10	 T=1, 4	_.._._.
09850 PHTl(TpJ)=W(l)
I	 09660 10 CONTINUE
09880 C CgMPUTF	 PHT'2
09890 Dr?	 4 7	 T=194
09900 !)9	 42	 J=10'Ni.
I	 09910 PHT?T(TPJ)=p.
09920 nn 42 K=194
09930 42 PHT2T(IsJ)=PHI2T(Ip4)+RPII,K)*PH12(KsJ)
_ 09940 09 14 T=10
09950 Pt( (19T)= X1 i4)
09960 14 CONTTNUF
l	 099_70- -
-	 -
.PK (1s?.)=-XI-(3).	 _...	 ..	 ..
09980 PK(1s3)=XI(2)
09990 PK.(?s3)=-X1(1)
_10004 . P.K,.(2,1)=X1(3)	 .
10010 PK(3v1)=-X?(2)
10020 PK(3,2)-X1 (I )
10030 DK(4s1)=--X1(1)
10040 PK(4s?)	 =	 -X1(Z)
10050 PK(4o3)=-X1 (3)
30060 Dn 30	 T=103
i0070 On	 31	 J=1+3
10080 31 T1 ( T, J) = 0 .
10090 30 T1(TsT)=- 1.
10210' JI= 1
1022-0 nn	 IQ	 J	 =	 1+3
10250 00 2?	 T=194
102bG T7	 =	 0.
10270 n"l	 23	 K=1,3
10280 T7	 =	 T7+PX (TsK)411(KPJ)
10290 23 C9I NTTs'l_+F
10300 a'iT>(TsJI)	 =	 PHl2T(IsJI)+T[
n_^n
10310	 22 CONTINUE	 _.
10320 JI=J1+I
10330 14 CnNTTMLIF
10350 C [!')nATr-	 C	 TF	 TIME	 IS	 A-PFROPRIAT.E.- 	 _	
---	
--	 -
10360 Kn^LT=Kn
	
LT+3
10370 TP(KOFLT.LT.100)	 GO	 TO	 50
.	 10360 KnPLT=O
10390 D11	 55	 T=1.94
10400 [!n	 55	 .1=1 «3
D410.. TP?(TsJ)=Q e..
10420 D1'	 55	 V=191
10430 55	 TP?(Ta.i)=TP2(ls.i)+PK(IPKI*QO(KsJ)
10440 60_,T=2i4_.
	 .._.
	
-10450 Dn	 60	 J=1o4
10460 TPI(IPJ)=0.
10470
_.,Dn	 60	 K-1,3
1.0480 60	 TP1 (TpJ)=TP1(I,J)+TP2(TsK),^PK(JsK)
10440 00 61	 T=5P 7
10504 _.. p'^	 61. J=I s 4 _....	
-	 —
10510	 61 TPl(TsJ)=TP1(JaI)=0.
10520	 DO 62 T=597
1.0530-
	
-	
P.P.62.3.=5.y7-
10540	 62 TP1(T9J)=00 i.F-4sJ-°1}
10550	 TQ=RP(291)*#2+RP(3s1)**2+RP(4'1)**2
InFikn	 TO = CORT ( 1 —1(;Otlt)_#TUI
10570 Dn	 A3	 T=1s4
10580 nri	 64	 J=1 94
10590 QO(IsJ)=PP(TpJ)*100.
10600 64 PO(T+3,J)=4.
10610 90 65 J=Is3
10620 R0 (TpJ+4)=-9ELI.*Pk(IsJ)*50.
10630 65 P0(T+3,J+4)=0,
10640 P0(T+3 ► T+7^)=1,
10650 RniT,T)=T9
10660 63 Cr?NTTNUF
10670 n!?	 66	 T=1s 7
10680 PP	 66	 J=I.s7
IC690 T02(TPJ)=n.
10700 DO 66 K=? , 7
10710 tt T°2(T..J)=TP2(IsJ)+w(IsK)*RC(JYK)
10.720 r)n	 67	 T=-'-p7
10.7301 P?l 67	 J = 7 s 7
A-21
10740 C(I,J)=TP1(Is.1)
107! (U nn	 -J^-7	 K=I, 7
10760 67 0(TsJ)=0(TsJ)+KC(IsK)4TP2(KsJ)
10770 aG "NTINtIv
10780 C P412	 M UST	 STILL	 BE	 MULT*PLIED
	 BY	 UELT/2	 IN PXFIL
10790 TUPN'
i	 10600 FN,D
10810 C
108zo C
10830 S(1lPnUTTN'F
	 QMAT
10640 C FPPM THE STATE NOISE COVARIANCE MATRIX
10850 r9MM0N/lf( C,NDELPsNN1
14860 COMMn.N141PHT1(4s4)tPr(I2(4-^.3)sQ(7,*73_f90(4s6)s.WR{3t21s i^P (4i4)
{	 10670 DTMF:N^'Inm	 Ta..(7s7)
10880 C	 PPrIPFRLY PACK Q NA'iRIX
10890
	 0] 10 T=1,s7
10900	 nn i0 J-1t7
10910	 10 T01(T.J)=0(tsJ)
10920	 J3*3
10930	 7n 25 I=I,3
10940	 J1=3
10950	 b(? 1 7 J=1.3
10970	 J1=J1+l
10980	 Q(T^-Ji)=0(J1sI)=TP1(IsJ+4)
10.990	 17 CONTINUE
11050	 J?=J3+1
11020	 J2=3
11 ,030	 !)" 1.6 J = 1 , I
11050	 J7-J2+1
11060	 Q(J3pJ2)=TPS(1+4sJ+4)
11070	 16 fONTTNIJF
11080	 16 CLrl4TTNOF
1116 0 	RFTUnN
11.170	 E^In
11180 c
11190 C
11200	 S(IP'POUTINE TRAC
11.210 C
	 ri,4c)IlTF3 TPACKCR OUTPUT ANGLES FKOM ATTITUDE AND
11226 C	 TOA17KPP T n F hi lIF1CATIUN NUMBER
11230	 CnMMgN/7/ TTmtsTOi7Frul LTsKGE.LTsX1(4)sX1L(4)
11240	 Cf)M"rlN/5/5SV(27s2).PPP(3)s5(393s2)
112:0	 C9M+,Intl/f-/h'TRSICATYNOsYL(2s2)
11260 rOMMPN/7/Y^(2s4),Y(2s2),U(15)2AST(3,3:,^)sSTR(3,e)
11270 nTmr'1fi	 P!	 T(6)sC(3s3),1T(3)
11260 YL(l,l)= Y(l,t)
11290 YL(?91)=Y(2,1)
1130C CAE.(
	
TPPEc:
].1400 C Cr?MPUTr	 T P ACKEk	 TRANSFORMATION RELATIVE
	
TO	 ECI
11410 09 80 T=10
1142G n"	 P3	 J=1.?
11430 f (IsJ)=C,
11440 nn	 nn	 K=1 ,R
114!^C C(I,J)	 =C(I,_J)+AST(I,KsfvO)*S(KsJ,I}
11460 80	 CnN Trr) 1.IP
11470 C CrIMPIOTF	 STAR	 DIRECTION	 COSINES .IN TRACKER AXES
11480 DI
	
90	 I = 1 , 3
11496 U(T1	 =	 r(T,Z)*STP.(1,1)+C(J,2)4cSTR(2s1)+C(I,3)*STk(3s1)
11500 90	 rnNTT ►llUF
11620 U(4)=U(1)/U(2)
11630 U{5)=U(3)/U(2)
1164U 1)(6)-Ut4}*U.(5)
1165C U( 7 }=()(4}**2
11660 U(R)=U(5)**?
11820 C C^MPUTF T R ACKER OUTPUT	 1F	 11	 HAD	 INFINITE B A NDWIDTH	 (INTERVAL	 AVE,)
11.830 Y(1r1	 )=( — U'(4)+	 U(6)*SSV(liN0)	 +U(5)4SSV(2,N0)
1184E 1--(1.+U(7))*3SV(3sN0))
11850 Y(29-1	 ) = (11(5)	 —(1.+U(8))*55V(1sN0)	 )+U(4)*SSV(2iNO)
11860 1+11(5)*SSV(3, XO)
11870 C TNICLUDr-	 T P AC&ER	 CYNAMIC	 EFE ECTS	 (HI	 3.v	 TRACKER)
11880 Y(lol	 )	 =Y(I,1	 )-5SV(	 22	 -NO)	 *7.272205E--5
11896 100 RPTUPN
11900 F"1r}
11910 C
11920 C
11930 S11qRIl1 .fTTMF 	 TXCFL1
11940 Cn"gnN/?/rT"E,TO,7F,jELTsKLELT,XI(4)sx1L(4)
11950 C nMMO M/5 /SSII(27s2)sPP(3)sB(3,3s2)
11960 COMMnnl/F/1dTR,ICATtNOsYL(2s2)
11970 rim-m't/7/YO(2:2),Y(Ls2),U(15),AST(3s3,r-),S1'R(3,2)
11900 C(2)IF(2)
11990 C aonj1*n.c	 C TI.1L u E 1	 TkACf P-P	 L(;TPUT
12()00 r(1)=ScWfl-- vOMELT
1.2010 C(=)=SSV{?7oNG)/L	 LT
120130 R(2)=FXP(— I,IC(2))
12040 ^^	 Ir}	 le=1.2
12050 nn	 In	 T=1s?_
12460 10	 Y0( I sK)=YP(TsK)*R( I).+( 1.— C.(.	 .}:*(1_.-tR(I))_)' Y(.IsK --.._.	 ._	 ._._.	 .__._...	 _..	 .
12070 1t-(C{I1{1.—a{I1}—R(I}1'^YLtIsK1
12080 QFTUPN!
120}0 END
: 12100 C
12110 C
12120 3LJ9QOUTTNF	 PRFIL
12130 C C9NVFRTS 4—P ARAMETER ATTITUDE SYSTEM TO 3 PARAMETLRS AND MGOIFIES
12140 C STATE	 TRANSITION MATRIX	 j
12150 CnMM0N/.1/ CpHDELP0Nl--------_-
12160 cnmvnN/?/TTMEsTOiTFsDELTsKDELTsXI(4)sX1L(4)
12170 C9mmCAN/3/PTMu(12)sTAU(3s5)it,,M(6)PDRFT(6)s0Y(9sb)
- 12184,. C-0M.Mfl?N14/iPHT1(4,4)^PH I2_( 49.3Is0UP7)-yQO14s6),WR(3s2}IK,N_(4,
J.?-190 COMMON/5/SSV(27s2)sPP(3)sB(3s3s2)
1'200 COMM0N/61hlTP s ICATs NOs Y 	 ( 2s 2 )
V, 21
.
0
..
_.	
flMMQN/7/YDi2ti2.}-tyl212).sot-1.5)..xAST(.3p3s2}9.STR{.3s2^.
12220 f'nM")ON/S/P(7s7)sR(2s2)sAK(2s2)sf-MAT(2s7)
12230 DTMFNSION	 W(3)
_12244..._...
--	
W(I).=X-IL(,1)/7(IL-{4}----
12250 W(2)=XlL(2)/X1L(4)
12260 W(3)=X1L(3)/XIL(4)
12270 DO	 10	 I=l t 3	
-
12280 Dn	 10	 J=193
12290 PHI1(TsJ)=PHI1(Isd)—PHI1(Is4)*W(J)
12300 10	 CONTTN.U.E
12310 3Dr) 12	 1=10
12320 DO . 12	 J=1rNNI
12.330 PH1.2(Ts_J)=PN12(IPJ)#0ELT/2.•
12340 12	 CnNTIN(IE
12350 RETURN
. .
1-2,3 6 0
-	
.END
12370 C
12380 C
12390 SU3P OUTINF PMTRk
7.2400 C CnMPUTr^ S	 MPASUREMEN'T	 MATRI X
I.
	12410 X71 MM9N/IINGYNDELPsNNI
12420 C9mMi'MhI/?/TImtsTOPIFPJLLTPKEiELTsxi(41.tXiL(f1) .
12430 UMMON/6/',+T17'sLCATsNO.*YL{2j2)
124+0 CnMMnM/7/YR(4s2)sY(2s2)PU(15),AST(3s3,2)sSTR(3s2)
A-24
f
P'y r
F
Wsrre^	 _
12450r'1"1 M O ,]/P/P(7,7),F,(2.2),AK(6,,2)sHMAT(2.97)
	1246(1	 0TMr-"'4Ir!N T(3)11114s4)sT1 2t4)
	
1247(1	 DTM9M-gTrN TA(2y4)
	
12780	 Dn 110 T=1 s + .
	
1279U	 TT(TPT)=().
	
12800	 130 rnNT TMUF
	
12810	 TT(112) = —CTK(311)
	
IF-820	 TT(1o3) = STR(21I)
	
1283(1	 TT(1 s4) = !,Tk(lil)
	12840	 TT ? y 	 ^.T^.(191.}
	
12850	 TT(214) = STk(2,1)
	12860	 TT(3r4) = STR(3.pl)
	
12870	 TT(2pI) = —TT (I12.)
	
12880	 TT(30) = —TT(1s3)
	
12690	 TT(312) = —TT(2s3)
	12900	 TT[4911 =-TT( 1 x4)_..	 _._.._-	 _.	 _ --- .
	
12910	 TT(492) = TT(2s4)
	
12920	 TT(4s3) = TT(314)
	
_ 1.2930	 T (I	 = — Xl (_I )./X1(4).
	
12940	 TM = —X1(2)/XI(4)	 -
	
12950	 TM = —X1(3)/X1(4)
	
12960	 00 150 T=l.sa ......
	
12970	 Dn 160 J=t13
	
129E30
	
TT(I1J) = TT(I1J)+STR(I,1)*T(J)
	
12990	 160 rr'NTINUF
	
13000	 0(] 165 1=113_
	
1301.0	 MIr3) _ (--AST(Ipl.PNG)*X1(4)+AST(Ii2.1hiU)*Xl(3)
	
13020	 l—Ayr{T,?,r+r^)x1(2))2.
	
13030	 T1(Ts2) _ (—AST(Is1sN0)*X1(3)—AST'(Is2iNO)TXI(4)
	
13040	 I+AST(Ts3*Nn)*Xl(l)1*2.
	
13050	 T3.(T'13) =(AST(IsloNO)*XI(2)—AST(Is2sh0)4,K1(1)
	
13060	 1-4ST(T^?+Nn)X1(4))?.
	
13070	 T1(Ts4) = (—AST(lolsr40)*Al(l)—AST(Is21hG)*Xl(2)
	13080	 1—AST(T+3s,h1^)*X1{3))*2. .
	
13.090	 167 C9NTT M[IF
	
13100	 nq 166 K =I14
	
13110	 TA( lsK)=T1(11K) /U(2)—T1(2sK)*U(1)/U(2)'-*2
	
1312U	 Tel(2o K)= T1( 2s K)*U(3)/(:(21**Z— T1(3sK)/u(2)
	
13130	 16b Cn4TTMUE
	
13140
	
nn ton J =1 .3
	
1315U	 HIAT(ItJ) =0.
	
13160	 y'^!tT{2sJ)=^'.
A-25
13170 On	 Ian	 K=1s4
13160 PmAT(I+J)=H"AT(I ij) +FA(1sK)*TT (KgJ)
13190 HMAT(',J)= HM AT(2sj)+TA(2 sk )^ITT(KsJ)
13200 16G	 CflNTTN!ll^
13210 RFTUPN
13220 F^ID
13230 C
13240 C
13250 SUROnUTTKtF	 ?FIAT
13260 C FnRm+	 MFAFllRthENT	 NOISE	 C6VARIANCE_ NATRIX
1327C rimmUN/5/ss%I(27s2)sEP(3)sB (3s3s2)
13280 CnMMfltttf/NTP,*I.CATsNGsYL(2s2)
E	 13290 C^MMON/0/0(7s7)sR(222)PAK($92),HMAT(2.s7)
13300 7(ls2}-p(2sI}=G.
1331(1 P(lrl.)=S3V(24YNG)**2
=- 	 13320 R{Zs?)=SSH{^S,nG)2
13330 RFTU4"I
13340 E'V!l
13350 C
13.360 C
13370 SURP'lUTIN'F	 FILT
13380 C USTNG	 KALMAN	 FILTER	 EWS.s	 CCMPUTES	 FILTER GAI,MSsAKs	 AND	 PROPAGATES
13390 C FRROR CnVARTANCE MATR1XsP
13400 CC1M"nN/l/Nr-v NDELPsNNI
13410 C0MMnNl3/PTMU(12)sTAU(3s6)5W.Mt6lsDRFT(6)sGY(9s6)
1342C CPMMfah!/4/RH7s(4s4)sPI112(4s3)sQ(7s7)YQO(4-*o).PWR(3s2)sRP(4s4)
13430 CFAMmnN/5/SSV(27s2)PPP(3),8(3s3s2)
13440 CnMMnN /P /?(7s7)sR(Zs2)sAK(6s2)AHMAf(2s7)
13450 DTMENSTnNl	 TA(7s7)sTF(7)
13460 C COMPUTE	 AOnITIONAL CONSTANTS	 FUR PARTIFIONING MATRICES
13465 NN2=NN1
13470 NNI=NN1 — NN2
13480 nl =NK'? +^
134( 0 '^=?
13500 CALL	 SPmMU(.(PHlIs1s1s3s3,Ps1s193sTAslsls4s7s7)
13510 CALL.	 SPM M UL(eH12s1s1s3sNN2jPs4 p ls3 p Psi e l.9	 '.o7.*7)
13520 CALL	 SPMADD(lAslsl lPt . s ].slAslsls3s3s7s7s7)
13530 CALL	 ';P mm IIL(VFills-Lit ' 3s31 PpIr4slvly2sfAs1s4s4s7.97)
13540. !'l(	 ^^'"^ ^^^11.(rFlI2 7 1p19-3sNiNl2sPs4s4.,NNZpPsls4s4s7s7)
13550 !'ALL	 SPMAn1)( -iAsls 4+PPsI s4sPa1s41BsNN297s727)
13500 TALL	 r n M M IJL( PHI Isis1s3s31Pvls4+NN2j,NN3sTAs1i4+riN2s4s7s7)
13570 rALI_	 CP ymIJL(NHIZjlsis3s,NN2sPs4s4+NV 2sNN3sPvls4+NN2s4.07.07)
A-26
.. 	 ....... ...
13580 I1=4+r!M2
13540 BALL	 ^P" ADP(CAylill.,PplpllsPslsIla3sN-43s7s7s7)
13bGG P"	 15	 T=7,?
13610 )1	 19	 K=3s3
13620 O(IPK) =n,
13630 D11	 15	 J=1 r 3
13640 15	 p(T ► x)=i'(TsK)+TA(1sJ)*PHII(KsJ)
1365C 0r"	 7()	 T= js3
13660 Dll	 20	 K=3 9 1
13670 TA ( T.9 K ) ='.
13680 DO 20	 J=1 r NN2
13690 21}	 T (T'K)=TA'(TsK)+P(IiJ+3)*PH121KsJ)
13700 CALL	 SRN'ADn(PslslsTAsl.sl.iPaZi_ls3_s3s7 s7 17)
13710 CALL	 SPA'TPA(Ps1s4s3sivN2sPs4sis7s7)
13720 CALL	 SRMTRA(Ppli4+Nii?-p3pNN3sPs4+NN2,Ir7s7)
13730 C P=PWT	 D	 P O T — TKANSNGSE	 HAS	 BEEN COMPUTED
13740 CALL	 SPMA DD(PiIs1s4s1sIsPs15,19NsNy72727)
13750 RPTUPN
13760 PMTPY	 PFILT
13770 CALL	 S P " MO L(hSATslylsMsNoPslslsNsTA+lfls297.97i
137bO CALL	 Spy'TPA(H^iATs1s1si^isNsAKslsls2s8)
13790 CALL	 SPF^MUL (1As1s1sAts NoAKslsl9MsTAsM+1s 1s 7, 8s 7)
-	 -13800 CALL	 SRMAPD(iAsM+1s1,Ps191.9TAsls35MPM'792i7)
13810 C T^IVFRSF	 P +lUTINC	 FOLLOWS
13820 DET=TA(ls1)*TA(2s2)—TA(291)*TA(is2)
13E3u TA(1,M+2)=TA(2s2)/DET
1384C TA(1,M+?)=—TA(ls2)/UET
13850 TA(2vm+1)=—TA(2s1?/UET
13860 TA(?v"+2)=TA(1s3J/GE(
13870 C END	 9F	 TNVFP SE r"JUTINE
13880 CALL	 SPMMLJL(AKs1slsNvMvTAslsM+Isf,sTAslsls8,7s7)
13890) CALL	 S DM. m UI (I'slsl ,p N.*	 YTAplelsMsAKslsls7t798)
13900 C AK	 HAS	 RFEI,:	 CUMPUTED
13510 ['n	 45	 T=1 9 M
13920 n^ 45	 K=I*N
13930 TA(T.K)=n.
13940 Dr'	 4C	 J=I , Al
13954 40	 TA(To k 	=	 TA(I-vR)—I=K(lvJ)*HtAT(J.,K)
139f G Tr	 ( I. N P 	 v )	 b;,	 1 U	 4D
13970 TA(T,	 I	 =	 1.+1 A(IsK}
139bG 45	 C r M T T M L I F
'^^.	 13490	 D'^ 55 I = 1 • ^:
A-27
14000 f) 11	 5C	 K=loN
14010 Ta(K)=0.
14020 nn	 5n	 J=j,N
14030 50 T D (K) = TF(K)+TA(I,o)*ti 	(J,K)	 f
14040 09	 55	 K=19m
14050 55 TA(T.K)=TP(K)
14060 C SYMMPTPT7F	 FkRUR CJVARIANCE MATRIX
14070 D11	 fir	 T=I p ',l
14060 nn 60	 J=10't
14090 60 pO,.?=^.5{TA{is.^laTA(.^sI1)	 __-_	 _.____	 _-.
-14100 C P(K+I)	 HAS	 O LEN CLMPUTED
14110 RETURN
.	 14120 FNO	 _._.	 .
14130 C
1414C C
14150 SURP"IiI TTNP 	 SRMt-UL( A.9 I MA,INAtMAPNAYBYIM3sINBi,'B p C.ilMC}INCsIRAllRBjq - -----
14160 UPC)
14170 C C =A*R WITH	 TNIT.	 ARRAY ELEMENTS	 SPECIFIED
14160 fl) IMF NSIrN	 A(49. ) y B149)	 C(49,)
14190 Pn	 5	 T=" ,MA
14200 IDIPC	 =	 I+TmC
.14210 TPT"A	 =	 T+TkA
14220 IF	 (NR.LT.1 )	 GO	 TG 6
14230 nn 5 K-1*NR
14240 KOTtJr	 = K +TNC
14250 KPINP	 =	 K+INN
14260 TC	 =	 TPTVC—l+(KVINC—Z)*IRC
14270 C(IC)	 =	 0.
14280 IF	 ( 1,14.LT.I)	 GU	 TO	 6
'	 14290 nO	 5	 J=IPMA
14300 JPTNA	 =	 J+TNA
14310 JOVIA	 =	 J+TI•IB
14320 TA	 =	 IPTmA-1+(JPINA-2)*IRA
14330 Tp	 =	 JPTMq-1+(KFINB--2)*IFE
14340 5 C(TC)	 =	 C(Tr)+A(IA)*o(IB)
34350 6 RFTIJPNI
'	 14360 FND
14370 C
14380 C
14390 '41RP	 UTT t1E	 SrN A LL)(A,IMAiIIVA.0,IMB,INd,(:,I M ZP INC, Np N, IRA, IREP1PCf
1440U C r=A-0-	 WTTH	 TIfIT.	 kRPAY	 ELEMENTS	 SPECIFIED
14410 DTmr- MI; TPV	 A( t19	 s6{4y), C (4y)
-28
r
r
^	 e
14420 nl	 5	 T =1, M
14430 Tr:	 (%'.[T.1) 	 uu	 TO	 5
14440 Pr'	 5	 J=701
14450 TO.TMr	 =	 T+TmC
14460 JpIN1r	 =	 J+TwC
14470 TPTMA	 =	 I+I"`A
14480 JPTNA	 =	 J+INN
14490 TDIPQ	 =	 T+TwB
145CC JPTMR	 =	 J +TNG
14510 IA	 =	 TPTmA -14(JFIT,A- 2)*lRA
14520 T R 	=	 TPTMA—I-+(JPl1gB-2)#1RB
14530 TC	 =	 IPTf'C-a-I+CJPINC-2)*IRC
14540 5	 CFTC)	 A(TA)+13(IB).
1455G 6 RETUDN
14560 F1^!l
14570 C.
14560 C
14590 SIJBR9UTTNF	 SRMTRA(AiIMADI NAY MYNiBYIMB * INBYI RAY IRB}
14600 DTI	 NSTON	 a(49)aBi499	
_.._-
14610 C R=A—TPAMSPOSE	 WITh	 INIT,	 ARRA':	 ELEMENTS	 SPECIFIED
14620 Tc:	 (1+', L T,1 )	 GU	 10	 6
14630 nn	 5	 T= , , N
14640 nn	 5	 J=ISM
14650 TPTMB	 =	 I+IMB
14660 JPTNB	 =	 .[+INB	
-14670 JFIMA	 =	 J+TMA
146b0 TDTN A 	 =	 T+T "IA
14690 TA	 =	 J0TMt-1t(I}ji14A-2 )*IRA
14700 IQ	 =	 IPIvB-1+(JPIVlB-2)*iRB
14710 5	 R(TP)=A(TA)
14720 6	 #FTIJPhl
14730 F"lr?
147 e,U C
14750 C
14760	 SU8Qn(sTTNr- PGFIL
14770 C
	
UDnATES ATTIIUGE VAkIABLES AND OTHER SYSTEM ELLmEhTS GF THE
14760 C
	
STATE VECTOP
147ctC	 r-imw-R/9
1.4d(JC	 Cam";"' ' E1= I TT' ci iG y1Fs jLL7y , LLT,X1(4)pX1L(4)
14810	 C^^i^^^n./a /n T^,(12)s1/t.i s^^}^wN{o)sCkF7[b}^Gx(y^b)
14620	 C"4PnN/5/SS11t27i2),Pe(3)sr?(3s3s2)
14630	 r-s`Mn^,/7/Y•^.(`j2)tY(2s2),U(1:),ASI(3s3,2)sSl4(3p2)
-
A-29
y_	 ,
ti
14 8 .4c 7}tk(Zwc}PAK(FS2}sHMAT{2s 71
148;,0 ).PT	 (^1
148uO W(3)=y1,{1	 2}—Y[,(1,11
14400 C COMPUTP	 C' QO cCTILf.	 r:jR	 EACH	 SYSTEM	 PARAMETER	 DF	 STATE	 VECTOR
14910 (?rl	 11	 T=j ,,Vj
i	 14920 W(3)	 =	 AK (T+3s 1 1 *h (l)+AK H+3., Z.) *W (2 )
15020 RT,4U(:}=PIft11(I)+w(31
15060 11	 r"4TTN'UF
.`.	 1508C C C^AD(.;TI'	 r nc ,^ECTILNS	 FLR	 EACH	 ATTITUDE	 VARIABLE
15090 C^	 0	 T=1,3
15100 T(T)	 =	 AK(T,i)4W(1)+AK(l,2)*W(Z)
15110 9	 C nNTTN11E
15120 C UPr)ATF	 ATTTTUUE	 VARI ASEE:
15130 X1(4)=YI(4)-(X1(1)*T(i)+X1(2)*7(2)+Xl(3)*T(3)1/X1(4)
15140 !7' I	 10	 T =1 s 3	 _.	 _..
151 0 XT(T)=X1(l)•+T(l)
15100 10 r^NTTNUE
15170 RF TU C? N
15180 FNr)
ry
15190
/
C^
1 J 2 C. C
APPENDIX B
DATA ANALYSIS PROGRAM LISTING FOR THE
GIMBAL SYSTEM TEST
B-1
'i
j
a
3
1
r	 1
f
1	 '^
3
1
i
J
f
r	 r:	 f
001GO PRgGRAM P ADS(INPUItOUTeOloTAPE1sTA EZsTAPE4sTAPE5)
0011G ^' ^f4M!^v/T /F)^s FtiI]FLP2NN1i
00120 C9M!IONI/2/TTVEsTa9TFPDEL'riKGELTsX1(4)iXIL(4)sKS"P
00130 C,1mm9N!/?/PTvU(12)s TAU (3t6)*14P;(6)-vDkFT(6)sGY(9sh)
00140 CflMmnn 1/4./PHT1(4s4)PPHI2(4s3)s0(7,7)YQO(4r6)sWR(3:2)sFP(4,4)
00150 CCI MMoN/ 51ssV(27,2)2P'P(3)2B(3,3,2)
00160 CnMhlrN/6/NTPPICAT2NO,YL(2,2)
00170 CPM4f-P.1/7/Yr(e-:2)9Y(L,2)sU(15)sAST(3s3i2)PSTR(3s2)
00180 CPM.^'	 N/R/P(7,7)9n(G!2)PAK(6s2)9HN'AT(297)
00190 . n—TmEN'STrm	 CYDA	 {SCOsZ4)sGXa (14},liX.2(3.^r1.sMSTR(20)
00192 C KTYP=n — PEA'L
	 LAB
	 ;KTYP = 1	 -- GYROS REORIENTED;
00194 C KTYP=7 — 10FAL GYROS
00200 DATA	 KTYP/n/
00203 C m",TP(I)	 nFN^TES
	
WHETTER	 THE	 I	 TH VISIBLE	 STAR	 WILL	 BE	 USED
0OZ04 C FDR	 FTtTFRTN6;	 IF	 Sus
	
MSTR(I)=1
..00. 205, DATA	 (MFTP(T.),.Y=1,37..)/.111, Is1^7,.19i^1A_l^1'.3t1^1,.11.I^1,11 	 _.._.
00206 5	 Fn-RMAT(Xs7HKTYP	 w	 ,I1/)
00210 1 CPNTTNUF
00212 I 1 7=3
-- 
00220 C PrWTNP TAPES
00230 PFWTNn	 I
00240 PcW TNIn
00250 REWINn 4
00255 PFWFNn	 5
00256 I4PTTE(225)	 KTYP
00260 C FFr-=rTTVFLY	 E:LIhIRAI- L	 THE	 FIRST	 DATA	 LINE
CO280 aFgn(492)	 (GY0AT(12.i),J=1214)
OG310 K'^'3=3
00320. C RFAD	 TN AND	 PRINT (JUT	 INITIAL	 VALUES'	 SYSTEM PARAMETERS AND RUN
00330 C VMTROL CONSTANTS
00340 CALL
	
INPUT
00350 C T` TLTj5LT7E	 CjUNTr-kS	 Avd;	 FLAGS
00360 NXC=K Pp=NP=r)
00370 TaY=50n
00375 PT=KKF=O
00380 N0=1.
00390 PEAn(4s2?. EGx1(J }sJ-1214}
00400 C RrrT'^^flP!r_	 ^F	 FILIL-R	 LOOP
00410 C INTTIALT7r	 STATE	 1RANSITICN	 NATk10ES	 PHIi AND	 Phli
00400 3 5	 f'r!NTTNIIF
00440 CALI	 7F°n
00460 2U CnN}TTN0F
B-3
}
00490 C I ,IgFX, THF 'd' TEST	 FCR	 rq riE lt:LR	 NEW	 FLIGHT	 GYRO	 DATA	 SHOULD	 FEE
	 READ00500 TPY=T''Y+I
_	 00510 Tr(Tr'Y.LF.500)	 C-u
	 Tu	 23
00520 T(-Y.=1
. 00530 Orl	 ?4	 T =7 4 500
0:0540 RFAI1(4P21
	 (G;X2(J)sj=1914)
00550 DLT=rX?(1)—GX1(1)
	 .
00560 GY0AT(Tsl)=rXl(1)
OG570 0n	 17	 %(=2,4
00560 17 GYOAT( Tp K)=(GX2(K)---X.l(K))IULT*4.$481366E—b
_.
UG590 IF ( K TYP.FO.C)	 GL!	 10	 25
00592 TF(KTYP.FQ.1)
	 GCS	 TO	 26
00600 GYIIAT(T92).=-4.bb164026E—.5
00610 GYDAT (T j?) =--4.4949677 tE-5
00.620 GYDAT(T,4)=4.57.1c7i0E-5
00622 GO TO 25
00623 26 CONTTMUE
GYDAT(Io2)=GYDAT(Is2)+4.26794875E-5^00624
00625 GYDbT.-(.Tr-3) =GYDAT (lr 3) +2 e llb7 ..588.E-6...
00626 GYDAT(Is4)=GYDA7(1p4)+1.97941384E-5
00630 25 CnN..TTNUF
00640 r,n	 IF	 K=51 1 .4
^
  
_
00650 16 OYDAT(IsK)=CX1(K)
.
vp00660 DO 1 4 K=414
00670 19 Gx1'(K)=GX2(K)..
00680 IP(Pfll:f ► )	 ?3924
00690 24 CnNTTN(1E
00700 C FORMAT ?	 TS	 6ELSKYS TAPE FORMAT
.007 1.0 2 FORMAT(x$F1G. 393( F1 2. 1)sF3 9XrF11.liXs2(F7.1sX)a2(F11.19X)a
00711 14(F5.lsX))
00720 C FgPM TT14F AND INTEGRATION STEP
007BO 23 r n TIN IF
00740 OELT=GYnAT(TGY,l)—TIME
DG750 TTMG=r.YnAT(TGY,l)
00.760 Dn	 33	 T=JgNc
00770 33 WM(T)=GYnAT(1GYsI+1)
00.890 C TF5T	 FnP	 E Mr,	 OF	 RUN
00900 TF(TTMF.LT.TF )	 66	 T::	 43
00410 STrlP
00420 ;l rnNTlh('G
00930 C AnVANrF	 STATE	 PkINT	 CLIUNTER
00940 xC="Ixr +1
B-4
f
1
r
Y
-',	 .a.i	 1^	 ^.	 [?}	 t :1	 L3	 [-	 (	 L l	 {`!1	 Lei	 Fes?
p G950 C rnmp(JTF FSTTMATEO SPACECRAFT BODY ANGULAR RATES
009b0 CA LL	 GYPCK
00970 C CnMP[!TF	 FSTTMATED	 SPACECRAFT	 ATTITUDE
00960 CALL	 ATT
00990 C TTME	 Tr P R INT	 STATE
01400 IF(NXC.I.T.NRELP)	 44P81
01010 E1 1'9NTINIUF	
-01020 C F.^vM	 FSTT m ATL0	 SPACECRAFT	 ATTITUDE	 DIkECTION	 CUSIhE	 !MATRIX
01030 BALL	 TOmS
01060 G ^^	 ^s	 _..-T N T	 T .TMA•(ED	 S_J AT-E	 -	 -	 -	 -
01070 CALL	 YlP P MT .
01140 NXG=O
OI.150 C TR KPP=1sTHl . S	 PRINT .FOLUDWE_G_
 
A_ElL TER_ UERA_TWN
01160 TF(KPP.FQ*I)	 4tbs44
01170 48 KD9 =0
01180 Get	 TF?	 1.5	
-.
	 _.. _._.._.	
_ _....
01150 44 CrlNTTmUr
01230 C TFST IF TRACKER	 DATA	 IS	 PRESENT
01240. .1F ( GY?)AT (1GY.9 	 (T.0.5)_ .6.0s ? 2	 -	 - _---	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -- ----	 -
01250 52 NPs--KSXP
01255 KKr-=O
_ 01260 GO TO ?0
01300 60 CQNTTNUF
01305 TF(KKF.FQ.I)	 GO	 TO	 20
01310 TF (GYDAT(IGYP5)..GTo1,5.).	 GQ	 TO	 60.1.
01312 MT=MT+I
01320 Dvj=GYnAT(TGYp13)
01330 AT(T^14)DV2=C-YR	 Y,
01340 601 CnNTTh4UF
01350 NF=NF+l
01360 IF(NF.LT.1)	 GO	 TO	 20	 _..
01362 C TFST WHFTHFP	 THIS	 STAR	 IS	 ACCEPTABLE:
01364 IF(11STR(MT1.irE.1)	 (70	 TD	 52
01370 T0=(.YnAT(Tr-Y, 7)+DV2
01380 TV=CYOAT(TGYs8)+DV1
01450 YL(2p2)=Y(1v2)
01460 YL(2+a)=Y(?.Z)
01470 Y(It?)	 T{J*4.bq813be1E:-6
01480 Yf?p?)	 =	 TV*4,Cye13la,31E--b
01482 YC=	 rYPAT(Tr- Yib)*4.64vI3681E— b
01450 C ATP	 Q9AFTNC,	 1A3LL	 ANGLE	 CC-MvUlATION
01520 TAL=	 f-Y7AT( T vYs4) 4 4. j4bl36	 LE-6
B-5
0 153	 TF(NF.E'0.1) 62.961	
-01540	 t2 CALL eTP"Pk{YG)
01550	 61 f9gTTN1T
015bO C
	 CrMPUTF TNr*PI l.AL. S.TAR
	
i	 01570	 CALI. 5TAR0C(5TR(1s1).9ICAT,TBL)
01580 C
	
COMRUTF EST. TRACKER OUTPUT
01590	 CALL TRK(YG)....
01600	 CALL TorFLT
01610	 IFWeLT.103 GO TL 20
01615	 KKFW1
01620 C
	
START FTLTFRING
01630 C
	 C9MPUTF TRACKER MEASUkMENT RESIDUAL NORM
01640
.
	W1=Ski'T(. (YD - (1.2)-YD(Is1 **2+ YD(2s2)_—Y_U(2,t].1).#*2)
01:650 C	 DnES IT F4LL WITHIN AN ALLOWABLE ERROR
01660	 TF(Wl.LT..1) GO Tu 70
01670	 72 P °TNI T Itk1...
01680	 3 FORMAT(20HMEASUkEh.ENT LRRGR ISs2XsE13.bs6Hs PUNT)
01640	 STOP
01700	 70. CgNTTNUF.....
01701	 Xr1Q=0.
01705	 WPITF(59A) TlML.s1vl:X09.9(y7
0 17 0
.6_.	 k....... F0RMAT(3.(2Xi..E1Bgb)s_2Xs.I1) -- 
01.734	 CALL X1PRNIT 
01720	 NF=--KSKP
01730 C	 PnRM._S.T.ATF NOISE E.RR0R CQYAk1.ANCE_MATR_1X
01740	 CALL QmAT
02750 C
	
ALTER STATE TRANSITION MATRIX TO REAL WITH 3 kATHER THAN 4
01760 C
	
ATTTTU,)F .VAPIABLES
01770	 CALL. PRFIL
0178.0 C
	
PROPAGATE STATE ERRUK COVARIANCE MATRIX
017- 90	 CALL FILT
	
-i	 01795
	
CALL
01800 C
	
P0R'M M r-ASURMENT MATRIX
01810	 CALL wmTPX
01820 C	 F9RM MEASUREMENT NOISE COVARIANCE MATRIX
01830	 CALL RMAT
01840 C	 ADPLY KALMAN ALGORITHM 	 _..
01650	 Fall 'FF'TLT
01860 C	 UODATF STATF
01870	 CALL POPIL
01Ei 80 C	 ADVANCF FILTER LOUN(ER
01890	 Ppf7= `p0+1
B-6
i I	 r	 {
—	 a.
t'
Lid L k L°	 , C-A r*wJL
01900 C
i
TTME	 TP PRINT STATE
	
LRROR COVARIANCE MAIt21X
01910 Iz(r,^or— `fFq}
	 1^s^Ut80
71920 E0	 rnNT1h°U r-
01930 CALL	 DrI	 T (1 }
01540 KPH=1
0195C Gn Tn	 81
01960 ENr)
01970 C
01980 C
01990 SlIR¢n(ITIN`E
	 TKcN5.._.._.
02000 C COMPUTE 0TRF,CTIuN COSINES OF SPACECRAFT ATTITUDE kELATIVE TO
02014 C ATTTTUDF ?EFEREL:CL 	 AXES(ECI	 COORDINATES)
-02020 .
_-.-
Cnti M0N/2/ . TTMEy j.QxTFs_ 	 L _p jKj) U T -p. A 11 4}..rX 1L (.4) - -
	
- _.
	
--	 --	 -- -- -	
—
02030 Cnmm nNf5 /SSV(Z7sL).#VP(3)tB(3i3t2)
02040 0T" 7NS T ON	 T(4t4)
02050 C TRANSFnPM	 FULER	 SYMMETRIC_ PARAMETERS_ .. TL3DIRECTION COSINES _RELATIVE _._
(} 2 0 6 D C TO ECT	 AXES
02070 DN	 10	 T	 =	 1 * 3
- 02080_
._...
T (1,9 T)	 _.	 X1(4).
	 --	
-	 --	 —
02090 10 CnNTTNUF
02100 T(1.r7.)=Xi(3)
02110 T(1r.3)=—X1(2)___
G212Q T(1a4}=X1(1)
02130 T(293)=X1(1)
3	 02140 T(294)=X1(2)
02150 T(3t4)=X3('?}
02160 T(291)	 =	 —T(lt2)
02170 T(391)	 =	 —T(lt3)	 _.:..._
02180 T(3s?)	 =	 -T(293)
'	 02190 T(4t,1)	 =	 T(114}
02200 T(4 9?) 	=	 T{?t4}
02210 T(493)	 =	 7(3t4)
.	 02220 T(4t4)	 =	 —X1(4)
02230 nn 40 T=10
02240 Dn	 4th	 J=193
02250 P(I.Jtl)=0,
02260 DO	 40	 K=1.4
02270 ^(Is.)t1 }= 	 3(It.s1	 }+'f(I,K)j(Kt.i}
02280 40-	 Cn"ITTNJE r
02290 PPT iQnt
02300 F!^i^
02310 C
B-7
02320 C
G310 0
03110 C
031GE3
03130
03140
03150
03160
03170
031.75
03180 C
03190
03200
03210
03220
03230
0324C
03250 60
0.3260
03270
03280
03290
03291
43300 C
03310
03320
03330
03340
03350 23
0339.0 C
03400
03420
03520
5llav''[)T',N:F xir'f<Nl
©DT NTS ^- STT M A'ItO ^:TAIE VECTuF AND SIC ATTITUDE [.ATRIA
CD fi" r"11^'/1/"Ire 4DtLP,^.fv1
rte,,m(Ih!/?/TT*`E,TG,TF,DELT9KDELT9X1(4)9X1L(4)
C qmmIN/3/PTrOU(i2)yTAU(3i6)sWM(6)a DRFT(6)9GY(9.tb)
CrimvnN/5/SSV(27t2)tPP(3)tB(3,p3.p2}
DTMPNST O N C(393),D(4)
rA=?06264.91
N7=T
ODTNT WFADING AND TIME
WPITE(?,3R) TIDE
CALL LAP_ATT.
DO 60 T=7 s 3
1 9 60 J=1,3
C{T,J)=n.
D n 60 K=1,93
C(T9J)=C(T9J )+B(19K91) *B(J.tK92)
>j{3 }-CAC{19Z)
DISPLAY Ti"F9D(4)5D(1)
PRT 11T ESTTMATED tULER PARAMETERS AND S/C ANU LAB ATTITUDE MATRIX
WRTTL(_292D) (1sX1 (I)9B ( 9191)	 9ts(Z92,1):B(19391)t
15{T, 7.,?}tR[T,2sC3^3{Is 3,2)sD{I}sI=1,31
WPTTE(?,22) X1(4)
	
,0{4)
14PTTF(512l) TIMEt[1WtG(1),N7
FnR'4 AT(3(2X^ t13.6)92X y I1)
OPINT PFADTNU
WPITF ( ?95a)
PT"'1(11 A=rA*PT Yl1(I)
03530	 WPTTF(?,?') isPIMUTA
035 70
	
45 CONITINUF
03590	 30 FC4""AT(X // /PH TIML = iEl6.9//30X,
03660	 15C3I-IFSTIMATFD SPACECRAFT ATTITUDE RELATIVE 113 EC1 AXES/ /X9
03610	 231J4f'.,X.*llW vLEF i-A^tAK,12X,17HATTITUE- 	 ESTIh:ATE,iTXt
0362L	 31?`Lh(; ATTIT6+JE91ZA.,leHRvPp Y9 k SS EK//)
03u3C	 20	 F'7P^"1TAX,T7rG1Ctk12.9,Xs3{XsF12.9)92k93(X,F1C.5)i2kTF9.2)
03640	 22 FnR"AT(X,1y4,2X9F12.9iE3X,F9.2)
03650	 50	 Ffi Qa'A.7(X/14)()L6tiESTI,'IATEG CYlC BIAS VECTUR/)
B-8 .
i
r	 r.	 :.:..	 j	 s	 ,	 r.	 I	 r ^i; 	., 	 1	 ._f. 'J	
-	
x	 y. ,...	 i 	 i 	 _... .J	 	 v	 ..	 -...	 c,	 x	 e..	 i  	 L 	 -	 x	 ._	 J
t	 r'
I0366C 21-	 Fnn MAT{15YvIts4.X:E12.5)
	 --
0367U PrTUn10
0366U FNr)
03690 C
--	 -	 -
0370.0 C
03710 SUBROUTTKIF	 '[ANT(K1)
03720 Cnmmrl^1/1/NGP NOEL FjNN1
03730 Cr;MMrnl/2/TTN'cj fGjTF,l)ELT.PKDELT,#XI(4)aXIL(4)
03740 C('MM !N /E• /NTP } 1C ATs NJ^p YL ( 212 )
03750 CnMµ"Il;/ 7/Y^(2p2)sY-(, 2j2)rU(-15).t_.&$—T(.3s3r_ZI.L.STK(_312.)
03760 CrIMMO'/FIP(7p7)iR(2s2)YAK(BP2)9HMAT(297)
03770 DIMENSTON	 PT(3x3)sF(3s3)'TP(3'3)
03775 N7=2.
03780 C PPTMTS	 THE	 ERROR	 LOVAKIANCE	 MATRIXjUPPER	 LEFT 3	 BY	 3	 IN
03790 C SMALL	 A N GL F 	 FORM
0380C C SAVE . ( J DP F R	 3.	BY	 3
0381.0 nO 40 T=10
03620 00 40 J=1s3
0.3830
. . .
4 0,	 —PT.( T . r J_) - . P ( I;v- J ]	 .	 .. ......... ._.
03840 C CQNVEDT LIP D Ek	 3 BY 3 OF	 P MATRIX TO SMALL ANGLE	 FORM
03850 F(1+3)=?**( X1(4) 	 +X1(1)' *2/X1(4) )
03860 P(.192)=2.9*(XI(3)-+X1(i)*Xi(2).,/X7.(4_)_)
0.3870 F(123).=-2+*(XI(2) — Xi(1)*XI(3)IXl(4))
03880 F(2^p1)=- 2.* [X1(3)—X1(2)*Xl(1.)/X3,14)]
03890 F(2_92)=?,*(X1(4)	 +XI(-2)**2/X- (.4)l__—_---
_ 	 _..
03900 ^f 2^3)=?.(xl{7)+X1(2l'^X1{311X1(4))
03910 F(3.1)= 2.*(x1(2)+xl(1)*X1(3)/x1(4))
03920 F(IP.?}=-2.	 {x1[1)-XI-(2}	 X1(3)_/X1.(4))	 -	 __--_-
03930 F(3t3)= ?e*(XI(4)	 +XI(3)**2/X1(4)l
03940 1)0	 70	 T=1.s3
03950 no 70 J=1s3
03960 T P(T#J)=r,.
'	 03970 DO 70 K=1.3
03980 70	 TP(TPJ)=T?(Tsj)+F(IPK)*F(JsK)
03990 D" 75	 I=1 P 3
I	 04000 nn 75 J=10
I	 04010 P(T#J)-C.
04020 01l	 75	 K=1 P 3
04030 7.?	 P(T:•!)=r'(I.J)+F(IPK)*TP{K,J)
04070 NIA	 =	 n+1+7+^
^.	 0410C C PPTMT HFADTNG
043,i0 10	 WPTTF(?fl)
B-9
B-10
d.
X4124
0413(,
041.40
04I5G
04160 C
04170
04180 3U
f	 04190
i	 04200 C
44210
44220
04230
04240
04250
04260
-r	 04280
04290
04300
0431.0
04320
04330 4
04340
04350
04360
04361
04362
04363 39
04365
04366 8
04370
04380 C
04.390
04400
04410 4
04420
04430
04440 C
04450 C
04930
04 rr40 C
G49:)0 C
049t,0
F^RMAT(lHls5UXsdHF MATRIX)
no 7') T=I,!-,'^
rW,'TT,7 1?0) T
3 F^?MAT( /FXs 4rikOV 9 121 ?
PPTMT P MATP Ik
20 WPTTE(2s3n) (P(lsJ)s.1=lPNA)
TF(f(1.C(?.0) GO TO 44
PPIMT STA C' NUMBER
50 W D TTF(2s45) ICAT
45 F()PMA T( / 7 As 14HSTAR NUM BER = 113)
TSTl=YD(2s?)
TST2=Yn(192).
nFLI= ( TSTI--YU ( 2s 1 }) 4206264 81
PFL2=(TST2--YD(1sl))*2U6264.81
WPTTF(7 9 E-0) TSTliDEL1sTST2sUEL2
60 F O RMAT ( 3X9 Xs 	 p k:TPUT A 'N' GLES AND''-MEAS. ERRUR/
15Xs7HAZIMUTHs2XsElI,4s5H RAD,s3XsFI.0.3s
27H A P CSFC/6X'5.HELtV s3XsEI.I.4s5H RAD.*,93}i9F10.3F
37H APCSFC)
4 rnNTTNUF
AT= l tPPT(0(2.P1	 +P(A.111*206264.dl
WRITF(?s39) AT
39 F'?RMAT(26H SORT OF POINTING TRACE w vFIO * 3s9H ARC SEC*)
ATl=SQFT (P ( -ls 1) - ) . *Z06264 * 81 .
WR j.T£ (?s 341.) ATl
1 FnRMAT(Xr17H60RESIGHT ERROR = sFl0,3sgH AkC SEC.)
WPjTF(5s8) TIMEsATsATI -s N7_
F0RMAT(3(2 XsLI3ou)s2XsII)
OTS°LAY ATsATI
RFSTOP F P MATRIX	
_.
Dn 4' T=193
n'l 43 J=Ip3
3	 P(T.J)=PT(TsJ)
PFT(IP-4
END
SUl, Q nl lTT Mr- T,NPUT
PFAnS TN ANP PKiNlS INITIAL VALUE59 SYSTEM P AR.Ai-.ETERSsRUN CGPARLL
C r'N'Z TA M Tr p A ND LLNVERTS SPEC IHED ANGLES TO RADIANS
C n M Mf?N / T 1Nr t avD E L V.i iy(rI.
i :-:... 7-::_r^.J	 l	 _::J	 [	 L':.:J^7	 L	 L	 )	 (.r^	 l"' 	iy^•-;i	 i-i	 i;=_ i	 i;t	 i:. i-•_ i
04970	 C(1^ti~rlN17/TI^',Lt ICGsTFsL)ELTsKDELTsX1(4)sX1.L(4)sk5KP
049t)U
	
r'?m"n%l/?/Rt`"u(12)sTAU(3s6)sWM(6)sDRFT(6)oGY(ys6)
04990
	
r"490!11 /4 / P H T (it,, 4)1PH12(413)sQ(727)sCO(4s6)j.WR(3s2)sRP(4s41
05000	 Crlmm',,!/F/'" E'v 27 0 a)joPP(3)sB(333s2)
05C1u	 C9IlMnN /6/NT?s ICAT.PNOPYL(2s2)
05020	 C'TMMP'/7/Yn(2'2)sY(2s2)sU(15)sAST(3s3s2)1STR(3,2)
05030	 CAMP`nA1/P/Pi7s7).ok(2s2)sAK(8.v2)PHMAT{2s7}
0504G	 nTMPNJSInN hleV(4132)1C(3s31rT(3)
05050	 Pik = hiK1 1+I
050 aU 	P11 112 T = 1,^, y
05070	 De 112 J=1sNIN
05080 112 P(IaJ)=OfTsJ1-0.
05090 C	 PFAn TNPUT F LAGS DEFINING TYPE, OF - RUN_ - ANP PRINT _FjPTIQNS _.._.
05100	 RFAn(10) NTkwNG
091.10	 2	 FnRMAT(II.)
05120 PFAP(1:3) N n ELPPKSKP _.
	
_..	
__...
05130	 3 FnRMAT(I3)
05150 C	 READ NC tA T M AL STAR TRACKER TRANSFURMATION MATRIX
05160 _..	 D[1_.20 K=l MTR
05170	 20	 PF-An(Is4) ((A5T(11JsK).w j=1s3)sI=1_,3)
05180	 4 FnRNAT(F9a6)
05200 C_	 RFA0 FTA D c F N5GR, FARA^P-ETE,RS
05210	 nn ? A J=7sNTR
05230	 24 RFAD(1v5.) (S5V(IsJ)sl=3.s9)
05 .240	 5 FnRmAT(F9.3)
05250 C	 PFAn ryPr. PhRAMETERS	
_.
05260	 DC► ?5 J=I r me
05270	 25	 RFAD(1:6) (OY(!sJ)11=1:4}
05280 C	 RFAD FSTTMATED INITIAL RATES
05300	 on 27 I=1v3
0531:0	 27 P EAn(l y 6) Po(I)
05330	 6 FOPMAT(FZ?.6)
05340 C	 4FAn TNTTTAL 4 PARAMETER ATTITUDE
05350	 RFA9(194) (Yl(1)1I=1s4)
053b0	 22 C9NTTMUr
05370 C	 PFAP Tkt TTTAL AiQ FINAL TIMES AND INTEGK.ATICK STEP SIZE
053b0	 RFAP(116) Top TFIDELT
45390 C	 PF1n EDOPP ruVARIANCL 1NITIAL DIAGONAL LLLMENTS
0:400 C
	
UNTTS A P P DAu.sSFC
C541G	 nn ? P T	 sAraj-	
05420	 28	 REAn('96) P(Ii I)
09470 C
B-11
t	
_	
_
y..
05490 C
	 TEMPOPAPY T_NPUT PkINT ROUTINE
05500	 w0TTF(2,17)	 i
05510
	 12 F^PmAT$IH1)
05520	 WPITF(9p7) NTRPING.9NOEL.P
05540
	 7 FOR M AT( 3(X#13)/)
05560
	 nO 33 J=I.N^
05570	 31 W P TTP(PoP) (GY(IsJ),I=I#9)
1	 05580	 8	 F9RmAT(0(X,P10.3))
05590	 WITTF(T,10)
05600	 10	 FnR"AT(/)..
^	 05610	 0C 32 . K=1# NTh
05620	 32 WPITF(2:p)((AST(IsJ#K)#J=1s3)#I=lr3)
05630	 9 .. Fr?QmAT( 0(.x,F9.6))
05640	 WQ TTE(2sj0)
05650	 nn 34 J=1 s NTR
0567.0	 34	 WQT.TE.(P,I1)
05680	 11 ;:9RmAT(9(X,Fl0*3))
05690	 W$ITF(2s10)
05700
	 0C, '35  J=10
05720
	 35 W Q TTF(294) aPiJ}	
-
05730	 41 CONTTNUF
0.740	 WPTTF(2,_10)
05760	 WRITE(PPS) (Xl(I)sI = 1s4)	 — ----	 -
05770	 WRTTF( 2s10)
s	 05780	 DO 37 K=I#NN
05790
	
37 WV ITF(2,Q} P(KsK)
05800	 WPTTF(2slO)
05810	 WRTTP(7,q) TG,TF#DELT
05820.
	
WQTTF_(2AIO)
05880 C
f	 95890 C	 INITIALIZE PKU-BLEM TIME
05900	 TTMF = TO
05910	 15 FrIRMAT(IH1)
05920	 WOTTF(7s1.5)
05930 C	 Cr'NVERT ANGI-ES TO RAOIANS
05940	 CF = 4,84R13bbE--06
05950	 Gr"0 = CF*CF
05970	 r)0	 z^O J = 	 TR
05930	 F)n 1?1 .I=19 7
05990	 131 SSVCTPJ)=rF*SSV(1sJ)
06OC-0	 13C f!ONTINUP
0602C	 nn 13F J=1,n'G
^	 t
Fes: i
	
i	 i	 }"--mss	 `^_.. i	 i•i
9
06030	 GY(IPJ)-GY(1sJ)*CF
06040	 nn 1?5 T =70
06Ci50	 r.Y(T,J)=GY(TrJ)-*CF
ObobG	 135 CrINTTN^UF
0607C
	
r_rLL TNITTAL
06060 C
	
PRTNT FQPFlP CUVARlANCE MATRIX
060';G	 CALL PPNT(0)
061CC C
	
PFT%IT Tti,TTAL STATE VECT,ft
06110	 CAL{ TDNS
06130
	
CALL XIPPN+T
06160	 RFTUPN
06190	 ENO
06210 C
06220	 SLJARrUTTMF 7tRQ
06230 C
	
INTMLTZ^_S.. STATE_ RAN 1_11_Q _ A—TRJUS PHIi_ AND _PHj .2 0,TtR.._EAL_H_-..__-
06240 C
	
FTLTFR UPDATE
06250	 CoMMrN/1/NG+NDELPsNNl
0626-4_	 COMM.flk'/2/TI.MEr.TOYT.F_t-DE_LTvKD£_LT.PX_l.(.4-}sX1_L(.4) .. ._.
06270	 CnMMIN/4/PHT1(4.t4),PPH12(4s3),Q(7s7)sGJ(4s6).tWP,(3.p2)sRP(4s4)
06260 C
	
RFTATN FILTEk UPDATED VALUES OF EULER PARAMETERS FOR NEXT FILTER
06290 C
	
nPFaATTnN
06300	 On ?1 T=Z:4
06310
	
XlL(I) =XI(I)
06320 C
	
SFT P HT1 EL.FME.NTS E_GUAL - Tp ZEaO
06330	 on 12 3=Ts4
06340	 pWIl(T,J)=0,
06350	 22 rnNTTNUF
063603 C
	
SFT PPT2 FLF LENTS E,^LJAL TO 2ER0
06370	 00 ?3 J=I : N ov 1
.	 06380	 PHIP(T.9JA=0.
06390	 23 rrkiTT^'IIF
,.. 064 U 0 C	 SST PHT1 nTAGONAL ELLFEN7S EOUQL TO ONE
06410	 P'4Tl(Tsl)-1.
06420	 21 crNTINUF	 -
06430 C
	
SFT () MATPTY C hPLTATION INTERVAL COUNTER TG ZERG
46440	 KnCLT=f)
06450 C
	
SPT n M ATPTX ELErENTS IU ZEFL
06460	 0*1 I n T=1.7
Cb470	 n^ 1^ J=1,7
06480	 10 C(T.J)=C'.
06490	 a r TU^ w*
r B-13
k\
065 G0 EN0
06510 C
06520 C
ob530 SU9P'IIJTTNF	 INITIAL
06540 C9Mm0hl/I/N(=,N0EL9sNNl
06550 17 "14"nN/2/TTY'EsTGs]FsDELIPKDEEItX1(4)pX1L(4)
06560 Cf MmMnr€/3/PTMu(I2)tTAit3tb),PWM(6)tDRFT(6)sGY(916)
06570 UIMN" N/4/ PPTi( 4s 4) t PHI 2(4x3)t Q(757)9Q0(4sb)swk(312 )2RP(4s4)
06560 CnIM9" '/5/SSV(27t2)sPP(3)sB(3s3s2)
06590 rnMmIN/6/NTpt1CATshilrY.L(zj.p.2-) 	
__-
Gb600 CnmmnN/8/P(7s7)sk(2s2)sAK(8t2)pHMAT(2s7)
06610 DIMENST9N	 TP1(3t3)sTP2(3s3)sTP(3sl2)sTP4(623)
0662() C CnMPUTE	 GYRO . 'WLIGhTING	 MATR . IXp	 TAU .... ---
06630 DD 12	 T=1tN,
r	 06640 nn	 I?	 J=133
s	 0665() 12	 TP4(I•J)=(I.+GY(2sI))*GY(3+Js
06660 00 10	 I=Is3
06670 DP In	 J=133
06660 TP1(TtJ)=O.
06b90 nq	 10	 K=1+Nr
06700 TP1 (Tg.)) = TPI (IsJ)+TP4(KsT)*7P4(KsJ)
06710 10	 CONTTNUP.
0672.0 DcL=TPl(1sl}*TPI(2s21 	 TP1{333)+TP1(1t2)*TP1{2s3)'^TPIt3s1)
06730 1+T°1(1s3)*TP1(2s1)*TP1(332)—TP1(1t3)*TP112s2)*IP1(3s1) J
II', 06740. .2—TP1(131)#TP1(2 s 3)* T_ P1(32,2)'-TP1( 1,2-).*TP1(2_s1 ).*.TP-1(-3.93) 	 _	 - _	 ..	 .
06750 D(. =1. /t1FL
Y^067n0 TP?(It1)={Trl( 2s2)*TP1(3,3) — TP1(3t2)*TVI(2}3))YEiL
06770 Tp?(Ir2)=(TP1( 3s?) *TP1( lt3).-TPI(1t2)* TPI(3s.3))*DL
06730 TP?(ls3)=(TP1(ls2)*TP1(233)—TPl(2t2)*TP1(1s3))*DL
06790 TP2{2s1)M(TP1	 331)	 TPI(233	 TP1(2s11	 TPI(3s3))*DL
06800 TP?_(2 q7)=( 7P1i.1t1)*TP1(3r3)-TPl(ls3)*T-P1(3^1))*DL
^	 - -06810 TP2(7:3)=(TP1(231)*TP1(lt3)—TPl(ltl)*TPI(2s3))*DL
06820 TOP (3t1)=(TP1(211)*IP1(3t2)—TP1(3s1)$TP1(2s2))*JL
06830 li	 )*TP1(3s- 21 WLTP?(3sP)=(Tot(3slf'*IPi(Is2)-TPI- 	 .
06840 TP2(3t"1-{TPltlslf^TPI(2t2)-7^'^(2s1)*^f'i(1s21)^DL
06850 Dr1	 15	 I=1s 3
06860 nD	 15	 J = I s NE;
06870 TPU (It J)=0,
r	 G6680 nn	 15	 K=I^^
oE890 TAU(Ioj)=TAIJ(IsJ)+TNL(IsK)*TP4(JtK)
06900 15	 CnNTIN'UF
0691E	 C INTTIALTZF	 °ASI	 DATA
B-14
s:
06930 ^^	 7{1	 I=T, nlC
06950 2U OP FT(T)= rY(!, I)
06960 0^	 3 r	 T= 1 s  3
069ec 36 W 0 ( T+1)=Wd	 (T,2)=PP (I1
06990 C CrmOUTF	 V I TTIAL GYRGPACK PARAMETERSs
	
PIMU
07010 D 	 4C	 T=1 r 3
0(02() Plml-l(I)=r}a
07030 Dr,	 4C
07040 PIMU{T)=PTVI-1(I)+TAU(IYJ)*(Ia+GY(2,J))4GY(1,J)
07050 40 CONTTNL.1c
07070 L=3
07080 PQ	 50	 T=l,3
07090 00 60 J =10
07100 L=L+I
07110 P TM(1 (1_?^f'.
07120 1'3	 60	 k1=1,NG
07130 PIMU(L)=PIMU(L)+TAU(I.PKl)*(1.+GY(2.oK1))*GY(3+JoKi)
07140 60 CnNTT!UF
07150
_..
PTMU(4#T_)=P.INU(4*1)--l.o
	
-
'' f	 07160 50 CnNTINtlr
07170 C COMZIUTF	 TAU*TAU—T*SIG— S0 FGR	 USE	 IN 0
07160 DO 65	 4=29 NO
07190 ?P3=S0RT(GY(7sJ)**2*100.00*DELI+GY(9sJ)**2) 	 /10G./DELT
07e-')O D9	 65	 T=193
07210 TP(T9J+6)=TAU(IPJ)*GY(6sJ)
	
*SQRT(104s*DELT)
07220 65 TP(I,J)=TAU(I.*J)l^TP3
07230 Di!	 70	 T=1,3
07240 00	 70	 J=1, 3
07250 oo (T, J) =!?.
07260 00(T ,J+3) =0.
07270 00 70	 K=1rNr,
07280 ')O(T:J+?)=CO(IiJ+3)+T'r(IsK+61*FP(JsK+6)
07290 7G 00(TiJ)=A0(T,J)+TP(IsK)*TP(J,K)42500.*GELTVDELT
07370 C C^^1VF^T	 1) p P^	 -LEF1	 3	 b y	 3	 OF	 P	 MATRIX	 TG	 EULEit	 SYPMETt<lC
07380 C PARAMFTFD	 F g RM,	 ORIGINAL P ASSUMED DIAGONAL,
07390 7.1=F(1,1)
07400 77=P(3,?)i
07410 Z3=P (Ila)
07420 P(1 a1)=.35 m (Ll	 kl{4)x= '2+Z2	 Al{i}	 ?+23	 x1{2}	 c)
07430 a{1,}=(?,7.)-.2^${{ci—LZl'^h](4)'X3(3)—Z3*tii(^)xI(2))
07440 P(193)=r( 3s1)=. 25'91((23—Z1)",xi(4)*x1(2)-42*X1(1)*kI(3))
07450 P(?,?)_.'(ZT'^k7{3)M'^c+ZLklf4)2+Z3'^xl(1)G}
r
'r s-15
^•j!-
..
-..
'
^ef4'..._A	 ... _ . .—may	 ^_. ^..-.	 w...w.w w.:..w..._.^.nw^...,--. 	 ,_,..,..—. ..	 .. _.,_...,..	 -.	 .. ,.	
.___--	
_
_ --_ _ _
	
_.11^^
4-a	 07460 p(?^3)= `#3.?)=.2^#{ZZ—L3)Xi{1}X1 {c, }—i1Xi(2}'^xI(3j}
0747U a(3,a)=.:?5*fZ1*X1(2)411^2+L24X1{1)**2+Z3*Xi(4)*1^21
07600 RFTPD\1
07,510 Fh}D
C7b2O C
0763U C
07640 SUIIPrlVTTNr-	 S'rkCHK(YG)
07650 rn'4E'0N / 1 /'lG 9 viDEL Ps NN1
07660 C%'4MnNI7/TTM	 YTt,PTFsPELTsKDELTsX1(4)PX1L(4)
07670 CqmmnN/5/c,CV(27.'.2).tPP(3)sR(3s3.t2)
07680 CnmmnN/6/NTRsICATsNOsYL(2s2)
07610 Cn"MON /7/YP(2s2)2Y(222)sU(15)9AST(3s322):STR(3s2)
07700 TCAT=2
07720 17(YG.GT..1)	 TCAT=1
07720 TF(Yr,.LT.—.1)	 TCAT=3
07680 10U Cr"4TT III IJF
07890 YL(1,L)=YL(1s2)=Y(1sl)=YD(ltl-)-YD(1s2)=Y(1,2)
079GO YL(221)=YL(2s2)=Y(2s1)=YD(2sl)=YD(292)=Y(2s.2)
07910 PFTUDN
07920 Emn
07930 C
0. 7940 C
-07950 SURROUTTNE	 3TARDC(CsISTRsT8L)
07960 COMPr'N/2/TIMEsTG,TFsDELTsKDELTsXI(4)sX1L(4)
07970 tP (3)e.4(t	 .#.3.92)
07980 nTMP',ISTPM	 C(3)9TP(3s3)oRPI(3)sD(3)
07590 C rIFFIkIr	 STAR	 LiR.	 COS.	 IN	 LAB	 AXES
G80GG TP(lvl)=-.6Po69G2
08010 TP(192)=	 4.7424E-5
08020 TP# ?sl)=—.544475
08030 TP(?*2)=?..153E--!^
08050 TO(3il)=-1.020237
0.8060 Tp#3^?)=	 4.512E--5
08080 "	 LL	 TPt,S
08082 TT=?.*TP(TSTR21)
08064 Tel=TP (TSTRs 2 )+TBL
08086 D(l)=—STN(TT)*CUS(Tw)
08066 P(7)=5TM(TT;y3SjN(TW)
08090 D(3)=CrS(TT)
08180 C FPRm	 LA S	T?J F*?TIAL	 ATT11UDE
08190 CHILL	 LARATT
Ob200 C Cn^IVFPT	 TI	T\LvTIAL	 C IGkD.
B-1 b
Ob210 0r	 2 n 	I=1.93
08224 C(Il=Q.
OE230 Q"1	 ?o	 J=1 9?
OE240 20 C(T)=C(T) +n(jplp2)*D(J.)	
_	 ..
08250 pFTUPM
08260 FKI'1
. 48270 C
06280 C
08290 Sl1RRnI1TTN E	 LABATT
b3^G C;IMF^'trt/21TI.Mts 1o,J_F9 ^tLT-p.Kl?EI,Ty_X1(_4)..^X1l,(4}
i	 08310 CnMMnN /5/SSV(2712)iPP(3)25(3t3,p2)
08320 RTA=1.—C0S(7.2722G522E-5*TIME)
08330.. pl=J..	 ..	 . _
4834G 97-n,a?c)QA ng4l
08350 P ?=(,.557741099
'	 08360 AL =SlN(7.272,2Q522E-5*TIM_E.)_
08370 5(1x1#2)- x.-BTA*(f<2**2+R3**2)
08380 8(1x?s2) = AL*R3+STA #tRI* R2
06390_ .
 ...
9(1.3x2)=-AL*R2.+37A*ti*R3
08400 R(2 xl r?)=—AL*R3+8TA*Rl*k2
08410 R(?r?x2 ) = 1.—t3iA(kl'^2iie32}
_-0842U F (_? x ^.?_)_=AL' Ki +6TA*R2*R3	
_.
j 08430 9 ( 3 x 1R2)=A(.*k2+BTA*R1*R3
A 08440 FI(3.2s2)=—AL*Rl+81A*R2*R3
j _08450 R ( 391p2 )=1.--BTA*(Ri*	 2+R2,^42)
08460 PETUON
1	 08470 FNr)08480 G
08490 C
j	 o6b50 SUR?nUTTNE	 GYPCK
08660 rnMmn(,/1/NG+NOELFsNNI
06670 C -IPA M''1r:/?/C^T	 G(12	 TAU(3xb)xWM	 6),tDRFT(b)xGY	 9,6)
08680 C(IMMrN/4/PHT1(4.o4)-9 PH12(4,3)s0(7, 7)xGJ(4s0)y,i k(3s2)lRt'(4x4)
08690 nT4cW^TPN	 T O 131-
08700 C POOVI"FS	 ESTIMATED	 S/%	 RAIFS	 BASED	 UPON GCMPENSATEG GYR059
06710 Cn	 In	 T=1x3
06720 C ryTFT D REVInUS FAIL DATA 6ACK ONE STEP
06730 lgQ(Tx7)=W0(T:i)
OE740 C rjm,)tJTC:	 lir-	 t;YRLL	 PACKAGE	 RAZE	 ESTIMA(E
06750 TO(T)=—DTULl(i)
OE760 F!n	 10	 .1=1,nJr
0877E. T?(T)=TR(T)+lAU(.(,J)*lAM( J)
8-17
},<
Ol780 10 C-04TTPlUF
08740 ! _?
08800 n0	 T=1,3
0b810 WQ(Tsl )=TP(T)
08820 DO	 20	 J=10 1
08830 L=L+l
06840 WO(T$1)= WR 	 1	 1)—PIPW	 L)*TP( J.)_
08850 20 CONTTNUF
08860 pCTLlPt`
08870 F0	
-
08880 C
08890 C
09220 SUap9l ► TINE	 AT_T_
09230 C °FRFrDr5 NU M ERICAL	 INTEGRATION TO DETERMINE	 SPACECRAFT ATTITUDE
09240 C AS	 PEPPFSENTED	 6Y	 EULER	 SYMMETRIC	 PARAML-TERS
09250 C'IMMPM/?/TIC"L.tiG,TFs,DELTsKDELl_i..X1-(,4)sXl_L-(4)-
09260 C'?MMnN/4/PHTI(4s4)sPHI2(4s3)rO(7,7)sO0(4i6)YWR(3s2)skP(4s4)
09270 DTMFNS117N	 T(5)sTP(3)
.09280 P;l	 ?0 -T=1s3
09290 20 TP(T)=95*(tgP(Isl)+WR(Is2)1
093GO C rnMPUTE	 S(0)	 FOR	 USE	 IN	 RP	 {MA TRIX
09310
.
T(?)=(TP(1)	 *2+TP(2.)**2+TP(3)**2)*DELT**2/4.
09320 T(1)	 -	 SOPT(T(2))
09330 T(2)	 =	 Cn5(T(1))
09340 T(3)=.5
09350 IF(ARS(T(1)).LL.I	 E-2Gl	 GE!	 To	 6
f
0
^
9360 T(3)	 =	 ^ThJ(T(1))
09370 T{3)=T (3)/(^.'^T(1l1
09380 6 CONTTNUF
05390 C FnRM R p MATRIX FOR PRUPAGATING EULER PARAMETERS
09400 PP(192)=T(3)*TP(.3)*DE LT
09410 RP(l,*?)=—T(3)*TP(2)*DELT
09420 Q4(l.4)=T(l)*TP(1)*DELI
09430 rao(?sa}=^P(ls4l
09440 RQ(?s4)=—RP(1s31
09450 RP(3s4)= PP(ls2)
09460 nn	 10	 T=1, 4
09470 PP(T:T)=— T(?)
09450 P11	 10	 J=19 T
05490 a¢(T.J}=-pP(Js I)
09500 10 CF;NTI"It1F
09530 CALL	 PPT
B-18
r
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09550 C	 P°nOA^hTF EULER PARAMETERS
04560	 Pn 1' T=l,4
09570	 T(T)=3.
04550	 n, 1? J=1 r4	 _	
--
09590	 T(T)=TEI) +PP(Is,j )l^K1(J)
09600	 12 CfINTINUE
09610 C
	
^sN n P MALTZF Ft JLEk PARAMETERS
09620
	
T(5) = '^OPT(T(1) #*2+T(2)4*#2+T(3)**2+T(4)**2}
0963G	 0' 14 T=1#44
G9640	 XI(T)=T(I)/T(f)1-
09(650	 14 CnNTTNtJE
09660
	
OE TUPM
09670	 F N D
09660 C
09690 C
05700	 St)IRntJTTNF Ph I.-
	
-
09710 C COMPUTES THE	 STATE	 TRANSITIGN MATRICES	 PHI1	 ANN	 PHI2
09720 Cnt4MrN/I/NGpNDELP,NNl
09730 C'?Mmr'N/2-/TTMEP, TOY 1iFsUELT9Kf1E.L.TjXl(412XlL(4)
09740 CIM"IN/4/PHTi(4s4)PPH I2(4s3)r0(7s7)pQO(4sb)skR(3s2)sRP(4s4)
09750 DTMFNST0N	 W(4)sTl(3s12)sPK(4s3),NHI2T(4sl2)sTPi(7s7),TP2(7s7)
097bC nTME"'STnN	 PO(7s7)
09770 ' c CnMPUTF PHT1
09780 n9	 10	 J=1,4
09790 On	 11	 T=Is4
098GO W(T)=n.
09610 nn	 11	 K=1 :4
09520 W(T)=W(T)+DP(1sK)4Pm1 1(K s J)
09830 11 CONTINUF
09840 D'l	 10	 T = 1s 4
09850 PNII(T),J)=W(1)
09660 10 l-nNTTK'UF
o g 880 C CnM'7t1TF	 PHT>
G9N90 nn	 4?	 T=114
09900 nn 42	 J=IpNNI
09910 DwT2T(TsJ)=kl.
09920 rl	 42	 K=1, 4
04930 42 OHT^T(TS.t)=DHILT(Isj)+RP(I)K)*PHI2(KjJ)
09440 ;^rl	 14	 T=1.3
09950 llK(T+T)=XT(4)
09960 14 C!1NTTKiLJF
9-19
1 ^'
' 09,9L0 PK(I,3)=X1(21
05940 av('93)=—X1(if
100GO PK(9,1)=XI(')
lu01G PK ( 1 , l ) = — Y l ( L )	
_....
l 10020 0K(le2) =XI(1)
10030 PK(4,1,)=—X1(1)
_l0p4C PK(4s2)	 =	 —X1(2)
10050 Pk (493) =—x1 (3)
10060 0n 30 T=10
10070 Dn	 ?1	 J-1+?
10060. 31 T1 ( Ts J ) =0.
10090 30 T1(7s I) =—l.
10210 J1,i
10220 Prl	 14	 J	 =	 1, 3
10250 on	 ?2	 T=194
10260 TZ	 =	 c`.
1 02 70 nQ	 23	 k -1,3	 -- ---._..--
10280 TZ	 =	 TZ+PK(T,K)*T1(K,J)
10290 23 CONTIMUF
10300 PwT2(T,JI)	 =	 PHI2T(I,J1)+TZ
10310 22 CINTINVP
10320 J1=J1+?
10330 19 CONTTNUF
10350 C UPOATF 0 TF TIME
	 I5 APPROPRIAIE
10360 WPELT=KPF'LT+1
10370 IF(KnFLT,LT.IGU)	 GU	 TG	 50
i 10380 KE'F! T=0
l 10390 (??	 55	 T=1,4
10400 0n	 55	 J=3_, 3
10410 TP?(T,J)=0.
10420 DO	 55	 K=I, 3
10430 55 TP2(T,J)=TP2(I,J)+PK(I,K)*00(K,J)
10440 nn	 E0	 T=1,4
10450 nq	 6 n	 J=104
10460 T0 l(IsJ)=0.
10470 00	 60	 K=1#3
10480 60 TPI(T,.!)=TPICIYJ)+TP2(1,K)*PK(J,K)
10490 nq	 61	 T=1;17
10500 nn	 Al	 J=1,et
10510 61 Tnl(T,J)=Tal(JsI)=G.
10520 P9 h2	 T =5.7
1G53G 'fin	 6	 J=3,7
B-20
F ^	 k	 r
,l	 Fl	 c	 ['.I	 I tom}
IG54G	 62- TP1(19 J) =Q0 (i-4j J-1)
10550	 TO-P°(PsT)y*2+FF(,-ol) *2+RP(4-,1)**2
10560
	 TQ=';QPT(].-Zi.GGU. Ty}
10570	 7^ 4:, T=1,4
10580	 nn 64 J=?,4
10590	 D0(T.,1)=Rn(T,J)*100.
10660
	 64 PO{T+3,J) =0.
10610
	 6q J=T.,?
10620	 DO) T,J +4)=-n ELT*NK{I9J)*50.
10630	 65	 PO T+3..•l+^+}=G..
10640	 Ro(T+3sT+3)=i.
10650	 P0(Til)=T9
10660	 63 yqNTJNU.F
10670	 I?0 5f, T=1, 7
10680
	
nn 55 1=19,7
10690
. 	
TP2(TPJ)=0,
10700	 nn 66 K=197
10710	 66 TP2(I,J)=TP?.{I9J)+Q(IPK)*PG(J,K)
10720	 D0 57 T=I.7
1073U	 01 67 J=1, 7
	_..
10740	 Q(T9J)= TP1(TsJ)
1075U	 D9 67 K=Ia7
10760	 67 Q(T,J)=A(I,J)+RG(19K)*TP2(KiJ)
10770	 50 CfjNTINUF
10780 C	 PWT2 MUFT STILL BE MULTIPLIED $Y-PELT/2 IN PRFIL
:I	
10790	 PETIJON
10800
	 E"f0
10810 C
10820 C
10830	 StlRP(lVTTNE }MAT
10840 C
	
FgRO THE STATE +INDISE COvARIANCE MATRIX
10850	 f ilM^'i"'! 1 /ftiC.; +i^ELF9ivtii
10860
	 C'-IMMnN/4/° HT1(4,4),Pril2(4,3),G(7,7)jPQO(496),WP(3 ► 2),RP(4,4)
10870	 nTMuhl5Trhl T01(7,7)
10860 C	 PPr)PFPLY PACK Q MATRIx
10890	 X q 10 T=I.n7
10900	 0r If? J=? , 7
10910	 10	 TPI(T#J)=0(T9j)
10920	 13
10930	 ^r) T 5 T=) 91
10940	 J1=3
1095[.	 n^ 17 ,1=193
r : B-21
t1097(3
1090-0
109yC
';	 1101C
11020
1.1030
11t75C
11070
1.1080
11160
111.70
7 1180 C
11190 C
11200
11216 C
11220 C
11230
11240
11250
11260
11270
11280
11290
11300
1140G C
11410
11420
11430
11440
11450
11460
1147G C
11.480
114}0
11500
11630
11820 C
11830
11840
11(19t;
J1=J1 +1
0(T,J1)=^(.!l pl)=TF1(IsJ+4)
17	 P ^yTI,!!!r
J'^=Jl+1
J?=3
nO 16 J=1:3
J2=J?+l
Q(J3,J2)=TP1tl+4,J+4)
16 CgNTTNJUE
15	 C r klTT.MUF
RFTUDN
ENT)
Sll R P f'!'TTNF TRAC (YG )
r:?MPUT'FS T P ACKER GUFPUT ANGLES FRbM ATTITUDE, A_ND
TPACKEP TOENTIFICATION NUMBEk
C)]m( ,inN/2/TT"E:s T03TFs DELTsKOELTsX1(4) 3X1L(4)
C'M M 'M/5/SSV"7s2)sPP(3)s6€,3s3s2) 	 -
C9M"-" 16 /NTP, TCAT, NUs YL (25,2)
r'IMMLI' /7/YC(232)sY(2s2),U(15)sAST(3s3s2)sSTR(3:2)
nTMFMS
.
TnM T(_b)sC-(33.3)-rTT(3.)
YL(1,1)=Y(1,1)
YL(2pl)=Y(2s1)
CALL TPMS
CnMPUTF TP4CNER TKANSrUkMATIDN RELATIVE TO INERTIAL COORD
no Ar T=I s 3
n 17 Pn J=l0 a
C(I,J)=0.
Dn PO K-193
C(IvJ1 =C(T.9 +AS . T(IsKA NO. )*B(_KaJs1)
80 C94TTNIM:
C rIM O U T E STA Q GIFECTIJ!k COSINES IN TkACKER AXES
n" nA T=153
U(I) = C(Ts1)*STR(1sl)+C(Ts2)*STR(2s1)+C(Is3)*STR(3s1)
40 CnNTTMUF
CP M PL1T c T Q A!'KEK GUTPUT lF IT HAU INFloi!TE BANi)wlDTH (INTERVAL AVE.)
Y(T.1)=-(Li(1)+SIN(YG)) /U(5) -°(SSV(431) +SSV(.j,i))
Y(2:1)=!!(3)-(SSb(3s.L)+U(5)*SSV(l,tl)-U(i)*SSV(2s1) )
101; Q F T !,1 D NI
B-22
p--
,	 ..	 , '—t	 r	 r
a
-- 7 C	 I
F r= r)
5L'lPnUT7NF TkCFLT
rnM"nM/? /TTMEs TOAlFs'3l=LTsKDEL Ts X1 (4) 9 X1L (4)
rnmmnf l/F/SSV(27s2)sNP(3)sB(3p392)
C r'Mr"0N/6/NTPs ICAT vNOpYL (2,2)
CnMUnto/7/Yn(2p2),Y(2s2),U(15)iAST(3p3,2)+STR(3p2)
n TMFNSTn',' C(2),h(2)
ov
'1VTn rc FTt TLRED TRACKi=- R CjUTPLiT
C(1) = ' 5SV( AYNO)/DELT
C(2) = SSV( QpNL:)iDELT
a(2)=rxP(—j./C(2))
	
-
nn 10 K=1 o?
nn 11; T=I P P	
_ .
10	 YO( IPK)= Yn(I,K)*R(1)+{1. —C(I)*(1.—R(I)))*Y(19K)
1+(17(I)#(I..-17 (1))—[R(I))*YL(19K)
RFTURN
ENn
SL' A071UTINE PRF IL
CONVE?TS 4 —PARAMETER ATTITUDE SYSTEM TO 3 PARAMETERS AND MODIFIES
STATE TPANSITION MATRIX
C 9 'llM P^ l /I /NGv NUELP9 NNI
CnMMntl/?/TTMLYTUPTF,OELTpKuELTpXl(4).PX1L(4)
Cl mm l'N/'/?T w v(12)sTAU(3,6)9kN(6)sDRF1 (6),GY(9.p6)
C rl MMO'J/4/P;-4 T3(4,4)sPri12(4,3)s t(7,7)400(4,G).vWR(392)sRP(494)
CnmM'.1^1/5/5SV(27s2)PPP(3)9$(39392)
COM'"Fi g• /6 /NTP s ICA TP NUY YL (2 p 2 )
rr,mm n r,/ 7/Yn(LY2),Y(2,2)9U(15)PAST(3,3,2),STR(3,2)
CIMM` N/R/a(7,7),k(2,2) PAK(`3p2)sHMAT(2,7)
OT m F M S Tn N 61(3)
W(1)=XIL(1)/X1L(4)
w(3)=x?I_(3)/X1L(4)
12270	 '?^ Ir^ T= T r?
12260	 n'^ T 3 J = ? r
12240
	
a14T1 Tr.i} =n ► 4zt{19^j	 II(I,4?*w(J)
12300	 10 C"'N1TT^l11
1231['	 nn I? T =I r 3
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r
11900
11910 C
11920	 C
11930
11940
11950
11960
11970
11960
1194 0 C
12000
12010
12020
12030
12040
x.2050
i	 12060
12070
1z0F3 0
12090
12100	 C
12110 ..0
12120
12130 C
12140 C
12150
12160
12170
12150
l	 12190
12200
12210
12220
12230
12240
12250
'	 12260
B-24
_r:
123 2 0 P	 i ?	 J=IVNN1
12330 a+IT- (TS:)=°N12(Is.!)4:)LLT/2.
12340 12	 r lNITTKIUF
12350 RrTUOK'
12 3 b G F''' r3
12370 C
1238G C _	 ..
12390 SL ) RRq(ITTNF	 wP,IRX
124GO C CnMDUTPS
	 ""FASUPEMENI	 MATRIX
12410 CrlmMfIN /1/hl!: ► iN1ALr,NN1
12420 rr)MMr)N/2/TTY.,EOTOATF,DELT,KDELT,XI(4 )0X1L(4)
12430 CIMMnN/6/NTPjlCATiNOsYL(2s2)
12440 . rPMMnhi / 7/YO.(2,92 ) 4Y(2s2,)Y_U(15) _ rAST(3pag? ) ,STR	 3s2}	 _...
12450 C !IM^"Ira /p/ P(7t7)pR ( 2s2)sAK ( 8s2)sHMAT(Zr7)
12460 nT'AENsir"	 T(3),IT(4szt)sT1(3,4)
12470 nIMFbISTPN	 TA(Z14)
12780 Dn	 130	 I=104
12790 TT(T)T)-0.
12800 130	 CONTTh'IUF
12810 M10)	 = —STR(3sl)
12820 TT(193)	 =	 STR(2,1)
12830 TT(I,4)	 _ STR{Isl)_..--------
12840 TT(2s3)	 =	 --STR(lyl)
12850 TT(2p4)	 =	 STR(2s1)
12$b,0, TT(3Y4) _= STRIA,I)
12870 TT( 29 1)	 =	 — TT(1, 2)
12880 TT( 3, 1 )	 =	 —TT (1,3)
12890 TT( 3o	 _	 —TT(203)
12900 TT{4,1}	 =	 TTCIP4)
12910 TT(492)	 =	 TT(204)
12920 TT(4s3)	 =	 TT(3p4)
j	 12930 T(1}	 =	 —XI(1)/Xl(4)
'	 12940 T(?")	 =	 —X1(21/X1(4)
I	 12950 TM	 = —X1(1)/X1(4)
12960 Dr1	 160	 T=103
12970 r)f_l	 160	 .1=1 s 3
12980 T'i(TPJ)	 =	 TT(IsJ)+STR(I,1)*T(J)
12990 160 C9NTTN('g
130GO n^	 165	 T=1•?
13010 T1(TFI)	 _	 (w- A ST(Iv ls ciO ) *XI(4) + AST(Is2 v,v0)*X1(3)
13020 1—AST{T^3s'`!^!) ^k1{2) }2.
13U30 T1 ( T,?)	 =	 ( — AST ( isLO ;y C}	 X1 { 3) — AST ( I.#ZtM	 * X1(4)
y	
i
I
13040 I+ AST( Is3sN10)`Xx1i1))*20
130 0 T1(TsI)	 =( AST (ijoIiNOI)	 Xl(Z) —AST(Iv2PNO) ^Xl(1)
+	 13060 I—AST(Tvgtklr)*xl(4))*2,
13070 TI(Ts4)	 =	 (--AST(islp NO) ^rXlU)--AST(1.szth0l*Xlf2)__-
13080 1—A3T(Ts3.N0 )*X1(3))*2e
13090 165 C9NITINUF
13100 D9	 166 K=1 r4
13110 TA(1+K)=Tl(12K)/S^RI(16-01)**2)
13120 Th(P9,K1=—Tl(3sK)
13130 16 6 	 f:nNfTTh'UF
13140 pn IQ0	 J=Ip3
13150 HmAT(1+J1 =0.
13160 HMAT(2p..!)=O.-_'-.
13170 nn	 l R O 	 K =1.9 4
13180 HMAT(IsJ)=HMAT(1PJ)+TA(1sK)*TT(KsJ)
13190
_..
H,M.AT(PP-J)=UMAT(2sJ)+TA(_2-sK .)-*-I.T(K.s4.1.—.-_....
13200 180 rONTTN()E
13210 PCTItPN
X322.0 _ ...	 ..	 EN S}	 .	 .	 -
1330 C
13240 C
3	 13250
..
StP3PnfJTT",r_Pl!AT
13260 C FARMS MEASU R EMENT NOISE	 COVARIANCE MATRIX
13270 CPMMON /5/5SV(27a2)iPP(31ss(3p3sZ)
1,3280 CnMMnN/6/NTP.9!CAT:NGsY-L(2s2)
13290 CnmmnN/R/P(7,7) sft(2s2)sAK(8s2)sHMAT(2s7)
13300 R(102)= x'(2011=06
13310 R(1v1)=SSV(	 02N. 0 	 z
13320 P(?s?)-SSV(	 71NG)4^2
13330 i?ETUPN
13340 FNS	
--
1335C C
133 60 C
13370 SURQ9LJTTMP	 F ILT
13360 C USING	 KALMAN	 FILTER	 cOS.s	 COMPUTES	 FILTER GAINSsAKs	 ANU PROPAGATES
13390 C FQPnP	 Cr1VA Q TAiNLE	 hATRI,X s P
131100 fn"mgm/1/mGpNDELPsNN1
134i0 CnmmnN/?/PTMG(12)sTAU(3s6),WVIOJs0RFT(t)sGY(q„b)
13420 C" " ?0 	 (4s 41st'Hit{ 4s 3) s0( 7 ,7)pUJ(4s6) st,.R 	 3s2)9RP(4s4)
13430 CrMMnr.1pi	 27,42	 PP(3)s;i(393221
13440 Cnf4MnN/P/P(7s7),R(2s2)sAK(cs2),HI'AT(2s7)
134_(G 1)1 Mr ' I S T i'°I	 TA	 7,7)s1B	 7)
F
I
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i
134bU C
	
Cr!MF'1JTP AC`CIIIL^NAi C1P;STANTS- t-Ok PARTbTltifvItd(; MATkiTCES
1:3465	 1<,h1-P=NNl
PI"t3 =Nl 1—*^ V^
N='4N1 +1
M=2
CALL SPM'-IIJL(VHlis1s1s3s3sPs1s1s3sTAs1sls4s7s71
CALL SPteIhUL(PH12s].sIs3sNN2sPs4s1s3yPYlsls4s.7s.7)
CALL SPMA)rt(TAY Is Is Pslsls TAP ls1P3s3.97s7s7)
CALL S P M m tJL(PHllsisIs3131P y ls4PNN2s TA P Is4s4s7'7)
[`1111 SPM P4111 f p k t;l .I.I.A.WN2.P.4&4aNN2.P•I.4.4.7.7)
CALL SPI-*A r)(TAsls^si's1s4sPs1s4s3sNN2i7s7s7)
CALL SPY m UL(Pt llolo1s3s3sPsIs4+NN2sNN3sTAs.:s4-sNN2s4s7s7)
CALL z P mklUL.(PHIZsIs lo3s vN2, Fs4_04+NN2,tiiN3sFp1 -s..4+NN.k.v4i7s7) -
T1 =4+442
C3LL SPMAnD(TAslsilsr'slsIlsPslslls3.*Nti3s7s7s7)
nrs 1 1 T=1 . l
r) r. 15 K=I s 3
P(I sK )=`].
D9 15 J=Is3
15 P(TsK)= P(T.K)+TA(IsJ)*PHI1(KsJ)
0(? ?0 T-I.3
n. 20 K=1 s3	
---	 -	
_.
TP(IrK)=R.
Pn 20 J= IsNN2
20 T A( TP9)=TA(Is .K)+P(IsJ+3 .)*PH12(- K,J.-) ..._._._
CALL S O MAP )(PyIsIsTAslslsPs1s1s3s3s7s7s7}
CALL ^ PNI TQA( Pip lsIrs31NN2sPs4sls7v7)
CALL 3 0 "T P A(t 1s4+iNN2s3sivN_3sPs4+NN2sis7s7)
P=PWT P P H T — THANSPOSL HAS BEEN COMPUTED
CALL S P MA0 1 ( Pip 1s1s0s.LslsPslslvNpNs7s7s7)
DF TU PN
E"lTRY 1:F IE T
CALL SPr-%ILIL( HMAIslslst`is.4sFslslsNsTAslsls2s7s7)
CALL S O VTPA(hiAls lslortoNsAKslsls2s6)	 -
CALL cR MM iJL(IAslslsMsNsAKs!slsMP TAY M+lsls7s6.971
CAL L S'° M41D(TAPS. +lslsRslsls TAP lsltMyMs71,2,s7)
INVFP SF POUTINE FELLO)AS
i382fJ	 fIET=T?t(1sI) IA(Zs2) — TA1?sI) IA(ls2}
13830	 Th(1p"+1.) =TA (2s2}/LET
13840	 TA{1,M+^)= —TK{ls2)/GET
13850	 TA{ 2,M4-I}=—TA(2s1)iDET
13860	 T A ( ?*v+2)=Tt(151)/DEr
13470
134bCt
13490
13500
13510
1352C
13530
13540
13550
13560
13570
13580
13590
13600
13610
13620
1'3630
13640
13650
136bO
13670
13680
13690.
13700
1371.0
13720
13730 C
13740
13750
13760
13770
13760
13790
13800
13
.
810 C
413$70 C F a 3	 ^F	 I^V1^E p ^E	 F00TINL
136$0 CALL	 SP IT	 i'U.(AKslsi f+rst::Tb s 	 8s707)
13890 CALL.	 ';P'MIIL{N,islsNsNPTAsisl,MsAK.Plsls7, 1s$)
13300 C AK	 LIAS	 REFM	 COMPUTED
13910 `1n	 45	 T =I s N
13320 nrl	 45	 K = 1 9 N
13430 TA{ IsK)=0.
13940 P  4 1} J = I s m
13950 40 TACT.K)	 =	 TA(lsr.)—AK(IsJ)t-HMAT(JsK)
139b0 Tr	 (I. 1'17 .K)	 uJ	 TO	 45.
	
--	
—
13970 T.A(I fK) 	 =	 1.+TA(IsK)
13980 45 CnMTTNIFF
13990 DO. 55	 T=IsN
14000 Pq	 5C	 K= 1sN
14010 T°(u)=!I,
14020 On Fn J=10
14030 50 T9(K)=TR(K)+TA(IsJ)4-P(JsK)
14040 On	 55	 K=1,V
1.4050 55 TA(.I,K,)=TPIK}
14060 C SYMmFTP17E	 FkkrjR	 COVARIANCE	 MATRIX
14070 ^^	 60	 T=I, N
14080 on	 60	 J=IsN
14090 60 p(TsJ)=0.5*(TA(lsJ)+TA(JsI))
14100 C P(K+I)	 HAS	 R LEN CLMPUTEO
14110 RETURN
14120 Fh'9
14130 C
14140 C
14150 S LIB Rn?JTINF	 RMMUL {As IMAs INAs MAsNAs B s IMB s INtl;p NBs C s I+MCP INCs IkAs IRBJ,
14160 1TPC.)
14170 C C=A*B	 WITH	 TNIT.	 ARRAY	 ELEMENTS_ SPECIFIED
14180 —T'4r-NSTnN	 A(49}s6(4S)sC(49)
14190 DO	 5	 I=I P MA
14200 Totm	 =	 T+TmC
14210 IPTMA	 =	 I+IMA
14220 TF	 (N'A.LT.1)	 GJ	 TO	 b
14230 nr	 5	 K=1.No
14240 KPTNr	 =	 K+lt,C
14250 KPTN i	 =	 a+TN'n
14260 I'"	 =	 TFTwr—l+(nFIiNC--:)41RC
14270 r(Tr)	 =	 o.
14280 T 	 A 	 T.1 }	 UG	 I'D	 6
r'	 y B-27
1
^^ 14290
14300
14310
1.4320
1.4330
14340
14350
14360
14370 C
143bO C
14390
14400 C
1.4410
14420
14430
14440
14450
1,4460
14470
14480
14490
14500
14510
14520
14530)
14540
14550
14560
14570 C
14580 C
14590
14600
1463,0 C
1462C
14630
14640
14650
146EC
14670
14bb(.
14690
1 47n n
rr" 5 J=1 NA
J°T^'A = J+TIIA
JPI" n
 = J+T"°b
TA = TPTmA-1+(JFIN.A-2)*IRA
T R = JATM9-1+(KFINB-2),IR8
5 C(TC) = C(TC)+A(IA)*8(IB)
6 RFTUPN
F Ri r)
SURP rILITINF SRMAIrD( ApINApINAjpiii,IMBpINBPCjIMC,INCpil..NPIRAslRbslRC)
C = A+P WTTH TI%IIT. ARRAY ELEMENTS SPECIFIED
DIMPNSION A(49),9609)PC(49)
on 5 T=1p^`
TF (N.LT.I) GO TO 6
I ¢ IMC = I+IMC
J P INC = J+TNC
T P .IMA	 I+TMA .
J D TNA = J+TNA
TQIM Q
 = T+TmB
JPTNR = J + T M 8
IA = '^PTMA-1+(JPINA-2)*IRA
-
IR = LIMB–I+(JPINB-2)*IRB
IC - . = TPIMr.-1+(JPINC -2)*IRC
5 C(TC) = A(IA)+6(IB)
6 PPTUPN
FNr)
SUWP PUTTNF SCAM`fRA(AilMAPINAPMYNYBYIMB#I BYIRAPIkB)
nTMWr T rN A(4 9)YB(49)
R=A-T O ANS P OSE WIT H INIT, ARRAY ELEMENTS SPECIFIED
T F (A.f T.1) GC TO 6
00 5 I=lpN
D!, 5 J=1 s M
I P TMR = I+Tmd
JPTNP = J+Tr'u
J P T` A = J+jmA
T P I NA = T+TKA,
Tr = JPTmA - 14(1PINA-2)*lkA
Tn = TPI'A"-1+(JPIN6-2)#lRE
B-28
t
14710 5 B(I^)=A(IA)
14720 6 R` TH PM
°.	 14730 r-^+n
14740 C
14750 C
14760 Stj^PnUTTNIE
	
PUFIL
.	 14770 C UPDATFS	 ATT,'TUDE .iAl IABLES AND	 EITHER SYSTEM	 ELEMENTS	 OF-THE. -.
f	 14 7 80 C STATE	 W CTr0
1479 ri CrMt '" I' d /l/NG: NDELPY NNI
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1.0	 IN`T'RODUCTION
The IRU(OAO) is a three-axis strap-down inertial
reference unit that was designed and built by the Charles
Stark Draper Lahoratory (CSDL) under contract with NASA's
Goddard Space Flight Center (GSVQ for their Orbiting
Astronomical Observatory. The IRU(OA01 Engineering Model was
built in 1968, went through qualification testing in 1969
and was delivered to GSFC in March 1970. Since then it has
been modified and used by GSFC to demonstrate various concepts.
Early in 1975 consideration was given to using the
Engineering ,Model, in a concept evaluation program to be con-
ducted with the TRW Precision Attitude Determination System
(PADS). In mid-April 1975, GSFC contracted with CSDL for
the following efforts:
1. to evaluate the current performance and operating
characteristics of the Engineering Model
2. to assist with the integration of the unit with
the PADS if the first item shows the Engineering
Model to be in satisfactory operating condition.
This report describes the first effort. Two trips were made
to GSFC in support of the first item. The first trip was made
from 7-10 April 197S to investigate the modifications made by
GSFC to the Engineering Model. The second trip was made from
20-23 May
 1975 to take data from the s ystem. A brief summary
of both trips is included in Section 3. Section 4 contains
a summary of the result for data accumulated from 20-28 May 1975.
The conclusion and recommendations are reported in section 2.
iT
1
2.0	 CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The Engineering ;Model of the OA0-lRU is not operating
properly. This is apparent from several system malfunctions
during testing and the results of the data accumulated.
Assuming, however,.that the system does not degrade further, the
following performance capabilities are feasible if the system
is continually updatV at 30 minute intervals or less.
I. Roll Axis - One sigma angle uncertainty
< 1 arc-second.
e
2. Pitch Axis - One sigma angle uncertainty
< 2 arc-seconds.
3. Yaw Axis - One sigma angle uncertainty
< 10 arc-seconds.
Because of abnormalities in the s ystem data
obtained (especially for the yaw axis gyro), history of system
malfunctions, and the possibility of future malfunctions or
failures, CSDL recommends that GSFC does not send the OAO-IRU
Engineering Mdoel to TRW for integration with the PADS system.
It is believed that there is an intermittant failure either in
the Precision Pottier Supply or Wheel Power Supply within the
Electronics Package. However, identifying and correcting such
a problem could be quite time consuming and unfortunately is
beyond the scope of this contract,
3.0	 SUMMARY OF EVENTS
The first trip was made to GSFC from 7-10 April
1975.	 The purpose of this trip was to investigate a possibly
module failure and become familiar with the modifications magic
by GSFC to the OAO-IRU Engineering ;Model. 	 The suspect module
was an MH- 7 type which supplies the gyro's signal generator
excitation.	 This module was found to be defective and was
subsequently repaired by externally wiring a set of transistors
to replace the defective	 ones within	 the module.	 This same
procedure was previously used on an Mli- 3 type module that
provides the suspension excitation. 	 There was no apparent
reason for either of these modules'	 demise.	 It is known howevor
that the MH-3 module will self-destruct if it loses a reference
frequency from the precision pottier supply in the electronics
package.
	
Another possible malfunction 	 in an till)-10	 type moduli,
was also noted	 (R-Terri Pulse Generator) .	 However,	 since	 this
failure should not affect PADS testing it was not pursued.	 All
repairs were made by GSFC technicians.
After the above repairs were made to the systore, 	 a
second trip	 (20-23 May 1975) was made to obtain data from t0
IRU.	 The system was
	
turned on and data acquisition was started
at approximately 9 pm on 20 May 1975.
	
At approximately 6 am on
21 May 1975 the system wont into the	 ISTAB mode with a
continuous-angle-reset	 commanded.	 This	 is	 symptomatic	 of a v; , Teitn! .
loss of power.	 The s ystem was	 reset at approximately 9 am and
1 ran for approximately S hours before the same thing happened
again.	 The power supply in the Ground Support Equipment which
supplies the prime power to the IRU was then replaced and data
was accumulated from Wednesday night until Thursday morning
(21-22 May).	 No problems occurred during that period.
During Thursday the system was shut down for modifications
to the IRU-PADS data interface.	 After those modifications were
completed,	 the
	
system was	 turned on with the IP-load panel.
(gyro package simulator) 	 and the electronics package checked out.
Once, while in this configuration the system went into the ISTAB
mode with a continuous angle reset commanded.
	
Also while in
this mode a second anomalous behavior was observed. 	 IVhen the
E dummy wheel load was cycled on and off, the system power would
- frequently (approximately 50% of the time)	 increase by 60 wa-cs.
When this happened,	 the only noticeable effect was a 3 to 4
volt drop in the 45 volts which is used for the gyro torque
- loops.	 On Thursday pm (22 May)
	
the IRU was again turned on with
the Inertial Package and data was accumulated until 2:30 pm
on 28 May 1975 without any further visible abnormalities.
C-T0
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS
Two types of ' data were accumulated during the period
from 20-28 May 1975.
(1) Long Term Stability data where the net number
of reba.Lance torque pulses were calculated and
recorded every 2.56 or 20.48 seconds.
(2) Noise Equivalent Angle data there each 5
millisecond rebalance pulse was recorded.
4.1	 Long Tbrm Stability Data
Three sets of long term data were recorded for each
gyro. The periods over which each set of data was taken arc
listed below.
(1) Set 1	 9 pm 20 May to 9 am 21 May 1975.
(2) Set 2	 9 pm 21 May to 9 am 22 May 19 75 .
(3) Set 3 11 pm 22 May to 2:30 pttt 28 May 1971S.
Figures 1 through 3 show the results of set I for the
roll, pitch, and ^ ate re.N i 5 i • esaectal-c v.	 'ni s ciata was ^^rocc ,r,:
by calculating the average rate every 71.65 seconds. Figure
4 is the output of a tiltmeter wi , ose sensitive axis was about
a NtiV-SE line.
These plots reveal the following:
(1) * Rate impulses in the roll axis output that occur
every 1/2 to 1 hour and have a magnitude of 0.2
to 0.3 mere.
(2) Several small changes in level (0.1 to 0.2 meru) and
one large change of about 0.5 meru in the pitch
axis.
(3) Very erratic behavior of the yaw axis with peak-
to-peak changes of 1.5 meru.
(4) The tiltmeter data is Quiet and well behaved thus
eliminating base motion as a source of the
gyros' behavior.
Figures 5 through 8 are the results of data set 2 and
were processed as set 1. Again each instrument has its own
unique behavior. Figure 9 through 11 are the results of data
set 3. This data is a graphical presentation of the average
* This data without the presence of the rate impulses is
characteristic of the performance of each instrument when the
IRU is operating properly.
rate over every 675.84 seconds. The spikes in fig 10 (pitch
axis) are a result of a data acquisition malfunction. This
data again is consistent with that previously obtained even
though no visible system malfunctions occurred. Data set 3
also shows the following long term characteristics of each
instrument.
(1) The roll gyro is fairly well behaved except for
the existence of rate impulses (.2 to .3 menu)
occurring every 1/2 to 1 hour.
(2) The pitch gyro exhibits discrete changes in the
rate output with a peak amplitude of 1 meru. These
changes are very regular and have a periodicity
of M 16 hours.
(3) Th p yaw gyro is extremely erratic with peak to
peak changes in rate of approximately 7.5 meru.
4.2	 Noise EQuivalent Data
As mentioned above, this data was recorded every .005
seconds. To fulfill contractual requirements, 40 samples were
summed to yield .200 second samples. This data was then
processed to determine the best fit (least squares) attitudo for
each 30 minute segment of the data. Tables 1-3 show the peak
and one sigma deviation of the .200 sec data samples from the
best fit data for each 30 minute segment of the roll, pitch
any you axis gyros respectively. These data are consistent
with Long Term data; especially the erratic behavior of yaw gyro.
The deviations for each 30 minute segment are graphically shown
in figures 12 through 14. This data was plotted by sampling
the deviation from the best fit every 36 seconds.
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TO:	 R. Harris
I
FROM:	 R. Carson 4.6
'	 DATE:	 6 November 1975
SUBJECT: OAO-IRU Engineering Model Data at TRW September 1975
Approximately sixty hours of gyro data was obtained from
the OAO-IRU Engineering Model at TRW, Redondo Beach, California
during September 1975. This data is displayed in both time and
'
	
	
power spectral density plots. The time histories provide an in-
dication of the overall instrument performance and the PSD data
can indicate the performance that can be expected in a particular
frequency range. A brief description of the data accumulated
i	
is enclosed.
Time Mot,
Three data sets were recorded simultaneously for each of
the three instruments and are shown in Figures 1 through 9. The
details of each set are described below:
	
Tes tData Set
	 Run	 Sample Period	 Length o f l s+ Date
1	 72	 .32 seconds	 9 hours	 8-9 Sept
2	 73	 2.56 seconds	 32 hours	 9-10 Sept
3	 74	 2.56 seconds
	
16 hours
	
10-11 Sept
It can be seen from the time plots that the output of each gyro
is consistent from test to Est. It should also be noted that the
roll and pitch instruments exhibit approximately 0.1 meru jumps
within three stable states. It is further observed that these
discontinuities occur simultaneously and are q uite deterministic
C-29
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with an overall period of approximately 17 hours. 	 The yaw gryo
on the other hand is quite erratic with frequent spike, of ap-
proximately 3 menu and occasional spikes greater than 10 rtteru.
Needless to say, the erratic behavior of the yaw gyro and the
discontinuities in the roll and pitch instruments are riot
considered normal.	 However this performance is an improvement
by approximately a factor of 10 over that which was observed
at GSFC in june.	 The roll and pitch gyros would be considered
quite acceptable without the jumps.	 Again it is felt that the
anomolous behavior of the instruments is the result of an un-
known malfunction within the Engineering Model.
PSD Plots
The results of the PSD analysis are shown in Figures 10
through 18.	 The data are plotted as single sided PSDs 	 (i.e..!
all the energy exists in the frequency range of 0 to -) to
rate and have units of "me ru 2 /11z".	 Selected portions of each ;j
of the three da-za sets were chosen to characterize the instrument
output under various conditions and different frequency ranges. f
Figures 10 through 12 are the PSD of approximately 1.5 hours -^
from data set 1 with no discontinuities.	 Figures 13 through 15 {
are the resultant PSDs of approximately 12 hours from data set 3 Lt
with several jumps. 	 Figures 16 through 18 shot-; the PSD plots of
the first 24 hours of data set 2.
Each of the PS-- las two distinct characteristics: a positive
slope at the hi-h frequencies and a negative slope at the low
frequencies. The positive slopes are proportional to f 2 and are
attributed to quantization noise due to the sampling process.
It will be noted that the levels of the PSDs calculated from 	 at
2.56 second data samDies (Runs 73 and 74) are eight times higher
than those calculated using 0.32 second samples (Run 72). This
i s consistent with modelling quantization noise as a white process
in angle and band limited at the Nyquist frequency of the sample
_^'..
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rate. The remainder of this memo will concentrate on the low
frequency characteristics which are attributed to the gyros
and to the system.
Figures 10 and 11 illustrate the behavior of the roll and
pitch instruments without the presence of jumps and compares
favorably with previously obtained data with other 2FBG-6F
gyros.
	
Figure 12 further illustrates the erratic behavior of
the yaw axis gyro.	 At the low frequencies, the PSD of the yaw
for thegyro is approximately 100 til%°-s greater than those
other two axes even though the data used to generate the yaw
PSD plot did not include any spikes. 	 Figures 13 through 16 are
the PSDs of each instrument when spikes or discontinuities
are present.	 The deterministic jumps in each of the axes not
only increases the magnitude of the PSD but als•^ change its
characteristics at the lower frequencies.
I
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